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Atari ST HardDisk

1
20 MegaByte formatted capacity

Improves the ST's overall performance (3-20X Improvement on disk transfers)

Atari "compatible with software and other DMA Buss Devices

Includes Hard Disk Utilities

BUSY

NOW AVAILABLE:
Atari ST 20MB System

30MB System
60MB System

$ 799
$ 995
$1995

Atari XL/XE 10MB System
20MB System

$ 649

$ 799

Supra Corporation

1 1 33 Commercial Way / Albany, OR 97321 USA
Phone: (503)967-9075 / Telex: 5106005236 (Supra Corp.)
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ONLY $69.95

If si File

EZ CALC™is a fully implemented GEM™
based spreadsheet for home and business

use This is by far the most powerful

spreadsheet available for the price. Better

yet, all commands are mouse controlled

for speed and ease of use EZ CALC™
also uses less memory than other spread-

sheets for the ST. leaving more room for [—j|

your data and formulas If you've never "~j

used a spreadsheet before, you'll be
,
II

amazed how easy EZ CALC™ is to learn n

and use. The experienced user will love

the speed of a mouse controlled spread-

sheet.
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FEATURES
^ 300 columns by 999 rows

^ Extensive use of GEM™ windows
•• All commands are under mouse

control

•• Built in 10 keypad calculator

• On-line help windows (No commands
to memorize)

s Built in sort routine

*•- Developed exclusively for the Atari ST
>s 10 macros controlled by the function

keys

s Split-screen capabilities

^ Note Pad

r
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Help CalC om y 24.95
• 11 preprogrammed templates for use

withEZ CALC™m VIP Professional™
• load-and-go and these templates will

take the work out of tedious

spreadsheet setup.

Templates include:
Check Register

Depreciation schedules

Investment Portfolio Analysis

Name & Address directory

Home Inventory

Loan Amortization Schedules

Personal Finance Statement

and more VIP PROFESSIONAL is a Trademark ol

VIP TECHNOLOGIES

INVENTORY MASTER

INVENTORY MASTER is an easy to use Gem based in-

ventory program that will do everything from keeping

track of inventory to generating detailed pnnted reports

With GEM pull down menus you can execute fast and

easy searches, sorts and printouts It is so easy you

can do it almost without looking at the manual Addi-

tionally the program is written to be easily integrated

with Invoice Master, giving you a powerful automatic

inventory control system

EZ SPELL

Only $39.95

For the Atari ST

• Over 130.000 word dictionary with over 1 million

words multilingual

• Real lime spell checker and siand aione program

• Posltix and ptelix spell checking

• user dictionary limned omy oy disk space

EZ SPELL is a reai time GEM Dased spelling checker thai works with

any GEM based word processor data base language eic Use the stand

aione program to check any non GEM Dased liie Misspelled word are

highlighted within sentences lor easy recognition and can be added

to user dictionary The multi-window display eases error correction by

allowing the user 10 scroll through the text while ihe possible correct

woids and options are continually displayed

INVOICE MASTER $0oN

Only $99.95 $f0*

Create yout own invoices

Use in combination with In

vemory Master or by nseil

Prml your own invoices on

any printer

Stores more than 200

records per SS/00 disk

Invoice Master allows you to pnm Out cusiom invoices lo your primer

then subtiact the Hems purchased ttom inventory through inventory

Master it is a lull GEM implementation with menus windows and mouse

control Which makes it much easier to use You will De amared at the

power and ease with which invoices can be made up with invoice Master

I
GEM is a Trademark ot DIGITAL RESEARCH, INC

EZ CALC is a Trademark ol ROYAL SOFTWARE

HELPMATE ONLY $29.95 "

Four desk accessories: Calculator. Notepad. Tele-

phone/Address book and Alarm Clock Takes up less

memory then mosi accessories Will work with any

GEM based program Of special interest, the Alarm

clock will flash a window up in any GEM based pro-

gram to remind you of an appointment or whatever.

Helpmate is always ready within GEM to help with

organizing your desk

EZ THESAURUS Only $39.95 $0
This realtime or stand aione program 15 a window based Thesaurus

Helping the user find iusi mat word that will spruce up an otherwise

tedious document ine utility gives the user a list trom a selection ol

thousands ot words thai mean the something as vou have highlighted

II you ve iust drawn a blank and cant think ot a word let EZ Thesauius

heip vou find it

PAYROLL MASTER
Only $99.95

• Stores up to tOO employee records per disk

• State ta> information tor multiple stares

• Prints Employee Checks Address Labels W-2

Forms Employee List End ot Quarter/Yea

Reports PLUS MUCH MORE'
• Ram resident tor lightning tast access

Payroll Master is a GEM based payroll program thai will give the average

user the power to perform any payroll task large or small An the mtor

matton is available at a click ot a button so il is tast and easy to operate

No need to buy extra modules Because the program has everything you

need lor completing tasks trom printing checks to detailed reports

THE SCHEDULE Only $29.95

An Employee Weekly Work Schedule/ cflO^
• Prml a weekly schedule

*J ISlG
• Easy to use GEM based program pftr/l'
• Employees names, hours and dates U"

Schedule your employees and then print a weekly schedule showing

- employee names, working hours, and dates See at a glance who

will be working It is GEM based for easy access to weekly schedule

information through drop down menus, windows and mouse control

tflN
6
SOONEZ GRAPH

ONLY $69.95 cO

A professional graphics and statistical analysis package

Graph everything from your finances through stock

market quotes The program will operate within EZ

CALC spreadsheet program or as a stand-alone pro-

fessional graphing program.

sCOMPUTER
PALACE

OPEN M F 9-6 Sal 10 4 (Pacific Time)

710 McKinley, Eugene, Oregon 97402"

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD & CALL

Toll Free 1-800-452-8013

• ORDERS ONLY, PLEASE *
If There s never a penally lor using your credit card!

For Information. Call (503) 683-5361

Prices subject to change without notice.

GREAT BATTLES, 1789-1865

ONLY $34.95 n^**
Relive some of the greatest battles in history, such as

Waterloo. Austerlitz. Shiloh and Gettysburg You make

leadership decisions just as General Grant and Emperor

Napoleon did Great sounds of battle and colorfully

detailed maps aid in leading you to the final victory.

SHIPPING INFO Minimum S2 90 Ground U r*5 An Actual

Cost depends or- weight Can iS03i683 S3&1 tor information

WARRANTY INFO Everything mat we seii is warranted D>

the manufacturer It any item purchased trom us tails to per

toirn properly when you receive it call js at iS03> 683 536'

so that we can assist you No returned merchandise acceoted

without authorisation Detective software win be reoiaced

with anomer copy o( 'he same program otherwise no sot

ware is returnable

• .' P,i\ All SHiplMUl AVAILABLE •



ALPHA SYSTEMS is constantly innovating to provide more power
for your 8-bit Ataris.

You don't need an ST to run high-powered
software Your Atari 400, 800. 800X1 1200XL or

130XE can compute circles around others with these
quality packages. - Don't let our low prices fool you -

Super Quality doesn't have to be over priced

DIGITIZE YOUR WORLD Now you can conned your
Atari to a wide range of external interfaces that you
can build. This how-to book (over 150 pages)
includes all the instructions needed to build a light

o pen. household appliance controllers, alarm systems.

5 light and motion detectors, voice recognition, and
•" much, much more The book Your Atari Comes Alive
* includes detailed schematics and instructions for

§ each device. The disk includes the 8ASIC and
Assembler programs to run them. Create your own
exciting devices and save money1

tour Atari Comes Alive - Introductory Price $24.95

DIGITIZING POWER
Tf\e hardware & software you
need to digitize real world
sounds and play them on
your computer Make your

Atari speak in your own voice
record and "y/play sounds from o complete orchestra.

Play the 1 digitized instruments and sounds trom your
keyboard, or

J
put them m your own BASIC programs

PARROT is now being used for special effects by
professional musicians Turn your Atari into a digital

sound sampler and keyboard Everything you need to

record and play digital sounds $39.95

Additional pre-recorded sound tracks $4.95/with
purchase of PARROT

COMPUTEREYES"
Feed the pictures from your video camera or VCR
into your compuier and save the images as a
graphics screen Put your picture in your own
programs, or digitize your favorite movie star

Our COMPUTEREYES and MAGNIPRINT II +

combination special lets you print your pictures in 16

shades of grey with incredible detail Combine the
features of MAGNIPRINT ii + and COMPUTEREYES tor

digitizing power that can't be beat Koala Pad. Touch
Tablet compatible
COMPUTEREYES and MAGNIPRINT II

- $ 119.95
COMPUTEREYES only $ 99.95
COMPUTEREYES, B W VIDEO CAMERA, MAGNIPRINT II -

,

and CABLE $329.95
GRAPHICS 9 CAPTURE SOFTWARE
$12.00 J£^MB>

Easily the most powerful and versatile printer

package available Accepts screens from Koala Pad,
Print Shop. RAMbrant. MicroPainter. SynGraph. Touch
Tablet. Typesetter. Graphics Master, many, many
others Prints in literally hundreds of sizes, shapes,
shades, and distortions, including 6 ft. poster printing.

Create delail and resolution thought impossible on a
standard dot matrix printer Supports 16 shades of

grey and even color printing (you need color ribbons

or color carbons for that) Touch -Up your pictures with

multi-size and multi-font text. Works on STAR. Gemini.
Panasonic. ClTOH, NEC. EPSON or compatible
printers (850 interface cr equivalent required).

Incredibly priced tor only $24.95

Free BONUS with every MAGNIPRINT II + - PRINTALL

prints your programs and files with all Atari inverse

and graphics characters

ATRftt

SOFTWflRC
PROTECTION
TECHNlOU£5

PROTECT YOUR
PROGRAMS

AUTOMATICALLY
COPY PROTECTION
METHODS EXPOSED

GRAPHICS TRANSFORMER Create Print Shop
icons from your favorite drawing program, a
ComputerEyes digitized photo, or saved picture files.

Create, Merge. Shrink, or Enlarge to transform your

graphics from one to another Transfer pictures

between programs to use the features you need
ONLY $22.95

XPKRSOINAIOK Cartridge back- up system.

ONLY $29.95

§*cdndlijzer
Scans, onoiyses ALL Atari

"

programs Works on programs stored on Disk Cartridge, or

directly from memory Converts complex machine language
into readable assembler Transforms ANY Atari" BASIC program
into listab'e. modifyooie. BASIC Changes a 4 8 or 16K cartridge

into a binary load file that you can view & change using regular

Atari • assemblei Clearly shows techniques such os BAD
SECTORS. BAD DATA MARKS. DUPLICATE SECTORS, and FORCED
CRC ERRORS NOW FULLY SUPPORTS DOS 2 5 and includes one
pass sector copier for 130XE owners. Even finds and displays

hidden directories

Complete with instructions in theory and use ONLY $29.95

Now the state of the art secrets of software copy
protection, piracy, phone phreaking. and hacking
are revealed. These comprehensive book and disk

packages take you from a novice to on expert m th

fasi changing field Everything you need to

understand complex protection, and create your

own custom methods Topics include. Unstable
Sectors (Phantom or Fuzzy Sectors). Forced CRC
Errors, Overfilled Tracks. Short Sectoring, Hardware
Doto Keys. Cartridge Protection. Cassette Protectior

Crackdown on Pnates New Laws Dealing with Pirac

Hacking, On-Line Security Phone Phreaking. Building

Block Boxes. Pirate Bulletin Boards Systems. Trojan

Horse Programs. Logic Bombs. Self-Destructirv

programs, much, much more

The disks included with these books contain p >wen
utilities to let you automatically protect your fi ss

Features include,

• Automalic directory hiding

• Data encryption (stops pirates from changing
your copyrights, etc.]

• Limited use option (makes the program self

destruct after a limited number of runs)

• Password option (requires an 8 byte password
before the program will run)

• Disk Protection check (have your program
check disk protection before running)

Use these methods and more automatically, with no
programming skills needed

BOOK I and DISK I $24.95
BOOK II (Advanced protection) and DISK II $24.95
Special limited time offer - BOTH SETS for $39.95

24 HOUR HOTLINE (216) 374-7469
VISA or MasterCard Welcome Can or wme for our Free Catalog
Customer Service (216) 686-9014 0am-3pm EST M-F
'An for Aton Disk Drive ai least <J8K required

BONUS Order any 3
programs and get FREE vou' choice

Q Deluxe Space Games D utility Pack ICOO

Oidei by pnone or send
check or money order to

ALPHA SYSTEMS
4435 Maplepork Rd.
Stow, OH 44224
Include S3 00 snp & hdlg
|US& Canada) Ohio
residents odd 5'?% sales

tax Foreign orders add
S8 DO shipo & rvjia



FEATURES
OA The Best 8-Bit Games of 1986/^w Katz, Kunkel and Worley

A dazzling arrav of entertainment disks

for your XL/XE.

OA The Best ST Games of 1986/
^V Teverbaugh

Outstanding graphics, speed, and sound

attract game designers to Atari's "new"
computer.

CJ Holiday Gift Ideas/Ahl and
Jainschigg
Gimmicks, gadgets, and even a few

useful items to please even the most
discerning Atarians on your holiday gift

list.

gfl The Other Side of the Pond/UV Adler
Computing in England as seen from the

Personal Computer World Show.

7Q Compounding/.l hi" From here lo the moon on a piece of

paper.

PROGRAMMING
1A Try This!/ Carlson

Combing the snarls out of logic

puzzles how your Atari can help.
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Languages/./. Jainschigg
Gradus ad Parnassum: Tom Hudson,
author of DLGAS. CAD-3D. and
DFGAS Flite. tells how he became a

best-selling programmer in one easy

lifetime.

Introduction to GEM VDI/
Cockrofl
First in a series, the article and program
presented here demonstrate aspects of

programming the Atari Graphics

Environment Manager in C.

Puzzles & Problems/,4 hi
Some of these problems can be solved in

your head: others will require that you

boot up your Atari and write a short

program. How many can you solve?

Q A Programming Challenge/
**^ J. Jainschigg

Another opportunity to demonstrate your

programming prowess. This issue, we
challenge you to create sounds that will

curl our hair.

Cover: Photograph by Jeff MacWright

Copyright 1986 by Alan Eicplorer Publications Corp . 7 Hilltop

Road. Mendham.NJ 07945. Atari £.«/7/or^r(ISSN 0882-J340)

is published bimonthly for SI 5.00 per year by Atari Explorer

Publications Corp All rights reserved

POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Atari Explorer. 7

Hilltop Road. Mcndham. NJ 07945 Please alio* 8 weeks for

change of address.
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REVIEWS
4 Q The Graphic Artist/

** N. Jainschigg
Progressive Computer Applications

presents a flexible, professional quality

CADD system for the ST.

24 CAD-3D/Anderson" A program thai brings a new dimension

in computer-assisted design to the Atari

ST.

JO Flight Simulator 11/ Wallace
^\J ST graphics and speed add amazing

realism to Sublogic's latest simulalion.

Og Zoomracks/./. JainschiggVW a powerful text-oriented data-handler

based on an unusual "metaphor
"

OQ Giving Your ST the Time of
**** Day/</. Jainschigg

Batier>-backed clock/calendar cards

from Navarone and Shanner keep your

ST up to date.

Aft Habaview Database Manager/™
J- Jainschigg
A useful productivity package you can

gel up and running in five minutes.

A 4 Blazing Paddles/N. Jainschigg
Baudvillc offers 8-bit artists advanced

functions in an easy-to-use paint

program.

gO Okimate 20 Color Printer/.4/?/

""An outstanding special purpose printer; a

great value for light duty NLQ and color

printing.

7ft Star Micronics NL-lQJStaples
^* A reliable nine-pin printer that offers

near. letter quality at a reasonable price.

DEPARTMENTS
C Editorial/57a/?/es
** Thanks . . and another assignment

g News & Views/Ahl

O Letters/ Readers
You respond to the contents of our firsi

H ft Homefront /Farmanfarmaian" Software and strategies for getting the

most out of your Atari during the holiday

season.

CA New Products/S7a/>/eswV The latest hardware and software

announcements for Atari 8-bit and ST
computers.

CO What's New in Technology//!/?/^W A supercomputer on a chip.

ft A Reader Game Rankings//!/*/w The games Explorer readers play I

they stack up.

how

gg Atari Classroom/Siaples"w Sierra On-Line brings Donald Duck and
Winnie the Pooh to the high tech

generation.

OO Te\etskik/Anderson
"••A look at l*S Talk and some unusual

programs available free on CompuServe.

OC Sound Chip/ OnoskoWw Sampling made simple Hippo's Sound
Digitizer for the ST.
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APL.68000
for the Atari ST

The introduction of the Atari ST marks the

beginning of a new era in microcomputing:

high performance with no compromise in a

compact but attractive 68000 implementa-

tion. The A tari version ofAPI.. 68000 is fas t

and extremely powerful. Its high resolution

graphics screen, combined with its sophisti-

cated yet simple user interface, sets a new
standard in personal computing.

• Uses standard Atari ST user interface

• Built-in full screen function editor

• Access to Atari ST DOS native files

• Common system commands as pull-down

menus

• Full printer support

• Runs in its own window
• User defined pull-down menus

• User defined Dialog and Alert boxes

• Full interface to Atari ST graphic facilities

• Arbitrary I/O via serial ports

• Session manager allows editing of screen

lines

• Workspaces can be set as run time

applications

• Applications can use standard ASCII
keyboard

• Applications can detect mouse position

and state

APL. 68000 for the Atari ST is a new step

in low cost computing. Order direct for

S275 (+ shipping) MO, check, COD or

credit card. Demo disk SI 5 may be applied

towards purchase.

Visa/Mastercard/American Express

SPENCER ORGANIZATION, INC

P.O. Box 248 Westwood, N.J. 07675

(201) 666-6011

APL 68000 is a trademark ol MicroAPL Ltd

Atari ST is a registered trademark of Atari Corporation
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Thank you. Thank you for filling

out the Reader Survey that ap-

peared in our last issue. We ap-

preciate your thoughtful responses, and
you can expect to see the results of the

Survey in an upcoming issue. You can
also start looking for the ways in which
we have begun to implement some of

your suggestions.

Thank you. too, for all the positive

comments you have made about the

"new and improved" Atari Explorer. A
very small sampling of your kudos ap-

pears in the Letters column in this issue:

we were all gratified to learn that you
like the new format and content, expect

great things from our staff, and look

forward to seeing Atari Explorer on a

regular publication schedule.

We have great plans for Explorer
and expect to offer you even greater

"improvements'* in upcoming issues-

more pages, more color, more of the

authors you respect.

But, to carry out these plans, we need

your help. Before I tell you exactly what
you can do. let me give you a short

lesson in the economics of magazine
publishing.

The Economics of Magazine Publishing

Magazine publishers make money on
sales of the magazine itself- subscrip-

tions and the single copies you buy on
the newsstand— right? Wrong. The
amount sou pay for a magazine barely

covers the actual cost of producing thai

copy— the articles, photographs, typc-

and another assignment

Editorial
By BETSY STAPLES

setting, paper, printing, distribution,

and overhead //the publisher is vers

careful and vet") conservative.

"Well." you say. "there must be some
profit to be made somewhere, or there

wouldn't be an) magazines. Right?"
Right. A magazine makes money b>

publishing advertisements placed by

companies that sell products of interest

to its readership.

Naturally, it is to the magazine's ad-

vantage to keep those advertisers hap-

py, and there are two basic ways a pub-

lisher can do this. The most obvious -

and. often, the easiest— is to write what
the advertisers want to see: to compli-

ment a product in print regardless of its

actual merit, simply because the manu-
lacturer is ;in advertiser or even a pro-

spective advertiser.

The more difficult way is to win the

loyalty of readers by publishing unbi-

ased articles thai help them avoid wast-

ing their money on flaky hardware and
buggy software. This approach is more
difficult, because it is indirect. It relies

on the reader to communicate his ap-

proval of the magazine to the advertiser.

Those of you who know us. know that

our journalistic feet arc planted firmly

in the readers' camp. We will not tell

you that a product is good if it isn't: we
will discuss its limitations and describe

its shortcomings even if it happens to

be a product made by Atari Corp.

We think we owe our readers a maga-
zine they can trust. And we plan to de-

liver it.

Your Assignment

In return, we ask you to let the com-
panies that manufacture the products

you use and want to buy know that you
read Atari Explorer. Tell them that you
support our editorial policy. Whenever
you call or write to a manufacturer
about a product or service you have read

about in Explorer whether in adver-

tising or editorial coverage -please re-

member to mention that you heard

about it here.

We don't want you to start selling ads

for us— that's Pamela Stockham's job.

But we do want you to realize that you

are the best promotional tool we have.

You can play an important role in the

success of this magazine, because the

more advertising we have, the more edi-

torial we can print.

So if you want more unbiased re-

\ iews, more in-depth interviews with to-

day's top software designers, more use-

ful programs, and more educational

tutorials, don't forget to say. "I read

about your product in Atari Explor-
er" m

VOLUME 6 NUMBER 3 ATARI EXPLORER 5



If
computers represent the engines

driving the most important techno-

logical revolution in history, then

software is the fuel. Therein lies a para-

dox; as software fuels this revolution, it

also impedes it and threatens to explode

it. Software has proliferated faster than

computing experts' understanding of it:

and society's increasing dependence on
software has caused a wide array of

intractable problems, not only in com-
puting but also in law. economics, man-
agement, and education.

Recognizing this problem. Carnegie-

Mellon University's new Software En-

gineering Institute (SEI) was estab-

lished to mount a broad-based attack on

the software crisis. Funded by the De-

partment of Defense and supported by

corporations, universities, and govern-

ment agencies, the SHI will serve as a

catalyst to a larger effort among these

groups to 1 ) develop new tools and tech-

nologies for creating and modifying
software and 2) accelerate the transi-

tion of these tools from development to

practice.

Underlying the projects at the SEI is

the so-called "software factory" con-

cept, which is already in use in Japan in

prototype form. A software factors is a

continuously evolving software develop-

ment environment in which software

project managers standardize, mea-
sure, and analyze literally all the activi-

ties that are involved in building soft-

ware projects- from the ver> basic

design of what the software is intended

to do. through integration, to compo-
nents testing, deployment, evaluation,

and even modification in the field. Only
through this preservation of "corporate

memory" can the software specialists

exploit fully what they learn -for ex-

ample, by reusing a section of code in

particular, and the know-how acquired

during the project in general.

SEI technical projects are intended to

increase both management and techni-

cal control of large scale software engi-

neering products and to provide the

technology-intensive support for all as-

pects of software engineering. The SEI
will also be establishing requirements

and developing modules for a universi-

ty-level software engineering curricu-

lum, and working to find solutions for

legal licensing and protection of soft-

ware. Stay tuned.

Benchmarks

Nick Walker of Personal Computer
World. Britain's largest microcomput-

ing magazine, recently devised a new set

Software Engineering

Institute; benchmarks;

notes from the Fairs, and

competition for CompuServe

News
and

Views
By DAVID H. AHL

of six benchmark programs to replace

the eight-year-old set of programs the

magazine had been using. The six pro-

grams test the speed of; integer mathe-

matics calculations, real mathematics,

trigonometric and logarithmic func-

tions, screen I/O with a text screen,

screen I/O with a graphics screen, and

disk I/O.

We think you'll be interested to see

the benchmark timings for the Atari ST
and several other popular computers

(Table 1).

Atari Fair Goers

The folks who ran the Atari Fair in

Southern California this past August
collected some interesting statistics on

the attendees. Of the 3207 paid admis-

sions, 81% owned one or more Atari

computers Of Atari computer owners,

14°* owned both an ST and 8-bit sys-

tem. 57% owned onlv an 8-bit machine,

and 29% owned only an ST. Of the

Atari owners. 23% also owned another

brand of computer. Of the non-Atari

owners. 10% owned some other ma-
chine, and 9%, did not own a computer.

John K. Tarpinian. president of the

HACKS club in North Hollywood,

wrote in his newsletter column, "Those
statistics are very interesting. Most of

the displays at the show were ST orient-

ed, yet the majority of attendees were

XL/XE owners. There is still a huge

XL/XE ownership out there. Do you
manufacturers hear that?"

These figures are similar to those

gathered in a survey of the membership
of the Packerland user group in North-

eastern Wisconsin. In this group, the ST
is the computer most used by 30% of the

members, the 8-bit family by 70%. In-

terestingly, the most-used programs are

ones like Atari Writer Plus and Print

Shop on the 8-bit machines and Sun-
dog, 1st Word, and Degas on the ST.
Who says the only thing Atarians do is

play games"'

( Ed note: we would be pleased to hear

from other clubs and show sponsors

about your shows, attendees, concerns

of owners, interesting new products,

etc.)

People Link Service

People Link is a small version of

CompuServe or The Source with a

small price to match. To get you
hooked, they offer one free hour of ser-

vice. The membership fee is $ 10.00. and
an hour of non-prime connect time costs

S4.25 (add $.70 for 1200 baud). More-
over, they occasionally run "Happy
Hours" with special rates.

They have a nice Atari ST Sig in

action with a large list of public domain
programs that can be downloaded.
However, their specialty is a CB setup

which allows you to page people on the

system, join group talks, or have a pri-

vate chat with another plinker. The
commands arc easy to remember, and
the service is easy to use. Because Peo-

ple Link is relatively small. CB seems
more personal than on some other sys-

tems.

You can contact People Link toll free

by voice (800) 524-0100 or computer
(800) 826-8855 to set up an account or

request a free trial hour of service. (The
numbers in Illinois are: (312) 870-5200
and (312) 822-9712. Access to the sys-

tem is via your local Telenet or Tymnet
number.

Atari ST
ST Basic

Integer

Math

1.5

Real

Math

1.9

Trig

Log

7.9

Text

Screen

44.8

Graphics

Screen

22.7

Disk

I/O

9.9

Atari ST
Megamax C

0.16 1.1 7.9 39.6 7.7 7.1

Commodore
Amiga Basic

1.7 2.7 6.7 150.3 25.0 32.7

IBM PC
BasicA

6.2 8.2 47.0 100.0 49.0 17.2

Table 1. New PCW benchmark timings in seconds.
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They look like

sunglasses.

Vision Breakthrough
When I put on the pair of glasses

what I saw I could not believe. Nor will you.

By Joseph Sugarman
I am about to tell you a true story. If

you believe me, you will be well reward-

ed. If you don't believe me, I will make
it worth your while to change your mind.

Let me explain.

Lenisafriendofminewhohasaneye
for good products. Oneday he called ex-

cited about a pair of sunglasses he own-
ed. "It's so incredible," he said, "when
you first look through a pair, you won't
believe it."

"What will I see?" I asked. "What
could be so incredible?"

Len continued, "When you put on
these glasses, your vision improves. Ob-

jects appear sharper, more defined.

Everything takes on an enhanced 3-D ef-

fect. And it's notmy imagination. I just

want you to see for yourself."

When I received the sunglasses and
put them on I couldn't believe my eyes.

I kept takingthem offand puttingthem
on to see if indeed what I was seeing

through the glasses was indeed actual-

ly sharper or ifmy imagination was play-

ing tricks on me. But my vision improv-

ed. It was obvious. I kept putting on my
cherished $100 pair of high-tech

sunglasses and comparing them. They
didn't compare. I was very impressed.

Everything appeared sharper, more
defined and indeed had a greater three

dimensional look to it. But what did this

productdo that mademy vision so much
better? I found out.

DEPRESSING COLOR
The sunglasses (called BluBlockers)

filter out the ultraviolet and blue spec-

trum light, waves from the sun. You've
often heard the color blue used for ex-

pressions of bad moods such as "blue

Monday" or "I have the blues." Ap-
parently, the color blue, for centuries,

has been considered a rather depressing
color.

For eyesight, blue is not agood color

too. There are several reasons. First, the

blue rays have the shortest wavelength
in the visible spectrum (red is the

longest). As a result, the color blue will

focus slightly in front ofthe retina which
is the "focussing screen" onto which
light waves fall in your eye. By
eliminatingthe blue from the sunglasses

through a special filtration process, and
only letting those rays through that in-

deed focus clearly on the retina, objects

appear to be sharper and clearer.

The second reason is even more im-

pressive. It is not good to have
ultraviolet rays fall on our eyes.

Recognized as bad for skin, uv light is

worse for eyes and is believed to play a

role in many of today's eye diseases. In

addition, people with contact lenses are

at greater risk because contacts tend to

magnify the light at their edges thus in-

creasing the sun's harmful effects.

Finally, by eliminating the blue and
uv light duringthe day, your night vision
improves. The purple pigment in your

eye called Rhodopsin is affected by blue

light and the eyes take hours to recover

from the effects.

SUNGLASS DANGER
But what really surprisedmewas the

danger in conventional sunglasses. Our
pupils close in bright light to limit the

light entering the eye and open wider at

night—just like the aperture in an
automatic camera. So when we put on
sunglasses, although we reduce the

amount of 1ight that enters our eyes, our
pupils open wider and we are actually

allowingmore ofthe blue and ultraviolet

portions of the light spectrum into our

eyes.

BluBlockers sunglasses are darker at
the top to shield outoverhead light. The
lens used is the CR-39 which most eye
doctors will tell you is one of the finest

materials you can use for glasses and is

manufactured under license.

The frames are some ofthe mostcom-
fortable I have ever worn. The moulded
nose rest will fit any nose. The hinge

causes the frames to rest comfortably on
your face and can be adjusted for almost

any size face.

We also have a clip-on pair that

weighs less than one ounce. Both come
with apadded carrying case and an anti-

scratch coating.

I urge you to order a pair and ex-

perience the improved vision. Then take

your old sunglasses and compare them
to the BluBlockers. See how much
clearerand sharper objects appear with
BluBlockers. And see ifyour night vision

doesn'timprove as a direct result. Ifyou
don't see a dramatic difference in your
vision—one so noticeable that you can

tell immediately, then send them back
anytime within 30 days and I will send

you a prompt and courteous refund.

DRAMATIC DIFFERENCE
But from what I've personally

witnessed, once you use apair, there will

be no way you'll want to return it.

Astronomers from many famous
universities wear BluBlockers to im-

prove their night vision. Pilots golfers,

skiers, athletes—anyone who spends a
great deal of time in the sun have found
the BluBlockers indispensable.

Our eyes are very important, to us.

Protect them and at the same time im-

prove your vision with the most incredi-

ble breakthrough in sun glasses since

they were first introduced. Order a pair
or two at no obligation, today.

To order, credit card holders call toll

free and ask for product by number
shown below or send a check plus $4 for

delivery.

BluBlockers (0020 S ) $59.95

Clip-On Model (0022 S

)

34.95
BluBlockers is a trademark of JS&A Group, Inc.

PRODUCTS
JHAT
JHINK

One JS&A Plaza

Northbrook, Illinois 60062
CALL TOLL FREE 800 228-5000
II residents add 7% sales tax ©JS&A Group. Inc.. 1986



Welcome Back
Dear Editor:

ll was with renewed interest that 1

read the latest issue of Atari Explorer.

First, a quick riffle through the pages

promised something unusual. Then, as 1

actually began reading, references to

the new staff and philosophy quickened

the interest. And finally, in light of that,

the contents satisfied the expectation.

Welcome back.

George G. Stcpanenko

2606 47th St.. S.E.

Calgary, ABT2B 1L8

Beanstalk Miscalculation?

Dear Editor:

Your first issue of the latest incarna-

tion of Atari's official journal is nicely

done. However. I must point out that

the published solution of 199 days to

Jack's Bcanstalkin "Puzzles & Prob-

lems" is wrong. Note that the beanstalk

grows by one-half its original height ev-

ery day. starting with Day 1. It will be

twice its original height on Day 2. three

times on day 4 — in general. 1 + D/2
times its original height on Day D.

Thus, it will be 100 times its original

height on Day 198. not 199.

As an old owner of an 800 and a new
owner of a 1040ST. I wish you and

Atari great and enduring success.

James Wells

52 Mary's Lane
Centerport. NY 1 1 72

1

In a sense, both answers are correct.

Ifyou count the day ofplanting. Day 0.

as one of the days, then the entire pro-

cess lakes 199 days. Ifyou count only

the growing days, then, 198 is correct.

Here is a simple Basic program to

soke the problem; note that it counts

both the day ofplanting and the grow-

ing days. — DHA

LIST
10 D=l : H=l : 'Day 1, Height = 1

20 D=D+1 : 'Increase day counter
30 H=H+H/D : 'Let beanstalk grow
40 IF H<100 THEN 20 : '100 times orig?
50 PRINT "Height is" H "after" D "days."
Ok
run
Height is 100 after 199 days.
Ok

Dramatic Change
Dear Editor:

I have been an Atari user for several

years, starting with an Atari 800 that

cost near SI 000 with only 16K of mem-
ory. I ultimately upgraded it to48K and

added a disk drive. Then late in 1 985. I

made the switch to a 520ST. 1 have

never regretted the day! I recently visit-

ed the person to whom 1 sold the 800.

and it is still running fine.

I have read issues of your magazine

for several years, but your latest

changes are dramatic! Obviously, quali-

ty is your goal, and you are succeeding

in that quest. I am looking forward to

getting the future issues, and I'm sure

the quality will continue to be high.

As the "official" voice for Atari. I

look forward to your continued report-

ing of the latest advances and news of

the company.

Steve Finzcl

3750 Voice Rd.

Kingsley, Ml 49649

NJ—Where Atari's Day Begins

Dear Editor:

Your Sept/Oct issue didn't have a

subscription card, and 1 did not want to

cut up the magazine to get the subscrip-

tion application provided on page 75.

Good magazine. I'll keep buying it at

the bookstore until I get a subscription

application that doesn't require cutting

up the magazine.

Good idea to be in New Jersey so you
can get a head start on the rest of the

country each day. _, . _ .

Doyle Davis

1 14 Long Bow
San Antonio. TX 78231

We appreciate your reluctance to de-

face your copy of Explorer and hace

taken care of the problem by including

a "blow-in" card in this issue. Ifsome-

one has already used the card in your
copy, please be assured that we accept

subscription orders on photocopied

forms and on plain while {or your fa-
vorite pastel) paper as well. — EBS
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Astra is excited about the "NEW" Atari...

That's right, we are excited, but not just

about the new ST computers...

We are supporting the 8 bit Atari line

with four precision disk drives!
The 1001 is where we start. This is where the other
drive companies stop. The 1001 is a single or TRUE
double density, single sided drive. It has a built in

printer interface. The 1001 has a direct drive motor,
not a belt driven one.

You say you need more? You are looking for a drive
that is single or double density and double sided too.

You also want a built in printer interface and direct
drive motor with precision formatting. Then this is...

"The ONE" by Astra
BSSB8

Perhaps you don't need to keep 360 kbytes of data
on a single disk. You prefer the utility of a dual
drive system. Word processing, spreadsheets, and
data bases are all made more powerful and easier
to use with a dual drive system. And we have...

the "B00r by Astra
tttttttttt

Still not enough? You want brute storage capacity!
You want a single or double density, single or double

sided, dual drive system. You want...

the "BIG D" by Astra
720 kbytes of storage in one system!

IV ASTRA SYSKMS, INC.

2500 South Fairview/Unit L

Santa Ana, California 92704 (714) 549-2141
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Software and strategies

for getting the most

out ofyour Atari

during the

holiday season

By ROXANE FARMANFARMAIAN

The holidays are upon us wilh all

the mixed blessings thai they im-

ply. The cheer is great -eggnog

and roast turkey, missives from old

friends, gathering round the fire with

loved ones while Jack Frost rimes the

windows. It's the planning, list making,

gift buying, card mailing and the ques-

tion of how to keep the children happy

and out of your busy hair that some-

times besmirch the otherwise perfect

bliss.

If this were 1886. or even ten years

ago in 1976. your cares would be with-

out recourse. But this is 1986. Todav

you have an able-bodied and w illing va-

cation valet already in the house, quiet-

ly standing by to streamline your chores

and humor the kids. Lurking behind the

facade of your Atari's screen is art stu-

dio, print shop, baby sitter and music

box all wrapped into one. The trick is

knowing how to make good use of this

wonder under holiday pressure.

Getting Out the Greetings

The mails arc already in a crush. Arc

you beginning to get that feeling of ris-

ing panic (or is it resignation, perhaps)

that there's no wav this year's cards will

reach their destinations before next

year's season? If so. slop. Hook up that

printer and power up thai Atari: it's

time to hunker down at the keyboard.

If your family likes to send newsy
letters lo friends and relatives summa-
rizing all thai has happened by year-

end, you need nothing more than your

trusty word processing program to

speed you on your way. One real plus of

doing ii on the computer: everyone in

i he family can work on it at their lei-

sure, yet it can still be a group effort.

Someone should be designated news-

letter editor to proofread the master-

piece and make sure everyone partici-

pates by a certain deadline. Then each

family member can contribute his or

her two cents' worth when it's conve-

nient by booting up the software and

adding lo ihe file.

If it seems expedient to create a num-
ber of different versions of the letter

(one for relatives, one for colleagues,

etc.). just modify the basic file and save

each version under a different filename.

Depending on how long your address

list is. cither print out the requisite num-
ber of letters directly, or print master

copies to run off on a duplicating ma-
chine.

The word processor isn't the only

kind of software you can use for mass

correspondence. Some database man-
agement programs {Zoom racks, re-

viewed elsewhere in this issue, is a good

example) provide sufficiently powerful

text handling features to handle letter

writing. and they offer the advantage of

being able to manage your address list

and archive versions as well.

For those who prefer sending cards,

or newsletters festooned with decora-

tions, your Atari can accommodate by

turning chameleon-like into a printing

press. Boot up Print Shop, C&rdWare,
or Prim Master and you'll find your

home press not only easy to use but

capable of turning out very profession-

al-looking stationery.

At the core of each program is a li-

brary of predrawn pictures and borders

(called "clip art") which you can mix

and match with text, the latter in vari-

ous fonts and sizes, to create personal-

ized greetings. This is very gratifying to

kids (and adults who, like me, weren't

heavily endowed with the gift of free-

hand artistry) because it allows for fast

results with a certain degree of polish.

Opt for the card format, and the pro-

grams print out the paper in quadrants

so that you can conveniently French-

fold it into cards. Print Shop comes
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packaged with brightly colored contin-

uous form paper; packages of multi-

hued printer paper are also available

from Unison (publishers of Print Mas-
ter) and Wizard Computer Accessories.

If it's embellishment to stationery

that you're after, these programs can
print out everything from festive bor-

ders to very official-looking letterhead.

(Drawing programs, such as Blazing
Paddles (reviewed elsewhere in this is-

sue), will also work well as long as they

are compatible with your printer). For

some real sna//, hype the border deco-

ration by printing it with a colored rib-

bon: then, after switching to a ribbon of

contrasting color, feed the paper
through the printer again to receive the

text. (Unibrite Publishing offers col-

ored ribbons for a whole slew of differ-

ent printers as well as liquid colors for

do-it-yourself ribbon inking; Rainbow
Ribbons are also available from Prince-

ton Office Supplies and other distribu-

tors).

Entertaining With Ease

Whether you are the parent in charge

of caroling, or hosting the family ban-

quet this year, the task involves, to one

degree or another, inviting participants,

welcoming them, and putting on some
kind of hospitable display. The warmth
that makes for success is not the compu-
ter's strong point; helping everything

mesh smoothly, and perhaps even add-

ing a touch of the sublime, is more your

Atari's forte.

First, the invitations (or, if it's the

caroling group, take-home notices of

what. when, and where). If the list is

large, a database of names and accom-
panying addresses can go a long way to

keeping outgoing notes (or calls) and
incoming responses straight.

PartyWare adds a nice twist to this

idea by linking a database of up to 20
names with an invitation-making facili-

ty. You can make out invitations to

three or four get-togethers simulta-

neously, and the program will automat-

ically personalize the notes according to

the event. This program is easy and fun

to use; running it is an ideal project for

the kids and a great way to get them
involved in something important and
useful within the overall holiday scheme
of things. The program also prints out a

phone list and address list, so you can

have all relevant information about

your prospective guests at hand.

Roxane Farmanfurmaiun is technology editor

oj Working Woman magazine

Painting competitions with

themes and rules can keep a

houseful of kids creatively

engrossed for hours.

For those who don't have a printer,

but whose friends have Ataris (X00 se-

ries or 130XF.S). PartyWare has a

unique feature that enables you to send

them invitations on disk. They don't

even need the PartyWare software to

boot the disk and see the glittering mes-

sage. And, since you determine what
text to send, you can send them their

season's greetings this way too.

It is in creating the warm welcome
that the younger set, in collusion with

the Atari, can really shine. Marvelous
for initial impact is the welcome ban-

ner its big letters printed out sideways

on the computer printer. Both Print-

Master and PartyWare offer this facili-

ty, with the option to choose lettering in

a number of different fonts and decora-

tive pictures from their clip art galler-

ies. Once printed, the banners can be

even more impressive if you put the kids

to work on them with magic markers

and stickers.

Also fun is to make buttons that ev-

eryone in the family and all houseguests

(or carol group members) can wear. Us-

ing Print Master and a separate button

kit, you can create badges with funny

designs, identify ing initials, or whatever

clicks.

Another way to offer welcome with a

splash? First find a safe, sturdy spot for

your Atari in the entrance hall, or where
it can look out a window near your front

door. Then challenge the creative ones

in the family to paint a computer graph-

ic that beckons and entices your guests

into your home (try a welcome mat on-

screen?). Using programs like Micro-

Painter and Blazing Paddles, artists of

all ages can flourish the paintbrush

without splattering the walls, and save

their best efforts for later recall.

Using DEGAS on an ST, you can
even compile a slide show of drawings

that will run in an endless loop— a good
way to ensure that everyone's master-

piece gets a fair viewing. Painting com-
petitions with themes (grandmother's

arrival, for example, or New Year's
Eve) and rules (such as having to work
with a partner, or limiting the painting

to a maximum of three colors) can keep

a houseful of kids creatively engrossed

for hours, and be the source of a great

deal of shared family pleasure.

As with art. so with music. Those
with the gift can compose multi-voiced

musical arrangements using programs
like Music.Studio and Music Construc-

tion Set to herald the arrival of guests.

Easiest for kids to use on their own is

probably Bank Street Musicwriter.

which has a super feature called "al-

bum" that automatically plays all the

selections saved on a disk in one. smooth
sequence. Don't limit this to livening up
the entry hall: give it a whirl on after-

dinner harmonics, loo.

Bank Street Musicwriter. ST Music-

Box, and certain other music programs
can even print out scores, a handy op-

tion when you are trying to get copies of

music and lyrics to everyone in a carol-

ing group. If you are the volunteer or ad
hoc music director for the group, a mu-
sic program can help you work out voic-

ings( most can handle up to three voices,

perfect for Soprano/ Alto/ Baritone

chorales) and harmonic arrangement.

Not only do they provide an immediate
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record ofyour work, but lhat record can

be easily saved so you can get someone
else's input, or simply mull it over at

your leisure.

Nor is your Atari condemned to sit

off-stage while the choir is on. Coupled
with an inexpensive MIDI keyboard in-

strument (like the Casio CZ-101) and

appropriate software, it can act as met-

ronome, rehearsal pianist, and pit or-

chestra— never missing a note or fudg-

ing a harmony.

Give Great Gifts

Many of the programs that pour from

hackers' disk drives can, with just a

speck of imagination, be used to create a

slew of fun, worthwhile gifts. Here are

just a couple of suggestions:

If you own a VCR, you can start

exercising some real tape control using

a nifty program called Video Title Edi-

tor. This can lead to some pretty fabu-

lous gifts. You can surprise your unsus-

pecting spouse or parents by adding
introductory title screens to their tape

collection. If some of their videos in-

clude movies taped from TV. you can
spiff them up by replacing the commer-

Surprise your

unsuspecting spouse or parents

by adding introductory title

screens to their tape collection.

cials (or noisy snow screens) with silent

solid color screens. Because the pro-

gram gives you the flexibility to record

screens anywhere on the tape, you can

add commentary and caption screens to

home videos if you wish, describing va-

cations, family dos. etc. Or. for a novel

stocking stuffer. steer your family into

1987 worry-free by using this program
to help make a record of all your posses-

sions for insurance purposes.

Video Title Editor also opens up the

possibility of sending greeting cards on

videotape. If you have a v-cam. you can

make the whole thing professional in-

deed: choose one of the title screens for

initial impact, then start wielding the

camera until it's time to sign off with a

final text screen.

If you prefer to give clothes rather

than magnetic media during this festive

season, try decorating your own line of

designer T-shirts and other clothing

with some help from any of the printing

or graphics programs on the Atari's ros-

ter.

Have your children give you a hand
printing out designs you have all created

with Print Master or Print Shop, for ex-

ample, onto transfer paper (you can also

use special colored heat-transfer rib-

bons in your printer). Ribbons, paper,

and coloring pens are all available from

Lnibrite International Publishing.

Once you have printed out the design,

just iron it onto the clothing of choice

and color it in: you'll be surprised at how
professional it looks. Tea towels and pil-

lowcases also qualify for decoration, as

do sheets and snorts and . . . well, the list

is bounded only by your (and your kids')

imagination.

In fact, that is the computer moral for

1986: Your Atari is eager and capable

and has the memory of an elephant.

Delegate, and your mutual accomplish-

ments will be limited only by the extent

of your ingenuity.

Mora About the Products Mentioned DEGAS; $39.95
For 8-bit Systems: The Print Shop; $44.95 Batteries Included

Bank Street MusicWriter: $14.95 Broderbund 30 Mural St.

Mindscape 17 Paul Dr. Richmond Hill, ON L4B 1 B5
3444 Dundee Rd. San Rafael. CA 94903 Canada
Northbrook. I L 60022 (415)479-1170 (416)881-9941

(800)221-9884
Video Title Editor: $29.95

Music Construction Set: $14.95 VideoWare For All Systems:

Electronic Arts 19777 West 12 Mile Rd.. Ste. 180 Colored printer ribbons

1 820 Gateway Dr. Southfield, Ml 48076 Princeton Office Supply

San Mateo, CA 94404 (313)626-7208 43- 15 Quail Ridge Dr.

(415)571-7171 Plainsboro. NJ 08536
(609)799-2515

Music Studio: $39.95 For ST Systems:

Act ivision ST Music Box; $49.95 Paper, ribbons, etc.

2350 Bayshore Frontage Rd. Xlent Software Unibrite International Publishing

Mountain View, CA 94043 P.O. Box 5228 P.O. Box 3056

(415)960-0410 Springfield, VA 22150 Berkelev, CA 94703
(703)644-8881 (800) 331-1868

Bla/.ing Paddles; $34.95

Baudville Music Studio; $59.95 Paper, envelopes

1001 Medical Park Dr. Activision Wizard Computer Accessories

Grand Rapids, Ml 49506 2350 Bayshore Frontage Rd. 2423 West Devonshire Ave.

(616)957-3036 Mountain View, CA 94043 Phoenix, AZ 85015

(415)960-0410 (602)285-1355

CardWare; $9.95

Party Ware: $14.95 Print Master: $39.95 WareWithAlI; $14.95

Hi-Tech Expressions. Inc. Unison World Inc. Hi-Tech Expressions, Inc.

2699 South Bayshore Dr.. Ste. 1000A 2 1 50 Shattuck Ave., Ste. 902 2699 South Bayshore Dr., Ste. I000A
Coconut Grove, FL 33133 Berkelev, CA 94704 Coconut Grove. FL 33133

(800) 848-9273 (415)848-6666 (800) 848-9273
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Zoomracks II:

an integrated productivity tool

thats fun to use.

Now with math, report formatting, improved mail merge,
Degas file displays, easier to learn.

Zoomracks is an integrated productivity tool based on a simple and familiar

concept You keep your information-names and addresses, invoices, correspondence,

or whatever-- in cards in racks like those next to factory time clocks. It is easy to use,

helps you structure your problems, and it can handle an exceptionally wide variety of

applications.

Zoomracks lets you zoom back to see the first line of several cards, and several

racks next to each other—compressed for display with its Smart Zoom feature.

2 CONAMES 4 C:KEYHELP C Disk

Mr. Joe) Cairo BE5-3341 SHF F5 Zom Pictr M TgoJ C;DICT 105472

Mr. Mils Archer AL3-7845 - C: DISTRIBU 7168
Mr Rick Blaine CA3-1871 AH N-Nexi/Prior Menu C:F1HELP 29696
l7,Ti*TTf CTfflrt Ca-1871 FlO-NexiQuickcard C.GRADES 2048

Mr. Samul Spade AL3-7845 F9- Prior Quickcard C. IBM REGIS 14336

Mr. Sid Wise LE5-1299 TAB-Next FieWscroJI C:INVESTOR 8192

Here you get an overview of three racks. Pressing one key zooms you in on one

rack; pressing another, zooms you in on one card. To go someplace on the screen or

execute a command, just click the mouse.

Mr Joel Cairo BES-3341
Mr. Mils Archer AL3-7845
Mr. Rick Blaine CA3-1871
lETcWTfCTC«1 Ca-1871

Mr Samul Spade AL3-7845
Mr Sid Wise LE5-1299

IMfflfllW CA3-1871
Piano Player Rick's Place

Downtown
Casablanca Morocco
Sam DooJey is the well known piano player at Rick's Place and is best known tor his rendition

of "As Time Goes By"

What the reviewers said aboutZoomracks (version I)

"Zoomracks, a $79.95 wonder...from Quickview Systems"

- Newsweek

'The simplest thing in the world to use... very much recommended

-Jerry Pournelle, Byte

'Truly innovative, ... flexible... extremely easy to use..."

- InfoWorld

"practical and even fun ... you can always visualize your data as you want — from a

broad overview of the whole database to a specific detail of a single field..."

- Art Leyenberger, Compute!
"99% of the database needs in home and small business computers do not require the

power and prorgramming features of DBASE III. In fact, by the time you learn DBASE
HI, you could have all your database needs filled by Zoomracks.

For those of us with two left thumbs...It is very hard to lose daia with this well

thought out system... less than $100 and worth 10 times that amount"

- Don Terp, ST Business

You can be an anarchist...and this program will bring order to your chaos. .It is useful

enough to become a standard equivalent to Lotus 1-2-3 in the industry.

- Jim Bumpus, Atari ACE
"*****.

..the more I use Zoomracks, the more I like it, and the more I can see to do

with it.... will be with us for a long rime, finding a solid niche in both home and

office." - Richard Keller, ST Applications

Zoomracks has established a productivity standard in design, concept, originality, and

functionality." - Alan Glide, JBUG (Boston Computer Society)

Zoomracks is totally in a class of its own... I found it so useful I considered buying

another ST for my office. - John Leon, HASTE Electronlk Letter

Project Organizer

Data Base

Calculator

Word Processor

Power without the programming

POWERFUL: Relational data base, word

processor, mail merge, arithmetic, display Deg-

as files, report formatting, organizer, macros,

250 line fields, import-export data.

FLEXIBLE: Modify templates and report

formats, copy between fields and racks, view

multiple racks, zoom in on a rack or card.

EASY TO USE: No field sizes to specify,

few frustrating error messages, visual inter-

face. Doesn't require programming. Few con-

cepts to learn: everything based on cards in

racks. You can undo commands

EASY TO LEARN: on-line tutorial, on-line

help, 180 page manual, use Commands or

menu. Works with or without mouse.

FUN: For people who hate data bases. Point

and zoom in on cards, racks. Toggle

commands let you try and untry things.

Uses are limited only by your

imagintion: Ask some one who uses it.

OFFICE: Mailing lists. Form letters, invoic-

ing, agendas, projects, tickler files, payables,

receivables, credit records, correspondence,

schedules, appointments, office procedures,

check registers, employee records.

EDUCATION: annotated bibliographies,

lesson planning, test banks, dissertations,

organize notes for class, books, anything you

do with index cards.

HOME: Address and phone lists, insurance

catalogue, credit card records, shopping lists.

Christmas card records, videotape/recoTds

catalogue, recipe cards, checkbook.

SALES: prospect files, tickler file, call

reports, mailing lists, sales order entry.

Coming soon: Zoomracks Starter Packs

with templates and forms for the office,

home, school, collectors etc. ($19-95 each).

Available at your local ST retailer or mail this

coupon to Quickview Systems, Depi x,

146 Main St., Suite 404 Los Altos. CA 94022

California residents add 6.5% sales tax.

D Zoomracks II* $1 19.95 ($149.95 after 12/25)

D Zoomracks I $79 95 (Upgraded)

/ understand by ordering direct I

can return Zoomracks for a full

refund within 60 days if not
satisfied for any reason.

Name

Address

cty

Stale -Z'P

Check enclosed

Card#

D Visa D MC
Exp dale:

'Zoomracks II lets you save macros and create multiple

print formats. Registered Zoomracks owners can up-

grade to Zoomracks I ($1 4.95) orZoomracks II ($79.95)

Zoomracks is not copy protected.



PROGRAMMING!

helping you comb ihe snarls oui of logic

puzzles and present a program that puts

some of these techniques into praetiee.

Two Hemispheres Solve a Puzzle

Figure 1 shows a typical logic puzzle,

reproduecd here by permission of Dell

Puzzle Publications, Ine. When a

wetware computer (read: "human
being") works on such a puzzle, he

tends to start by constructing tables like

the ones shown in Figure 2.

These tables are used to keep track of

the relationships that turn up as the

clues are examined. As positive rela-

tionships (Donna is the programmer)
are established, the appropriate cells in

the tables can be marked with dots or

equal signs. Negative relationships

(Mark is not the statistician) can be

marked with X*s.

Since determining positive relation-

ships and facts is the object of logic

puzzle-solving, authors of such puzzles

arc notoriously stingy with these. Much
more often, clues are phrased in such a

way that only negative correlations are

revealed at first.

By EDWARD H. CARLSON

Surely you have run across Messrs.

Brown, Green, Black, and While
who have different first names,

occupations, and tastes in something or

other. Having been given a few' clues

about who goes with what, you are chal-

lenged to sort out the rest of this com-
plex skein of relationships.

Although your mind is the funda-

mental tool for solving logic puzzles of

this type, a computer can offer a power-

ful assist. In this article, we will discuss

the several roles your Atari can play in

Figure 1, A typical logic puzzle. From the Dell Book of

Logic Problems. 1984. Reprinted with permission of

Dell Publishing. Inc.

Football Game Watchers

by Margaret Shoop

Four friends, including Mike, gathered at

Mike's home on a Sunday afternoon to watch

a football game on television between the

Washington Warriors and the New York

Braves. From the clues that follow, can you

determine each fan's last name (one is Blake-

ly) and occupation (one is a statistician)?

1 Two of Mike's guests were Donna and

the building contractor.

2. Hugh, whose last name isn't Horner, is a

loyal Braves fan

3 Donna isn't the dentist.

4. Jenkins, an avid Warriors fan. went

home before the game was over, following an

apparently conclusive Braves touchdown late

in the fourth quarter, which put the Braves in

the lead.

5 Jean and Anderson were both delighted

to watch the Warriors win the game with a

touchdown in the final seconds.

6. The programmer was the last person to

go home.

7. Horner isn't the building contractor.

Figure 2. A set of solution tables for Football Game Watchers.

Anderson Blakelv Homer Jenkins

bldg.

com dentist program. statis.

Mike

Donna

Hueh

Jean

bldg.

com.

dentist

program

slads.

Logic Puzzler

Bfl ATARI KEY'
Any Atari 8-Bit Home Computer
Atari Basic

10 GOTO 128*
2* REM MAIN LOOP
3* OPEN #1,4,0, "K"
4* PRINT CHR*(125> K*«"fc"
50 PRINT
&€» PRINT "

70 PRINT 1

ae PRINT " 2
90 PRINT 3
100 PRINT Q
lie GET #1,K K«=CHRi(K)
120 IF K0="Q" THEN 160
139 Y=VAL(K*)
140 ON Y GOSUB 170,1040,360
150 GOTO 44)

1G0 END
179 REM ENTER CATEGORIES t
160 FLAG-1
190 PRINT 'PRINT

PRINT

PRINT " USE UPPER CASE ONLY" 'PRINT
LOGIC PUZZLE SOLVER" PRINT

1 ENTER CATEGORIES"
2 DISPLAY lc CORRECT ITEMS"
3 ENTER RELATIONSHIPS"

QUIT"

ITEMS

200 PRINT
210 INPUT NC FOR
220 PRINT 'PRINT
230 INPUT N
240 FOR J=l
'NEXT J
25© FOR 1-1
260 PRINT "

ITEMS' "jLW;" OR LESS CHARACTERS"
NUMBER OF CATEGORIES"
1 TO NC*LW « C0< I >-" "'NEXT I

NO. OF ITEMS IN EACH"
»NI-NN*NC
TO NN*NC*LW+LU STEP NC*LW =N*( J, J+NC*LW>-C0

TO NC'BO<I-l>*LW+l
CATEGORY NAME"

PRINT
(continued)
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Clue I. for example, reads "Two of

Mike's guests were Donna and the

building contractor." This sentence

hides at least two negative relation-

ships: 1) Mike is not the building con-

tractor. and 2) Donna is not the building

contractor. So two X's go into the

"professions" table.

As negative relationships accumu-
late, certain positive relationships can

be proved by elimination. If. for exam-
ple, you have recorded that Mike is not

the building contractor, dentist, or pro-

grammer, then, by elimination, he must
be the statistician, and you can enter

another relationship into the table-

-

one not provided directly by the clues.

(By the way. the "facts" I give here

concerning the Football Game Watch-
ers puzzle are for illustration only. They
are unlikely to be correct, or even con-

sistent!)

After a bit, the tables suggest so

many hidden relationships that they

snowball. Eventually, every person is

connected to all the proper attributes,

and the puzzle is solved.

Silicon and Software Lend a Hand

Now let's trot alonu the path the pro-

gram follows as it helps us solve a logic-

puzzle. As it stands, the program acts as

a sort of solver's amanuensis, keeping

track of the facts you enter in an orderly

fashion and displaying them in a coher-

ent way. The first thing it asks you to do

is enter the number of categories that

exist in the puzzle you arc attempting to

solve, and the number of items in each.

Football Game Watchers is a three-

category puzzle (first names, last

names, professions), with four items in

each category. So you enter the names
of the categories and the names of the

items. In the present example. Category
I might be called First Names and con-

tain the items Mike. Donna. Jean, and
Hugh; Category 2 might be Professions

and contain the items Statistician, Den-
tist. Building Contractor, and Program-
mer.

After that, you can start entering

facts and relationships gleaned from the

clues. These are entered as expressions

of the form A = B, for positive relation-

ships, and A ! B. for negative ones (the

exclamation point stands for "is not").

The clue "Two of Mike's guests were

Donna and the building contractor." for

example, would result in two fact en-

tries of the latter form, thus:

MIKE! BLDG
DONNA ! BLDG

'< 1-1 >*NN*LM+1
27© INPUT CC*
286 C*(BC,BC+LU)=CC*=BI'
290 FOR J-l TO NN
3©€» PRINT ITEH NAME" = INPUT CC*
31© AI~BI+J*LU-i_W
32© N*<AI,AI-H_W>-CC*
33© NEXT J 'NEXT I > BOSUB 1*44
34© NT=©=FOR 1-1 TO NC'NT-NT+I 'NEXT I

39* RETURN
36* REM ENTER RELATIONSHIPS
37* PRINT 'PRINT " Input relationships in this form
PRINT
38« PRINT " X-Y
39© PRINT " or XIY
4©© PRINT " or X?Y

RELATIONSHIP'
41* PRINT " or XCY

THIS TABLE"
42© PRINT

whtrs = Mans IS"
where ! mim ISN'T
where ? Mans ERASE THIS

where 6 Means DISPLAY

X and Y are ITEM NAMES" < PRINT
Enter DONE when you arm done entering rela

THEN RETURN

B" THEN VS=K*

NR=NR-1

436 PRINT
446 PRINT
tionships :

"

45« PRINT 'CC**"
46© INPUT CCS IF CC*="DONE
47© NR=NR+1 =ER=© = GOSUB 51*
48* IF ER=© THEN BOSUB 81© 'GOSUB 96©
49© IF ERO© THEN NR=NR-1
5©© GOTO 45©
51© REM PARSE THE SENTENCE
52© L=LEN<CC©>
53© FOR 1*1 TO L
54© KS«CC©< I

)

55© IF K©«"«" OR K*«"!" OR K©="?" OR K*
GOTO 58©

56© NEXT I

57© PRINT "INCORRECT GRAMMAR IN THE SENTENCE
RETURN
58© X*(1,LW)=E*(1,LW>
59© X*( 1,LW>-CC»< 1,1-1)' SI-1+1
6©© IF CCS< SI, SI >«" " THEN S1=S1+1 ' GOTO 6©©
61© Y*(1,LU)=E*<1,LU>
62© Y©<1,LW)=CC©<S1,L)
63© GOSUB 64© RETURN
64© REM IDENTIFY THE ITEMS
65© XC«©YC=©
66© FOR 1=1 TO NI*LW STEP LW
67© IF X©«N*<I,I+LW-1> THEN XC=I
68© IF Y*«N*<I,I+LW-1> THEN YC=I
69© NEXT I

7©© IF XC=© THEN PRINT
URN
71© IF YC=© THEN PRINT
URN
72© XC=( XC+LM-1 ) /LW = YC=< YC+LH-1 )/LH
73© IF XOYC THEN 76©
74© X«XC=XC=YC>YC-X
75© CC*=X© ' X©=Y» « Y»-CC*
76© IX*INT(XC/NN-©. 1 >+l ' JX«XC-NN*< IX-1

>

779 IY-INTC YC/NN-©. 1 )+l ' JY=YC-NN*< IY-l

)

78© IF IX-IY THEN PRINT ITEMS ARE IN THE SAME CATEGO
RY' N jX©iY©>ER-l
79© REM PRINT XC, YC, IX, IY, JX, JY
8©© RETURN
81© REM UPDATE THE TABLE
82© TB=((IX-2>*< IX-1 )/2+IY-l )*NN*NN+< JX-1)*NN+JY= REM '

PRINT - TB "JTB ... ... 1
83© IF V*="» M THEN GOSUB 87© (COIHIIIIM0)

ITEM NOT FOUND

ITEM NOT FOUND

;Xi ER=1 RET

'iY©«ER-l«RET
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IPROGRAMMINGI

If you find you have entered a rela-

tionship incorrectly, you can erase it by

entering an expression of the form A ?

B. Thus, you could erase the relation-

ship established above bv typing:

DONNA ? BLDG
Finally, by entering an expression of

the form A & B. you can display the

table of relations for any two items of

different categories.

The computer can understand a rela-

tionship in whichever order it is given:

MIKE = PROGRAMMER means the

same thing as PROGRAMMER =

MIKE. When entered, each relation-

ship passes through a parser to unravel

its meaning and check its grammar and
vocabulary: it then Hows on to the table-

update section which checks that the

logic of the relationship is consistent

with previously entered relationships. If

you Naid that MIKH ! BLDG and then

tried to say that MIKh = BLDG. an
error message would inform you of the

incunsistcnt logic and you could try

again.

Unfortunately . .

.

By now you have noticed the pro-

gram's arrogant little deception. As
written, it does not actually solve the

puzzle it just helps you to do so. Your
brain is still required to perform the

deductive process of looking at the

clues, singly and in combination, and
distilling facts from them in a form that

can be entered into the tables.

Even as an amanuensis, the program
could be improved somewhat. Limited

conclusion-drawing capability could be

added, for example, so that if the pro-

gram knows that Mark is not the den-

list, and not the contractor, and not the

programmer, then he must be the statis-

tician. Extra display features might be

added to enable the user to ask the pro-

gram to display all facts associated with

a particular item. Many extension;> of

this kind are possible.

Moreover, logic puzzle authors some-
limes use tricks that cross up the appli-

cation of this program to certain puz-

zles. One of these is multiple
assignments (suppose the football

watchers puzzle allowed more than one
person to be a programmer). In the pro-

ccs-n of writing extensions, why not see if

you can generalize the program to in-

clude most puzzle variants in common
use. For sample puzzles, check out the

Dell Book ofLogic Problems. Rosalind

Moore and Mary Ann Kennedv, Eds..

Dell Publishing. 'inc.. NY. 1984.

THEN GOSUB 9®®
THEN GOSUB 93®

84® IF V*= M =*

85® IF V®="?"
86® RETURN
87« REM ENTER "NOT" IN THE TABLE
88® IF A*(TB,TB )="=' THEN 95®
89« A*(TB,TB>="»" RETURN
9®® REM ENTER "IS" IN THE TABLE -

910 IF A*<TB,TB>="!" THEN 95*
92® A«(TB.TB)= M«" 'RETURN
93® REM ERASE ENTRY FROM TABLE —
94® A®<TB,TB>-"=" RETURN
95® PRINT " LOGIC ERROR IN M

t CC* • RETURN
96® REM DISPLAY THE TABLE
97® K=®=TB=( ( IX-2>*< IX-1 >/2+IY-l >*NN*NN>Q-( IX-1 >*NN*LW
S=< IY-1)*NN*LW

98® FOR 1=1 TO NN' PRINT " m
t

99® FOR J=l TO NN K=K+1 PRINT A* ( TB+K , TB+K ) i " "j-NEXT
J
1®®® R=Q+<I-1)*LW+1 'PRINT " ";N®<R,R+LW-1>= PRINT 'NEXT
I

1®1® FOR 1=1 TO NN
1®2® Q=S+( 1-1 >*LW+1 PRINT E»( 1 , 1*2 ) ; N*< Q, Q+LW-1 )

' NEXT
I

1®3« RETURN
1®4® REM DISPLAY AND CORRECT ITEM
1®5« PRINT CHR«< 125) 'PRINT
1®6® FOR 1=1 TO NC=Q=<I-1)*LW= PRINT C*( Q+l , Q+l®

)

i> NEXT
I 'PRINT 'PRINT

1®7® FOR 1=1 TO NN
1®8® FOR J=l TO NC'Q=<<J-1>*NN+<I-1>>*LW+1' PRINT N*CQ,
Q+LW-1); NEXT J
1®9® PRINT NEXT I

11®® PRINT 'PRINT " IS THIS CORRECT <Y/N>"
111® SET •1,K'K*=CHR*(K>: IF K*«"Y" THEN 122®
112® IF K®<>"N" THEN 111®
113® PRINT " INPUT Nrongnane"
114® INPUT CC®L=LEN(CC®)
115® FOR U=® TO NC-1Q=U*LW+1=IF CC*=C*< Q,Q+L-1 ) THEN
117®
1160 NEXT U: GOTO 118®
117® GOSUB 121® =C*(Q, Q+LW-1 >=E®<1,LW-1)=C*<Q, Q+LW-1 )«C
C« GOTO 1®4®
118® FOR V=« TO NI-1Q=V*LW+1'IF CC*=N*< Q, Q+L-l > THEN
12®®
119® NEXT VSOTO 122®
12®® GOSUB 121® =N*<Q, Q+LW-1 )=E*< 1 , LW-1 ) N*< Q, Q+LW-1 )-C
C* GOTO 1®4®
121® PRINT " INPUT rightnane": INPUT CC* RETURN
122® GOSUB 123® RETURN
123® REM PAUSE UNTIL SPACE BAR
124® POSITION 9, 23 'PRINT " PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE

125® GET *1*X
126® POSITION 1,23'PRINT "

i

127® RETURN
128® REM INITIALIZATION
129® PRINT WAIT-
13®® LW-1®=FLAB-®
131® DIM K*(1),E*<1«)
132® E*--»
133® DIM C*<71)'N®(S®®>;A«(12®®>
134® FOR 1-1 TO 12®® STEP 1®> A*( I , 1+9 >«€* NEXT I

135® DIM CC®(25)
136® DIM X®<1®>*V®(1)>Y®(1®>
137® E®-"
138® GOTO 2®
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Fed Up With Your

DT 1 050 Duplicator?
Don't Do Anything Drastic

Until You Try Our CHEERUP UPGRADE!!

CHEERUP UP6RADE introductory price $49.95

order number DCU1
Many Atari users agree . . the HAPPY ENHANCEMENT is superior to the

DUPLICATOR. This Hardware upgrade will improve your 1050 DUPLICATOR. You

will enjoy all the features that HAPPY ENHANCEMENT owners have Back up more

disks, including those with 34 sector formats; all HAPPY products do this! With

HAPPY, there is no need to wait for new features and more development time. Get a

fully developed and working system now! Once the CHEERUP UPGRADE is

installed, you can no longer use the DUPLICATOR'S "User friendly disk software."

You probably won't miss it! Instead, you will use the WARP SPEED SOFTWARE
package for disk backup and high speed writing and reading that really works The

CHEERUP UPGRADE includes our CHEERUP hardware module (minimal soldering

required), our version 7 WARP SPEED SOFTWARE, complete with manual, all

features as listed, and installation instructions Your upgraded DUPLICATOR will

be fully compatible with all HAPPY software features and DOS programs The 1050

CONTROLLER option is NOT easily used with the upgraded DUPLICATOR. Your

DUPLICATOR must be functional before our module can be installed

NOTE: The 1050 DUPLICATOR is made by DUPLICATING TECHNOLOGIES Inc . they are not

affiliated with HAPPY COMPUTERS.

ATARI DRIVE OWNERS: CHOOSE THE SYSTEM THAT REALLY PERFORMS

HAPPY DRIVE ENHANCEMENT still just $149.95

for 1050 order number HC1 ; for 810 order number HC8

The fully working and proven disk drive improvement package You get: disk

backup, high speed write with verify, high speed reading, plus many fantastic

features that others only dream about The 810 version operates in single density

with an eighteen sector buffer. The 1050 version operates in all three Atari densities

for maximum storage, and buffers up to thirty six sectors! No soldering needed,

plug-in installation procedure with complete instructions included Our WARP
SPEED SOFTWARE is included at no extra charge' Over 10.000 units sold! High

quality, completely assembled circuit board with gold on connector pins.

WARP SPEED SOFTWARE VERSION 7 (not sold separately)

Included with CHEERUP UPGRAOE. HAPPY 810 & 1050 ENHANCEMENT, B & C

810 HAPPY DRIVE package, and 810 VERSION 7 UPGRADE, now at no extra

charge! While others try, they cannot match the features of the proven performer

that lets you get the most out of your ENHANCED disk drive. Disk based software

package includes the following programs The Menu options program, which

displays system status, controls HAPPY drive modes, and selects our exclusive

TRACER function. The HAPPY BACKUP and COMPACTOR programs, which back

up more Atari software than any other Atari disk drive enhancement, and operate

with one or two HAPPY drives The MULTI DRIVE backup, which uses our

exclusive method for simultaneous reading and writing with up to four HAPPY
drives, making three complete disk copies WITH VERIFY, in under two minutes.

The DIAGNOSTIC, which allows the user to verify proper HAPPY drive

performance The SECTOR COPIER, which provides the fastest single drive disk

copying and can be used with RAMDISK. plus a WARP SPEED DOS and other

fantastic features. Unlike others, our WARP SPEED SOFTWARE programs are

written in machine language, for maximum speed and efficiency

COMPLETE 810 HAPPY DRIVE PACKAGE just $219.95"

order number HM1
The most fantastic offer ever made! A complete disk drive with a version 7 HAPPY
EN HANCEMENT installed. This custom case Atari 810 disk drive is made by B & C

Computervisions. Fully compatible with the Atari 810; the work -horse of disk

drives for Atari 8 bit computers. Comes completely assembled, with power pack,

I/O cable, and WARP SPEED SOFTWARE with instructions, ready to use Not

available outside the United States 'Shipping and handling extra on this item.

just $64.95HAPPY 1050 CONTROLLER
order number HC2
For use only with HAPPY ENHANCED 1050 disk drives Provides convenient

control of high speed reading and writing modes Allows software and front panel

switch control of write protect. Prevents writing over valuable data and allows

writing to disk flip side. No soldering installation required Includes indicator LED

Complete instructions on installation and use included SAVE!'!: Get the

CONTROLLER for $35.00 when ordered with the HAPPY 1050 ENHANCEMENT

SELECT A HIGH SPEEO DOUBLE DENSITY DOS
Both of these disk operating systems support the fastest speed with both HAPPY
810" and 1050 With the HAPPY 1050. you get true double density for maximum

storage WARP SPEED DOS XL is HAPPY'S own version of OSS DOS XL It offers

the best memory utilization for the more technically oriented user WARP SPEED

DOS XL ordered alone is $29.95, order number HC4 TOP DOS version 1 5 is menu

driven, and is better suited tor those that have only one disk drive, or are less

technically oriented Since only TOP DOS supports the medium ("enhanced")

density, it is better suited for those with more than one 1 050. but only one HAPPY

1 050 Only the HAPPY 1 050 will operate in true double density TO P DOS version

1 5 ordered alone is $39 95. order number HC6. SAVE!!!. Take half off the price of

either or both DOS programs when you order these with any other item (not DOS) in

this ad. "810 HAPPY must be version 7 compatible to use these DOS programs at

high speed; see below.

810 VERSION 7 UPGRADE

This hardware module updates older 810 HAPPIES to have our newest features

This upgrade permits these units to be compatible with the version 7 software and

high speed DOS programs. This is the only hardware upgrade we have ever required,

and with all the new features added, it is well worth the step upward (Call or write

our office to order.)

INFORMATION ANO SERVICES

All our products in filly compatibii with ill Atari 8 bit computers We otter

intUllilion of my product wi nil. Wi oftir I repur sirvici for disk drives equipped

with our products. Call our office numbir for detiils.

24 HOUR INFORMATION MACHINE Al HAPPY COMPUTERS, you

can talk directly to the product designer' Our office hours are 9

am to5pm Monday thru Fnday. Pacific time You can also call

our 24 hour information machine (408) 778-6092 tor alter hours

help, other specials, and discount prices

ORDER TOLL FREE IN THE USA It you know exactly what you want

to order, and do not have any questions, you can save me price of

a phone call by using our toll tree onler service for MASTERCARD
' VISA Of COD orders The toll free number does not connect you

with our office They CANNOT answer any questions accurately

They can only take voir ordering information Have your order

numbers and credit card number (It using credit card) ready, and

call (800) 538-81 57 outside California, or (800) 672-3470 inside

California; ask tor extension 81 7 to place order You must provide

the address of the credit card holder The toll tree number operates

6am to 1 2 iwlnio^t Monday ttw Friday, and 8 a.m to8p.m on

weekends, Pacific time It takes several days from the time you

place your order on the toll free line until your order reaches our

office and is processed

FOR FASTEST RUSH OELVERY SERVICE Call our office directly We
can help with all me answers to your questions, and will process

your order immediately 1 Our office phone is (408) 779-3830

i ALL PRICES except disk drive include shipping in the U S A

i NO EXTRA CHARGE for credit card or COD

i F0REI6N ORDERS add $10 00 for shipping

> CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS add 7% sales tax

> QUANTITY 6 OTHER OISCOUNTS available

HAPPY COMPUTERS

P Box 1268. Morgan Hill. CA 95037

office (408) 779-3830. 9am to 5 p m .
Monday thru Fnday
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Bridging the gap between tradi-

tional graphics packages and
CADD (Computer-Assisted De-

sign and Drafting is, is an inordinately

flexible and powerful software tool with

applications ranging from business

graphics to commercial design, me-
chanical drawing, and architecture.

At the simplest level. The Graphic
Artist is a multicolor, high-resolution

drawing environment giving full access

to the capaciousGEM arsenal of graph-

ic and text handling tools. A dizzying

array of commands is implemented for

drawing lines, frames and boxes, circles

and arcs in various styles; filling areas

with color and patterns; outputting and

formatting text with a wide variety of

attributes; and image editing.

When you work with The Graphic
Artist, the display screen becomes a

window onto a virtual drawing sur-

face—a coordinate plane measured in

generic "units." A reference grid can be

superimposed on the work area or made
transparent at will, and can be scaled to

The Graphic Artist
Progressive Computer Applications offers a flexible,

professional quality CADD system for the ST

System and Price: Atari ST; $199

Summary: A powerful, affordable tool

suitable for a wide range of

professional graphics applications.

Manufacturer:

Progressive Computer Applications

2002 McAuliffe Dr.

Rockville, MD 20851

(301)340-8398
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By NICHOLAS E. JAINSCHIGG

measure fractions or multiples of units.

Units in the work area (and the large

"virtual space" it subtends) bear no di-

rect relation to units in the physical

world. The unit space can be scaled and

constrained, however, to create work ar-

eas ("world coordinate spaces") that re-

late closely to their physical analogs in

scale and size. For example, when doing

page layout with The Graphic Artist, it

is possible to constrain the drawing sur-

face to correspond to and 8 ]

/2
" XII"

page with grid markings at even inches.

At the other extreme, the bounds of

the drawing surface can be extended to

cover 1
50 units square, forming a virtu-

al sheet that, scaled one unit to the inch,

would cover thousands of square miles.

What permits this enormous flexibil-

ity and capacity'? The Graphic Artist

stores graphic elements not as raster

bitmaps tied to the resolution of the

display or other output device, but as

sets of abstract unit coordinates and

commands (graphics "objects") that

are translated to the display or other

output device at whatever resolution it

supports.

Based around the GEM NDC (Nor-

malized Device Coordinate) system,

this "object-oriented" approach to im-

age handling increases the amount of

information a drawing can contain to

staggering proportions. In Figure 1, for

example, a simple floor plan is dis-

played; Figure 2 shows a zoomed-in
view of the same scene, revealing a tea

service: while Figure 3 shows an even

deeper zoom, revealing details of the

engraving on a piece of silver.

Besides providing almost limitless

creative freedom within a single, two-

dimensional plane. The Graphic Artist

pcrmitsa drawing toconsist of up to 256

such planes, arranged as transparent

layers that can be rendered visible or

invisible at will. This overlay capability

makes possible a whole variety of appli-

cations, from the creation of multilayer

structural diagrams to correlated trans-

parencies for overhead projection.

To further facilitate the creation of

complex drawings. The Graphic Artist

lets you save individual graphic objects

or groups of objects to disk for incorpo-

ration into later work. It is thus possible

to create extensive libraries of compo-
nents that can be conveniently assem-

bled into finished drawings with mini-

mum creative overhead.
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The Spreadsheet

The Graphic Artist uses a unique
spreadsheet system for organizing the

elements of a design. As you draw, se-

quences of data and commands describ-

ing the objects you create are entered

automatically into cells of a 500 X 500
spreadsheet.

By modifying and adding to these

data with various commands, high-level

relationships and dependencies can be

established among the various objects

portrayed. For example, it is possible to

render the scale of one object dependent
on that of another, or to make the form
of an object reflect the values produced

by a scries of equations. In effect, the

spreadsheet becomes a kind of dynamic
"program," defining the appearance of

your drawing according to conditions

and procedures you devise. It is also a

form of annotation that documents the

structure of a drawing even when the

eye is no longer able to resolve its ele-

ments.

As with a conventional spreadsheet,

cells, columns, and ranges of cells can

be moved around, copied, saved to and
loaded from disk with great freedom.

This permits the easy construction and
use of templates that perform generic

graphic tasks. For example, it is a fairly

simple matter to design a template that

will draw a histogram when values are

plugged into a range of cells. Far more
sophisticated applications come quickly

to mind; for example, it should be possi-

ble to design mechanical drawing tem-

plates that will diagram parts automati-

cally, based on numeric specifications.

The mind boggles.

Business Graphics end Beyond

In addition to this battery of CAD
functions. The Graphic Artist includes

a full array of business graphics and text

processing commands. Line, bar, pie,

and exploded pie charts can be created

directly from raw data, as in a standard

business graphics package. Unlike stan-

dard business packages, however,
charts created with The Graphic Artist

can then be enhanced visually using the

CAD functions and saved as objects for

incorporation into works of larger

scope— reports, presentation slides,

whatever.

In addition to the wide range of text

sizing and attribute functions afforded

by GEM. The Graphic Artist incorpo-

The Graphic Artist provides almostmnom
creative freedom within a simple two-dimensional plane.

rates limited facilities for handling text

in ways a "desktop publisher" might

find useful. Text can, for example, be

justified, centered, proportionally

spaced, "run in" to constrained spaces

or across groups of linked spaces, and
made to conform to margins. Eight

fonts are provided on disk; these can be

modified, or other fonts created using

an ancillary Font Editor program. Also

available is Fontpak-1, a two-disk col-

lection of four additional fonts.

The Graphic Artist supports a wide

variety of output devices, including the

Hewlett-Packard Laserjet series, HP
and HP-compatible plotters, and Ep-

son-compatible printers. Two utilities

arc included to facilitate designing driv-

ers for other brands of output device,

but the manual warns that this is not a

task for the technologically inept.

We did not have the opportunity to

test The Graphic Artist with a laser

printer (the recommended output de-

vice), but we can report that the quality

of output on an Epson-compatible
SMM804 dot matrix printer was more
than acceptable— completely appropri-

ate for reproducing all but the most

formal or excruciatingly detailed draw-

ings.

Progressive Computer Applications

reports that some 520ST users have had

difficulties printing with The Graphic
Artist. This problem, they say, has been

corrected in the recently released ver-

sion 1.51, which PCA will send you in

exchange for your 1 .5 disk and a $5.00

handling charge.

Documentation end Use

Although any program as complex

and powerful as The Graphic Artist is

going to require a considerable commit-

ment of time to learn, the enclosed doc-

umentation assists the new user in pro-

ceeding quite a way towards mastery.

The 364-page manual is clear and well-

written, and presupposes very, very lit-

tle knowledge of CAD, graphics, or

even basic ST operations. Detailed in-

structions are given for making back-

ups, configuring the program to run on

your system, and getting started. A

lengthy tutorial with copious examples
leads you through each feature of the

program. Power users and fast learners

will appreciate the concise, quick refer-

ence guides to commands and functions

and the complete index to the manual as

a whole.

Even with this assistance, learning to

use The Graphic Artist is a fairly daunt-

ing project. Commands (and there are

literally dozens of them) are executed

mostly via one- or two-keystroke combi-

nations (the mouse is used only as a

drawing tool)— confusing until you get

the command vocabulary partially

memorized.
Even when you have memorized and

fully understand the command struc-

tures, working with The Graphic Artist

is a fairly slow and deliberate process in

the early stages. A certain amount of

planning is required to compose draw-

ings using the geometric primitives sup-

plied. In fact, you end up yearning for

the "sketchpad" freedom of raster-

based programs like DEGAS, even

though the object-oriented approach to

composition taken by The Graphic Art-

ist offers infinitely greater power and
ultimate flexibility.

Aside from wishing that the user in-

terface of the program might conform
more closely to the GEM standard,

there are a few distinct bugs in the

present release. Most noticeable of

these is a tendency not to restore the

graphic defaults of the system on exit,

which causes the GEM desktop to reap-

pear in whatever palette colors, line

styles, etc. your Graphic Artist work led

you to select. By and large, however, we
found the program fairly stable in oper-

ation.

At $ 1 99, The Graphic Artist is clear-

ly not a tool for the weekend doodler.

However, it is both affordable and pow-

erful enough to be considered seriously

for a wide range of professional applica-

tions. Businesspeople, artists, drafts-

people, engineers, architects, and oth-

ers seeking an inexpensive entree into

computer-aided design will find all they

could hope for in this remarkable pack-

age.
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The Year's Best 8-Bit Games

OU Some dazzling

entertainment disks

By ARNIE KATZ. BILL KUNKEL and JOYCE WORLEY

Ayear ago. certain "industry ana-

lysts" and other know-it-alls

were prepared to close the books

on the Atari 8-bit computers. The ST.

loaded with advanced features. the\

predicted, would soon put the older sys-

tems on the shelf.

Well, twelve months have passed, and
Atari enthusiasts remain dedicated to

the older machines. The 8-bil Atari se-

ries has survived in a turbulent market-

place for one simple reason: their own-
ers love them.

Software publishers, however, were a

little slow to reali/e thai the audience

was still there, so they didn't release

quite lis many new entertainment pro-

grams as ardent gamers would have

liked. Still, the XE and compatibles re-

main a superior medium for presenting

leisure software.

I lere. then, is the creme de la creme
of this year's entertainment titles for the

Atari XL/XE. We hope you will find

some o( your favorite games on our list

and. perhaps, be inspired b\ it to try

some new ones.

Alternate Reality. The City

Action-Adventures

The most popular type of game for

the Atari is the action-adventure. Six

titles in this category made this year's

list.

Alternate Reality: The City (Intelli-

Creations: $39.95) is the most ambi-
tious effort. This full) -animated tourde

force immerses sou in a role-playing

science fantasy embellished with
breathtaking audiovisual effects.

The City is the first installment in a

planned science-fantasy trilogy. In the

opening episode, an alien spacecraft

snatches you from Earth and transports

>ou asa captive toa weird metropolis on
an unknown planet.

You awaken in a room with a single

portal. This distinctly otherworldly
doorway leads out into The City. Pass-

ing through the exit generates your
characteristics (strength, intelligence,

wisdom, charisma, constitution, dexter-

it\. and hit points) and begins the real

adventure.

The interface of Alternate Reality:

The C it\ uses a combination o\ text and

for the XL/XE

illustration to create the world and its

monsters and treasures. It is the ex-

traordinary quality of the graphics, es-

pecially, which elevates the game to

classic status. The sun rises and seis to

mark the passage of thedaysand nights,

and rain falls from overcast skies.

The promised sequels will expand
and elaborate the world introduced in

Alternate Reality: The City. But Alar-

ians who love computer adventures will

want to begin an odyssey in this strange

land as soon as possible.

In praising the newcomer, there is no
slight intended to the all-time champ:
Lord British"s Ultima series. Ultima IV'

(Origin: $60.00) is the newest and
splashiest installment in a series that

gets better with each chapter.

The always-controversial designer

has made some improvements in graph-
ics and overall programming, but the

unorthodox theme of L'/tima IV is its

most distinguishing characteristic. You
roam wilderness, town, and darkest

dungeons in search of nothing less than

spiritual oneness. Monsters and trea-

sures abound, but your true goal is the

self-perfection of becoming an Avatar.

The main strenmh of Wizard's

Ultima IV
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Spy vs. Spy: The Island Caper

Crown (Strategic Simulations; $39.95).

a role-playing adventure, lies in the lov-

ing attention to detail provided by the

designer.

Characters, divided into the standard

fantasy classes (sorcerer, priest, fighter,

ranger, and thief) are individualized us-

ing a six-factor generating system.

There are 26 weapons. 7 kinds of armor.

22 spells. 8 prayers (or Karma), and 30

skill areas which cover everything from

a character's competence in combat to

his ability to haggle effectively.

The game offers two combat systems.

The computer can handle an encounter

almost instantly in an abstract manner,

or you can take full control of each ad-

venturer in a more detailed rendition of

the fight.

Wizard's Crown also boasts excellent

terrain graphics and a moderately sim-

ple play system. Computer adventurers

who glory in the intricacy of traditional

role-playing contests should enjoy this

game.
A somewhat less cerebral romp isSpy

is Spv II: The Island Caper ( First Star:

$29.95). Mike Reidel's sequel to his

original hit is based on the famed Pro-

hias strip in Mad magazine. Spy II, like

Goonies

the earlier disk, employs a split-screen

display and an on-screen "trapulator."

which allows the secret agent to set

deadly snares at the press of a joystick

button.

Spy II takes place on a desert island,

w here the two cartoon antagonists have

been stranded. Somewhere on the vol-

canic isle are pieces of a secret missile

which they must retrieve. The two spies

electrocute, barbeque. blow up. and
otherwise make life miserable for one

another while digging up the island in

search of the lost weapon.

Spy II combines amusing graphics

w ith more than enough action and strat-

egy to satisfy even "serious" game play-

ers. Reidel has created one of the year's

most enjoyable offerings.

Zorro ('intelliCreations; S29.95) and
Goonies (IntelliCreations; $29.95)
combine elements of the graphic adven-

ture with the action-strategy play-me-
chanic introduced several years ago in

Bruee Lee.

Zorro casts you as the famous
masked adventurer who righted wrongs
in old California with his trusty sword.

This joystick-controlled contest sends

the Fox on a 20-screen quest to free a

Zorro

young lady held prisoner by the evil

Commandante.
As Zorro moves from screen to

screen, the rotund Sgt. Garcia and his

band of armed incompetents tepidly

pursue the black-garbed swordsman.
To rescue the damsel and win the game.
you must solve a succession of visual

puzzles involving on-screen objects like

ropes and trampolines to scamper about

the adobe structures.

Goonies. based on the dreadful Ste-

ven Spielberg kids' adventure Hick, uses

a play-mechanic similar to that used in

Zorro, but adds an interesting twist:

You control not one. but two. surro-

gates. There are eight rounds, and you
must get both characters to safely be-

fore advancing.

The game follows the plot of the film

faithfully. It begins at the Fratelli

house, where the boys must use a print-

ing press to churn out counterfeit mon-
ey to distract Mamma Fratelli while

they make their getaway. It ends with

the discovery of an ancient pirate galle-

on, complete with lost treasure, in a

hidden underground cove. Along the

way . there are mysterious caves, a giant

octopus -- which was cut from the film

Anlietam
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Lords Of Conquest

World Karate Championship

Hardball

prior to release— and other dangers.

This is one lime when a game has out-

done the movie on which its license is

based.

Military Simulations

Military simulations are also strong-

ly represented on this year's list. Strate-

gic Simulations deserves much of the

credit for this. The publisher has contin-

ued to support the Atari 8-bit systems

zealously, so the best in computer war
gaming is available for the XL/XE.
Chuck Kroegel has produced a pair

of Civil War titles which boast excellent

detail, a realistic feel, and serviceable

visual displays of the battlefields. In

Battle of AmietQm ($49.95) you can
restage this legendary conflict between
Lcc"s Army of Northern Virginia and
McClellan's Army of the Potomac on

September 17. 1862. the single bloodi-

est day of the American Civil War. Get-

tysburg: The Turning Point ($59.95) is

an excellent treatment of an engage-

ment which has always held special fas-

cination for wargamcrs. The date is

July I. IS63 and Meade faces off

against Lee in a small Pennsylvania

farming town to re-enact the most sig-

nificant battle of the War Between the

States.

Kroegcl's creations are not hard to

play, but they don"t gloss over any of the

pivotal factors, either. Combat is decid-

ed down to the last soldier, and a new
control scheme makes it less than cer-

tain thai a field commander will actual-

ly implement your orders in time to do
an) good. This Civil War doubleheader

is an armchair general's dream
World War 1 1 mavens will enjoy Pan-

zer Grenadier ($39.95) and U.S.A. A. P.

($59.95) (bolh from Strategic Simula-

tions). The former puts you in com-
mand of a regiment of German elite

armored infantry on the Eastern Front,

while the latter deals with the daylight

bombing of Nazi-occupied Europe by

the United Stales Army Air Force.

Panzer Grenadier by Roger Damon
is especially suitable for novice war-

gamers. It conveys ihe essence of ar-

mored combat, but iis streamlined rou-

line-of-play keeps things moving
briskly. In V.S.A.A.F.. you can direct

either the U.S. planes or ihe German
ground defenses and Luftwaffe.

A more recent conflict is ihe subject

of Sam (Strategic Simulations:
$39.95). Roger Damon's design is the

first serious attempt lo lackle that ill-

siarrcd campaign for the Atari. Six op-

erations (Suoi Cat, Ap Bau Bang, la

Drang. Tuy Hoa. Ben Hel, and Hue)
are simulated with you in command of

combined forces from the U.S.. South

Vietnam, and South Korea against the

computer-controlled Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese Army.

Lords of Conquest (Electronic Arts:

$33.00) combines strategic military op-

erations with diplomatic interaction in

the tradition of Risk and Diplomacy.
Lords of Conquest involves the acquisi-

tion and exploitation of territory in an
attempt to gain world dominance.

Unlike previous attempts to produce
a computer game in which diplomacy

plays a major role. Lords of Conquest
offers a great solitaire version. It also

offers something which no non-elec-

tronic boardgame of this type could pos-

sibly match: a choice of 19 play fields

and a module thai can generate custom-
designed ones.

Sports Simulations

Sports simulations aren't nearlv as

plentiful for the XL/XE computers as

for some other systems. Neither Game-
star nor the Avalon Hill Game Compa-
ny has translated its 1986 titles for the

Atari, so some of the year's top sports

contests have yet to appear in this for-

mat.

The Racing Destruction Set (Elec-

tronic Arts; $15.00) by Rick Koenig
and Connie Goldman would make this

list no matter how much competition it

had. To play, you select one of the nine

stock machines, including everything

from a Can-Am racer to two motorcy-

cles (city and dirt) and a lunar rover,

and customize it by modifying the mo-
tor, tires, armor, and weaponry.
The completed vehicles can race on

any of ihe 50 prepared courses included

on the disk or on customized courses

designed by you. Once you define the

track conditions and choose "racing" or

"destruction." it's time to roll.

The program presents the track in

three-quarters perspective. Racing De-
struction Set utilizes a split screen so

thai the lead car isn't slowed down by a

trailing competitor as in scrolling race

simulations.

World Karate Championship (Epyx:

$39.95) is quite similar to Karale

Champ, the Data East coin-op. You use

the 17 possible joystick configurations

to produce a range of martial arts moves
which includes punches, kicks, spins,

and leaps. Thisone-on-onc battle can be

enjoyed hcad-io-head or against the

computer. Attractive intermission se-

quences, excelleni graphics, and an on-

screen sensei to make the calls make
World Karate Championship almost as

much fun to watch as il is to play.

Fight Night (Accolade; $29.95)
blends humor and ring action in a mix
that resembles wrestling as well as box-
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Super Boulderdash

ing. In the "Championship Finals,"

your joysiick-guidcd pugilist baitlcs

five progressive!) more skillful foes.

The seeond pari of ihe game is the

Boxer Consiruetion Set, which allows

you to assemble a fighter by seleeiing

legs, trunk, body. head, and gloves from
menus of eomponents. The boxer then

goes to the gym where you establish a

training regimen.

The graph ies are easily the best thing

about Fighi Night, They are eute rather

than realistic—a good indication o\' a

program that isn't meant too seriously.

Highly skilled joystick jockeys may find

that Fight Night becomes a little too

easy after a few tournaments, but it

certainly delivers a good measure of

fistic excitement.

Hardha/I (Accolade; $29,95) excells

in its high-res depiction of the pitcher-

batter confrontation. It employs a be-

hind-the-pitcher perspective which any-

one who watches the National Pastime
on TV will recognize instantly . The ani-

mation is amazingly realistic, right

down to the umpire's call of each ball

and strike.

In truth, the rest of the game doesn't

quite live up to this promising begin-

ning. But the immediacy of the hitter-

hurler rivalry makes this a 1986 winner.

Action Games

Action and action-strategy contests

have alwavs been a mainstay of the

Atari 8-bit computing. This year's best

is Super Boulderdash ( Electronic Arts;

SI 5.00). The disk presents a reprise of

the First Star classic by Chris Gray and
Peter Liepa along with 16 completely
new play screens to test wits and reflex-

es.

You use your joystick to maneuver
"Rockford" through a series of action

puzzles filled with boulders, fireflies,

growing amoebas. jewels, and lots of

dirt. Rockford's burrows makes boul-

ders fall and shift the position of other

items, too. constantly recasting the

maze as play proceeds.

Like most other classic strategy

games. Boulderdash is based on a rela-

tively small number of elements. It is

the way they are combined that creates

the fun and challenge. The genius of

designers Lipea and Gray makes Boul-

derdash an unfailingly riveting enter-

tainment experience.

Koronis Rift (Epyx; $39.95) will re-

mind many of Lucasfilms' earlier Res-
cue on Fracialus. In it. you pilot a scav-

enger craft across a planet that once
served as the proving ground for the

super weaponry of an advanced but

long-departed alien race. The bank of

scanner-monitors across the top of the

screen and icon-based instrumentation

at the bottom make it easy to direct the

retrieval of all the valuable loot lying

around for the picking.

Conflict arises from the fact that the

Crosscheck

alien race left "guardian saucers'" be-

hind to watch over their devices. You
must collect the planet's technology
without succumbing to its automated
protectors.

The final two entries on this year's

Best list are Crosscheck ( IntelliCrea-

tions; $29.95) and Foobliizky < Info-

corn: 539.95). Crosscheck is a clever

word game aimed at crossword puzzle

fans. The object of this family-social

recreation is to build a chain of words
from the center of the board to your
"home base." After you roll on-screen

dice to determine the length of the se-

cret word, the computer provides a clue

and asks you to guess it. Up to four

individuals or two teams can play. Intel-

liCreations promises more data disks to

augment the Crosscheck package.

Fooblitzky is an off-beat title perfect

for an evening of family fun. Fooblitzky

is the name of the city in w hich the game
takes place, a whimsical metropolis full

of stores and hidden objects. Two to

four contestants roam the streets of the

city and visit shops to learn the identity

and location of the four objects they

must collect to win the scavenger hunt.

There you have it. the best 8-bit

games of 1986. And only a fool would
bet against the Atari XF and compati-
bles continuing to prosper long enough
to enable us to return with a list of as

man) or more outstanding programs at

this lime next vear.

Whirl to Find the Winners

Accolade Epyx Infocom Origin Systems
20833 Stevens Creek Blvd. 600 Galveston Dr. 125 Cambridge Park Dr. 340 Harvey Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014 Redwood City. CA 94063 Cambridge. MA 02140 Manchester, NH03I03
(408)446-5757 (415) 366-0606 (800) 262-6868

(617)492-6000
(603)644-3360

Electronic Arts Strategic Simulations
2755 Campus Dr. First Star Software IntelliCreations (Datasoft) 1046 N. Rengstorff Ave.
San Mateo. CA 94403 18 E. 41stSt. 19808 Nordhoff PI. Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 245-4525 New York, NY 10017 Chatsworth. CA 91311 (415)964-1353
(415)571-7171 (212)532-4666 (818)886-5922
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PRODUCT REVIEW

CAD-3D
4 new dimension

in computer-assisted design

for the Atari ST

Computer-assisted design is now
an indispensable element of our

technology. Running on com-
puters and workstations costing hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars. CAD
software speeds the process of industri-

al, electronic, and architectural design,

and minimizes cost!) mistakes. By ini-

tially creating a part, circuit, or build-

ing within the confines of a computer
dataset, designers can analyze and trou-

bleshoot an item before committing

time and money toa physical prototype.

Until recently the closest most people

ever got to CAD was a TV commercial
for Chrysler or a PBS special. With the

advent of the microcomputer, however,

interested folks have been able to give

themselves a real taste of the computer
revolution, including computer-assisted

design. But CAD on an 8-bit machine is

a very limited experience. It requires

System and Price: Atari ST

(TOS in ROM); $49.95

Summary: Combines ease

of use with the capability

for sophisticated 3-D

modeling

Manufacturer:

Antic Software

524 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415)957-0886

tedious numeric entry of coordinates

and often rewards intense effort with

disappointing results— poor resolution,

slow speed, and restricted capabilities.

The 16-bil Atari ST series has

brought a new level of microcomputer

sophistication into the consumer mar-

ket at an extremely competitive price.

The extensive hardware capabilities of

this machine are now complemented by

Tom Hudson's CAD-3D. a CAD pro-

gram from Antic Software that com-
bines ease of use with the capability for

truly sophisticated three-dimensional

modeling.

CAD-3D runs in both monochrome
and medium-res color modes. Because

of the memory requirements of both

program and constructed datasets. it re-

quires either a ?20ST with TOS in

ROM or a I040ST. The program is

unprotected, so you can make archival

back-ups.

Using the conventions of the GEM
interface. CAD-3D allows you to create

three-dimensional objects, then manip-

ulate them on-screen. GhM windows,

sliders, and pull-down menus simplify

the process dramatically, as does a set of

very powerful tools that impressively

anticipate your needs. But among the

most significant breakthroughs in the

package is mouse-based entry of data

coordinates. CAD-JD does not require

you to make dimensional calculations

on your own. nor does it accept lists of

numerical coordinates.

Rather, the program allows you to

point and click the mouse to draw the

object vou want. It will lay down a cube,

sphere, wedge, or torus automatically

and allow you to stretch, scale, and ma-
nipulate it with remarkable case.

How It Works

The default CAD-3D desktop splits

the screen into four windows. These

break down into four views, which are

two-dimensional representations of the

three-dimensional "universe" available

to vou. The first is the "camera." which

represents your selectable point of view

toward any object. The others default to

top. right, and frontal planes, which can

be toggled to bottom, left, and back.

The camera window makes no changes

in the object itself, but rather changes

your view of that object.

Using sliders in the camera window,

you can rotate the camera horizontally

and vertically, as well as zoom in and
out to varying levels of magnification.

Another option available from the cam-
era window is ""perspective." which

automatically foreshortens the view of

an object to the degree you specify . This

option is especially useful in making ob-

jects seem massive.

Manipulation of an object in any win-

By JOHN J. ANDERSON
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dow other than the camera window
makes "actual" changes in the object.

You can rotate and scale an object hori-

zontally or vertically in whichever plane

you select, as well as move it around

within that plane. You can duplicate

objects, then select and drag them to

new locations.

CAD-3D is object-oriented, which

means that each object is discrete, re-

quiring its own object name. Using a

clever set of pull-down menu choices,

manipulation of multiple or single ob-

jects is clarified and made as nearly

intuitive as possible.

In addition to pre-stored geometric

shapes, two very powerful shape-gener-

ation tools simplify the design process.

The first, called l-XTRi DE. allows you
to define a shape in two dimensions us-

ing the mouse, then to pull that shape

out in a third dimension to whatever

length you like. EXTRLDF. works in a

manner somewhat analogous to a jig-

saw. If you wanted a three-dimensional

letter "e." for example, you would sim-

ply draw the letter conventional!) in the

EXTRUDE window, set its thickness to

\our liking, then select DO I XTRUDE.
And there would be your three-dimen-

sional letter. EXTRUDE creates cubes.

girders, and wedges with ease

Spin is an even more powerful tool

than FXTRLDE. Il works very similarly,

but rather than working like a jigsaw, it

works like a lathe, providing you with a

symmetrical "turned" object. It is the

tool to use for creating bowls, goblets,

fuselages, rings, and the like.

Once you have a set of multiple ob-

jects placed three-dimensionally. you

can JOIN them. The) can be joined addi-

lively, which is like glueing them to-

gether, or subtracted), which allows

>ou to "cut" one shape out of another. A
third .101 x function, called STAMP, joins

the silhouette of one object to another

across the faces of both that meet, rath-

er like a rubber stamp. This feature al-

lows you to "print" or "emboss" the

face of a defined object.

Four depictions are available for de-

fined objects: WIREFRAME, which de-

picts every line of 1 he object as if it were

modeled from wire: HIDDEN, which

plots the object with hidden lines sup-

pressed for a more realistic view; solid.

which shades planes to create the effect

of a sculptured object: and OUTLINE,

Wirefrane depiction: hidden lines suppressed

Starship Enterprise; Outlined solid object

which superimposes a HIDDEN plot over

a solid plot. Another menu selection

allows you to toggle between depictions

of all lines or edge lines only.

On a monochrome screen. CAD-3D
provides high-resolution plotting and

sophisticated grey-scale shading. On a

color screen, line plots are chunkier, but

shading occurs in 1 4 shades of one color

or seven shades o( two colors. Colors are

selectable from pull-down menus.

More Features

Three "spotlights" are available to

illuminate depictions of solid objects,

and their positions and brightness are

user-selectable. There is also an "am-
bient*" light setting, which provides a

selectable brightness of diffuse light

from all directions.

CAD-3Ddzi& can be saved in several

ways. Save all saves all the three-di-

mensional objects in RA M to disk along

with all current light settings. SAVE
(iROt'P saves onl\ selected objects to

memory, without lighting data. You
can use this method to develop a library

of "primitives." which >ou can then use

to create sophisticated shapes. Individ-

ual camera "superviews" can also be

saved as screen dumps, and CAD-3D
allows you to save them in DEGAS.
\euchrome, or C.O.L.R format.

A separate animation module on the

program disk enables >ou to join object

superviews into a chained animation.

Alternatively. >ou can chain Neoch-
tome screens using another module in-

cluded on the program disk. (DEGAS
screens can be chained using a program

that comes with DEGAS.)
A number of impressive 3-D con-

structs are supplied as demos on the

CAD-3D disk. These include a

representation of the ancient monoliths

of Stonehenge. and viewed in backlit

shades of blue. the) arever> impressive

indeed. Gary Yost of Antic provided me
with another disk full of images, includ-

ing a set of chess pieces that are magnif-

icently rendered. More C -ID-3D data-

sets are available for download on the

AtariSig ofCompuServe, with new ones

appearing regular!). Most reflect the

growing skill of program creator Tom
Hudson who deserves a salute for his

programming and plotting prowess.

CAD-3D lakes a bit of commitment
to use. and even more to use effectively.

Be prepared to sit with documentation

in hand, engaging in man) an explora-

tion. But in contrast to any inexpensive

CAD program I have seen to date, this

one is truly worth the effort. The results

are masterful. CAD-3D is without par-

allel in the the world of low cost micro-

computer-assisted design.

Wish List

That having been said. I am loathe to

nitpick. so let's call what follows a wish

list:
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PRODUCT REVIEW

3-D glaSSeS wlllmake

objects float out in front of the

monitor screen.

CAD-3D can be maddeningly slow.

especially when JOi\ing multiple ob-

jects. In fairness, a slew of complex cal-

culations takes place during this time,

but there are times when you might

actually fear that your computer has

locked up. despite the reassuring win-

dow update-status headers.

The manual tries hard to be friendly

but thorough and falls far short of the

effort it attempts to document.
Mouse control is less than precise.

When manipulating objects, the mouse
feels a little clunky When clicking be-

tween windows, some clicks "take" and
others don't— very discomfiting.

Spin and EXTRUDE are superb tools,

but if there were more tools, the capa-

bilities of the program could be boosted

substantially. Unfortunately, it is not

exactly a pleasure to design forms with

these tools. Even in grid mode, where
points are supposedly restricted to dis-

crete coordinates, it is all too easy to

miss the mark. There are no cut and
paste, mirror, or ruler tools to expedite

design.

Another constraint is that you must
always draw in a clockwise manner. It

would be wonderful if the program in-

cluded 2-D input as well as output capa-

bility; you could then move a DEGAS
file into a top plane, for example, and

super-extrude or super-spin from there.

Although manual input of coordi-

nates is a task I wouldn't wish on a

computer-literate canine, it should

probably be considered a limitation that

the program does not provide for any

kind of input other than that pointed-

and-clicked by the mouse. Actual nu-

merical input or some sort of "stick fi-

gure" drawing mode would add new
levels of sophistication to an already

sophisticated product.

The animation modes are quite limit-

ed. Logically, the animation module
slows in direct proportion to the com-
plexity of the objects it depicts. As a

result, all but the simplest renderings

are slowed to a crawl. By loading

Neochrome images into a RAMdisk.

you can achieve impressive animation

effects, but of course, the number of

frames you can use is then limited to the

size of the disk cache. With a tolerably

quick hard disk drive, however, the ani-

mation capabilities of the program are

significantly increased.

When building animation files, there

is no logging, step-through, or back-

track capability, nor is there extensive

error-checking; you don't know what

you have until it is "in the can." and you

exit CAD-JD to have a look at it, or

until you have already errored out.

While there is a merge feature, which

allows new objects to be loaded without

clearing those in memory, there is no

macro or primitive support to help the

design process along. It would certainly

be nice if you could load your own set of

primitives just as you can load those

that Tom has made available as default

cubes, spheres, wedges, and tori.

Now that the "if-onlys" have been

addressed, let me reiterate that CAD-
JD is a capable, powerful, and impres-

sive program. EvenanSTcandoonly so

much.

The Future of CAD-3D

The problem is that when you stum-

ble on a program as good as CAD-JD.
you find yourself thinking, "well, if only

it could do this." and "gee. if only it

could do that." We can only hope thai

RAM constraints will soon crumble,

disk-packing techniques will soon im-

prove, the blitter chip will soon advance

the state of ST graphics, and new- revs of

the software will eventually appear.

I asked Gary Yost what was ahead

for CAD-3D. He told me that he plans

to release a module next year that will

present three-dimensional models in

"stereo"— that is. with 3-D glasses to

make objects float out in front of the

monitor screen. Before you groan, note

that we are not talking about red/blue

or even polarized lenses, but high speed

liquid crystal shutter lenses, oscillating

electronically at '/so of a second.

This technology was pioneered by

Sharp in Japan, and I have experienced

how impressive it is in rendering 3-D
NTSC video. The glasses sync with

screen refresh for the ST. which alter-

nates between left and right eye views.

Gary assures me that a prototype is up

and running and providing some fantas-

tic images.

The next step after that? Interface to

a three-dimensional plotter, of course.

Start with a cube of wax rather than a

sheet of paper, and watch it whittle your

flights of fancy into three-dimensional

sculptures.

We'll be keeping an eye— make that

both eyes—on the talented Tom Hud-
son. [See the interview with Tom Hud-
son elsewhere in this issue.— Ed.)
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What Next?
After the new wears off, many personal computers wind up

gathering dust in a closet. Don't let your Atari be one of them.

Why did you originally buy an Atari comput-

er? To do word processing? To compose

music? To manage your business? To play

games9 Chances are, whatever your initial

reason for buying an Atari, you've discovered

that it has many additional capabilities and

potential applications.

The flip side of the coin is that you've

probably experienced some frustration as

well. Maybe your word processing package

won't do subscripts or underlining. Perhaps

your database won't sort on as many fields as

you need. Or, it could be that when you write a

program, your whole system acts user-hos-

tile.

Depending upon the balance between your

satisfaction and your frustration, you may

continue to use your computer or set it aside.

But there is a better way: Atari Explorer

magazine.

As the premier magazine for Atari comput-

er owners, it is our responsibility to make sure

that you get the most out of your computer. To

us, that means making sure that your Atari

does more than you bought it to do, more

than friends and associates' computers do.

and. indeed, more than you ever imagined

that a computer could do.

To make sure that you get the most out of

your computer, Atari Explorer brings you ob-

jective, in-depth reviews of hardware and

software; up-to-date information about new

products: practical tutorials; stimulating col-

umns; thought-provoking articles; and valu-

able inside information.

Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Atari Explorer, we obtain new peripher-

als and software packages as soon as they

are released. We put them through their

paces in our on-site laboratory and also in the

environment for which they are intended:

home, office, lab, or school.

Our evaluations are unbiased and accu-

rate. We are not afraid to call a spade a spade

or a lemon a lemon. Our first obligation is to

you, our readers, and editorial excellence and

integrity are our highest goals.

Practical and Stimulating

We know that some of our readers are

beginners and others are experts. Thus, it is

our responsibility to make what we publish

both comprehensible to newcomers and in-

teresting to veterans. That does not neces-

sarily mean that the material is simple; we
know you like to be challenged. What it does

mean is that we provide the inexperienced

user with every possible means to seize the

subject matter and make it his own.

However, we don't want the experts to be

bored, so although articles are accessible to

beginners, they are theoretically non-trivial,

cover topics in depth, and present informa-

tion on more than one level.

At Atari Explorer, we are intensely inter-

ested in all aspects of computing. Ours is the

magazine of pragmatic applications, commu-
nicative graphics, stunning animation, mind-

expanding games, and realistic simulations.

We take our business seriously, but we have

fun too. We are convinced that you will. too.

when you go exploring with the Atari Explorer

family.

A Great Deal! Guaranteed!

To order your subscription to Atari Explor-

er, send a check or money order for S 14.95

for six issues or $39.95 for 18 issues (25%
saving over the newsstand price) to: Atari

Explorer. 7 Hilltop Road. Mendham, NJ

07945. If you prefer, you may charge your

subscription to your Visa or MasterCard We
guarantee your complete satisfaction or we
will refund the unfulfilled portion of your sub-

scription.

Atari Explorer

7 Hilltop Road

Mendham. NJ 07945

Yes. enter my subscription to Atari Explorer.

6 issues, $14.95"

18 issues. $39.95-

' Canadian subscribers, add $5.00 per 5 is-

sues ; overseas subscribers . add $ 1 . 00 per 6

issues. Checks must be in U.S. funds and

drawn on a U.S. bank.

Name

Company

Address _

City

Payment enclosed MasterCard Visa

.State -Zip

Credit card number

Expiration date

Signature
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Flight Simulator II

STgraphics

and speed

add amazing

realism to

Sublogic's latest

simulation

It's
just possible, you know, thai an

Atari ST and Flight Simulator II

from Sublogic could be one of the

most sensible and economical purchases

\ou will ever make. If you doubt it. just

compare the cost of a Gates Learjel. the

training to fl\ it. and the fuel to keep it

in the air with the cost of a complete

Hight simulator system from Atari and
Sublogic— talk about "power without

the price.'"

Having used earlier versions of Flight

Simulator II for other machines. 1 was

quite eager to see just how much power

the superior color graphics and high

speed data processing of the ST had

added to one of mv favorite entertain-

ment packages.

But I'm getting ahead of myself: I

should explain that Flight Simulator II

is a program that simulates the flying of

an aircraft. You are the pilot, and de-

pending on \our skill and knowledge,

you can fly as smoothly as an experi-

enced pilot— or crash like a dodo bird.

The advantage of taking your training

in front of the computer is that after a

crash, all you have to do to restore bod\

and property is reboot >our aircraft.

The program offers a very realistic

approach to flv ing an aircraft, including

an authentic control panel, smooth and
accurate response from the plane, real

world physics, and excellent graphics.

Getting Started

Flight Simulator runs on any ST
with at least one disk drive. 512K or

System and Price: Atari ST: $49.95

Summary: A great new version of a

best-seller.

Manufacturer:

Sublogic

713EdgebrookDr.

Champaign, IL 61820

(800) 637-4983

(217) 359-8482

RAM. and a color monitor (Sublogic

promises that a subsequent version will

work with monochrome systems).

The program loads quickly, and if it

detects no input from you. automatical-

ly runs a demo. I recommend that you
watch the demo at least once, because it

gives you a good idea of what is in store

when \ou lake the controls.

You have choice of aircraft; a Cessna
Turbo Sk_\land RG II or a Gates Lear-

jet 25g, and every aspect of your flight,

from environmental factors (seasons,

weather, wind, etc.) lo the geographical

area over which you fl>. is user-confi-

gurable.

For example, the default is the Oak-
land Bay/San Francisco area, but New
York City/ Boston. Los Angeles. Seal-

lie, and Chicago are all built into the

scener> on the disk. In fact, there are

120 different airports within the geo-

graphical locations supported, and you

can land and take off from any of them.

The World Around You

Perhaps the mosi striking thing about

the Flight Simulator II package is the

graphics. As you look out the windows
of >our plane, what you see is not a flat

picture but a complex, three-dimen-

sional representation of the area you are

living over, including the manmade
landmarks (buildings, roads, bridges)

lhat would aid your navigation from the

cockpit of a real plane. For example. I

have visited San Francisco and had no

trouble at all identifying the Oakland
Ba\ Bridge, Alcatraz. and of course, the

(iolden Gate Bridge. (If you want to

have some fun. try flying the Learjet

under the bridge.)

While the graphics that depict the

sccner\ arc well-done and quite de-

tailed, what makes the flight simulator

seem real is the speed with which the

program updates the display. The faster

the new images are drawn, the better

i he illusion of motion and flight, and it is

here that the power of the 68000 be-

comes evident, for the ST version of

Flight Simulator II offers a faster

frame change rate than anv of the previ-

ous versions. It complete!) redraws

each scene up to ten limes per second

—

eight limes faster than earlier versions

for other machines— and produces
much more detailed images.

Other Improvements

Of course, there is more to this latest

and greatest release than speed and

beauty. The game itself has been im-

proved. You can now. for example,

zoom in to magnify an area that you
want to view in greater detail. You can

also use the Spot and Track modes to

see \our plane as it would appear from a

spotter plane fixing alongside. And.
along with a map window . you can have

two different view windows open at the

same time.

Perhaps the best and most entertain-

ing new feature is the multi-player op-

tion, which allows two or more players

to fly together. If. for example, you and
I were playing in this mode, we would

each fly our own plane but be able to see

and interact with the other aircraft as it

zoomed by. (I suppose we could even

have a mid-air collision if we weren't

careful.)

By LOUIS R. WALLACE
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ENTERTAINMENT

You can use the multi-player mode
either via modem over the telephone

lines or with a null modem cable (which
allows faster data transfers, up to 9600
baud). The manual says that it is possi-

ble to link more than two computers by

using a host program and some sort of

cable networking system, and I predict

that it will not be long before we see

squadrons of ST-controlled aircraft

w hose pilots may be silting side-by-side,

across town, or even across the country.

Nor will multi-plavcr capability be

limited to the ST in the future, so you

may soon be able to fly in formation

with users of other computers.

Finally, even with all the new fea-

tures. Flight Simulator II for the ST is

even easier to use than earlier versions.

The mouse is the perfect controller, the

windowing environment improves the

flow of information, and your plane is

more responsive than ever.

But let's not forget the most impor-

tant consideration of all— the game is

lots of fun to play . . .and guaranteed to

save you gobs of money.

More Basic Computer Games

The sequel to the best-selling book, Basic Computer Games,

can be yours for just $5.00.

Basic Computer Games by David Ahl was

the first computer book to have ever sold 1

million copies. Its sequel, More Basic Com-

puter Games, first released in 1979. contains

84 additional games, many of them even

more creative and interesting than those in

the original volume

In More Basic Computer Games, you'll be

able to evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a

safe, tame a wild horse, become a million-

aire, race your Ferrari, joust with a knight,

trek across the desert on your camel, and

navigate in deep space You'll find gambling

games, logic games, word games, fantasy

games, and psychological games

Perhaps the most famous game in the vol-

ume is Hunt the Wumpus by Gregory Yob. In

it. you roam around a 3-D dodecahedron hunt-

ing a Wumpus with your bow and crooked

arrows that can travel up to five caves away

You must contend with bottomless pits, su-

perbats that lift you from one location to

another, and, of course, the horrible man-

eating Wumpus himself. Moreover, the book

is the only place that contains Yob's sequel.

Wumpus II. with six additional types of caves

and a cave editor so you can construct your

own labyrinth.

In the book, you'll also find Bobstones. the

game played in Watership Down, the original

game of Dodge Em. the first Basic version of

Eliza, and Edward de Bono's sensational L

Game

You'll find More Basic Computer Games in

your local bookstore for $7.95. but we have a

small quantity with the older cover that we're

selling for just $5 00 postpaid. Payment in

advance please; no credit cards, no CODs. no

orders to be billed (Price to Canada is $6 00

in U.S. funds.)

Send your $5.00 check or money order

today to Creative Closeouts. 12 Indian Head

Road. Morristown. NJ 07960.

FOR
ATARI ST
COMPUTERS

PUBLISHING
controls my
include:

The DESKTOP
system which
printer should

A Word Processor
A Professional

Computer Aided
Design system

A Spreadsheet
Business Graphics
The ability to print

on laser printers

and plotters

(should I ever get one)

AND I WANT TO EDIT
EVERYTHING ON THE
SCREEN SO I CAN SEE
WHAT MY DESIGN LOOKS
LIKE BEFORE I PRINT IT/

No Need
to wish
anymore,

one system
does it now...

Graphic
Artist$199.95

cjn
2002 McAudtfe Drive. Rockvill*.

1301) 340-8398

Progressive
Computer
Applications i

MD 20661

AUXILARY SOFTWARE;

FONT EDITOR
FONTPACK-1
DESKTOP PUBLISHING

LIBRARY
ELECTRONICS LIBRARY
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The Year's Best ST Games

For a machine that only recently

celebrated its first birthday, the

Atari ST has an unusually well-

endowed library of entertainment soft-

ware.

The obvious explanation for this is

that game designers could not resist the

challenge of incorporating the superb

music and grapics of the ST in their

favorite programs -old and new. And
incorporate they did, setting standards

that make game-loving owners of other

machines drool.

Certainly there are some weak spots.

One genre not even represented on this

list is the arcade game. Although arcade

games in general seem to be waning in

popularity, I predict that the graphic

superiority of the ST w ill soon inspire a

mini-renaissance that will be welcomed
by joystick jockeys around the world.

Nor are many war or traditional com-
bat games available for the ST. Again, I

think that time will remedy this defi-

ciency as the three leaders in the com-
puter war gaming community Strate-

gic Simulations. Strategic Studies

Group, and Avalon Hill Game Compa-
ny— begin to translate their classics and
create new ones for this sophisticated

system.

Most of the games currently avail-

able for the ST. including six of the 20

covered here, are action adventures.

This is not surprising when you consider

the ability of the machine to draw mag-
nificent pictures and keep track of intri-

cate plots. The combination is a natural

one. But now. let's have a look at my
Top 20 games for the ST.

Space Simulations

Sunciug (FTL Games: S40). written

by Bruce Webster and Wayne Holder,

is a great place to start. Graphically, it

is the best adventure game I have seen.

But it is far more than just another

pretty face: this game will demand vast

Outstanding graphics, speed, and sound attract

game designers to Atari's "new" computer

amounts of your time and intellectual

energy.

Your mission is to locate cryogens

(frozen people) and take them to Jondd.

It is a mission you inherited along with

your spaceship. Sundog. Unfortunate-

ly, the task is complicated by the somc-
what dilapidated condition of the ship.

To earn the cash you need to purchase
the items required to get you to Jondd.

you must visit many star systems and

trade shrewdly.

Pirates, who will steal whatever you
have onboard, are another hazard, but

three-dimensional ship-to-ship combat
makes confrontations almost enjoyable

and always challenging. Zoom graphics

also enhance game play, as does the

ability tosaveyourgameona blank disk

so you can pick up where you left off the

next time you play.

In short. I think you will find in Sun-
dog almost everything you could wish

for in a space game.
Written by William G. M. Leslie III,

i wVer.se // (Omnitrend: $70) is a game
that demands total immersion. It is so

complex and realistic that, for example,

the crew (all of whom have names and
personalities) must be paid and fed or

they will jump ship at the first opportu-

nity.

You start out as a free trader, but

your status soon changes as you accu-

mulate wealth and become a miner or a

pirate. You must select your crew, train

them, and choose a ship that is suited to

By RICK TEVERBAUGH

the vocation you have selected. It would
not do. for example, to choose a slow,

spacious ship if your objective is to out-

run other ships so you can pirate their

cargo.

Pull down menus make the game
easy to play, but certainly not easy to

master. Complexity is the overwhelm-

ing attraction in Universe II.

Star Fleet I (Electronic Arts: $50)

pits the Galactic Alliance ship Republic

against the forces of the evil Krellans

and Zaldrons. You are on a conquer-or-

destroy mission, or rather missions. You
start out with short, relatively simple

missions and progress to longer, more
challenging ones. Star bases, located

throughout your universe allow you to

make repairs and replenish your supply

of torpedos.

The game is loosely based on the old

Star Trek games, but with several im-

portant additions, including a 1 00-page

manual which gives a good indication

of the complexity and sophistication of

the package.

Star Fleet I lacks the variety of chal-

lenges found in the previous two simula-

tions, and the graphics won't astound

you. But it is a tribute to the computer

that you hardly notice these limitations.

Adventures

Authors Rod Smith. Joe Vierra. and
William Mataga have done a masterful

job making Breakers (Brodcrbund:

$45) a game that understands almost

everything you tell it and identifies

clearly those things it does not under-

stand a feature that makes this game
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much more pleasant 10 pla> than many
other text adventures.

And speaking of "pleasant."* the

Breakers for whom the game is named
are not. But to complete your mission,

you must not only interact with them to

obtain information but persuade them
to help you with the task.

A good sense of timing and patience

arc virtues that will serve you well in

Breakers. For example, at one point in

the game, you must feign death. It isn't

necessary to hold your breath while

waiting for the next input command,
but you must pick the proper moment to

leave the casket.

The writing of the text is informative

and colorful.

Leather Goddesses ofPhobos (Info-

conr. $40) by Steve Meret/ky has re-

ceived a great deal of notoriety because

of its sex j nature. In actual play, it has

much more going for it than mere titil-

lation.

As the game begins, you are kid-

napped from a bar in Sandusky. Ohio,

and taken to Phobos. a moon of Mars.

by the lovely, but deadly Leather God-
desses. Enslavement of Earth is their

goal, and they want to use you for sexual

experimentation as they prepare for the

invasion. You frolic around the solar

system with your friend Tiffany (or

Trent, if you are a male) looking for the

things you need to make an Anti-Leath-

er Goddesses Machine. Three levels of

play. tame, suggestive, and lewd, corre-

spond to movie ratings G. R. and X.

While this naughty epic certainly

lives up to its image, it is the sparkling

sense of humor that will keep you enter-

tained once the novelty of its risque pre-

sentation has worn off. The parser is

quite know ledgeablc. and you will prob-

ably have no trouble getting the pro-

gram to understand what you want it to

do. It might be more difficult for you to

believe you want to do it.

As you play Hitchhiker's Guide to

Star Fleet

DO Nisi Scale Transfer Orbit Object *

TRRMSIT OATH:

eu iravs
transit Tint: hrs

SUI-LI6HT DRIVE OUT*:

Ryno> MRU brand

17 dp B.J eu/irav/hour

488 gravities niximn

0IJF.CT ORTfl;

Morgan Class Vessel
Conbat Status: Imkcdon
Orbital Status: Stable

RSIR06RIBR Ofl'a

nine: UttHubi
6rade: 16 Hatch: Full

Universe II

the Galaxy, you first learn that your

house is about to fall under the bulldo-

zer's blade and then that the entire

planet Earth is moments from total de-

struction. From there everything gets

crazy.

The game, written by Douglas Ad-
ams and Steve Meretzky. is patterned

on the insanity of the books, but adds

some new twists and turns. If you have

read the book, you won't have a great

advantage, and if you haven't, you

won't be lost.

More than a sense of humor is needed

to enjoy this outing: you must forget all

(or most) of your preconceptions about

life. It isn't easy to tear yourself away

from this game onee you gel involved in

it. and when you do. it is what you for-

merly perceived as Reality that seems
bizarre and difficult to comprehend.

Borrowed Time (Activision: S40)

places you in the role of a private inves-

tigator. You are at work in \our rather

austere office when the phone rings and
captures your attention. A voice says.

"Sam. you're a dead man." You notice

that the lettering on the door says your

name is Sam. and suddenK vour next

assignment becomes a mailer of life and

death yours.

There are 20 suspects, all of whom
have the motive and the opportunity to

get you out of the way. You will need to

sia> alive long enough to find out which

one wants you dead.

The game will hold your interest with

well-written text and some outstanding

graphics, and while it isn't likely that

you will solve the mysiery quickly, il is

certain that you will enjoy every minute

of the investigation.

In Bratan as (Mindscape: $50) you

are unjusih accused of a crime. But this

is no ordinary charge.

The police blotter reads "genelic

fraud." You have been set up by covert

forces working within the government.

Their base o( operations is the asteroid

Brataccasand that is where you must go

to collect evidence to prove your inno-

cence.

There is a great deal of fighting to

satisfy yourcraving for action, but ihcre

are also pu/zles to solve and characters

with whom you must interact. It is dur-

ing these communications thai the

>j a me lakes on a different look from

Borrowed Time
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Brataccas

traditional adventures: the things your

character says and the things that are

said to him are represented in comic
strip balloons that float over the heads
of the characters.

Hacker II (Activision: $50) is a se-

quel to the original Hacker by Steve

Cartwright. Unlike many sequels, how-
ever. Hacker II is better than its progen-

itor.

The plot is simple; The CIA wants
your help in breaking into a Russian

maximum security complex to steal the

Doomsday Papers. Robots patrol the

halls and computers run cameras that

keep the security control center in touch

with all activity throughout the com-
plex. It takes some planning and an un-

derstanding of video technology to pass

this lest.

Graphically, the game is a cut above
average, and the animation is smooth.
Though more limited geographically

than the original. Hacker II offers

greater challenge and greater satisfac-

tion in completing the assignment.

Compared with the problems experi-

enced by monarchs in other adventures,

your troubles as King Graham of Da-

Kings Quest II

ventry in Kings Quest II (Sierra: $50)

seem small: You need a queen and an

heir (tradition requires you to acquire

them in that order).

Unfortunately, however, author Ro-

berta Williams has caused you 10 fall in

love with a vision reflected in a mirror

She is being held hostage by a jealous

crone, and you must find the three keys

that unlock the enchanted land in which

she is being held.

As you proceed in your quest, you

collect various items for which you are

rewarded with points. Along the way.

you must also interact with other char-

acters, who. like the inhabitants of the

real world, move about w ithin the game
setting; just because the dwarf is at

home in his tree and throws you out on

your first visit doesn't mean that you

should avoid the place ever after.

This mobility adds realism and vari-

ety to the game, as do the animation and

graphics, which arc among the best I

have seen in an adventure.

Phaniasie (Strategic Simulations:

$40) is the king of multiple-character

adventures. Written by Winston Doug-
las Wood, the game requires you to al-

Hacker II

lack the Black Knights and defeat the

evil sorcerer Nikademus.
(lathering the band of adventurers

who will help you achieve this goal is

almost as enjoyable as the quest itself.

The characters come from l(> different

races and fall into one of six classes;

each is rated for five different attri-

butes.

Brule strength and courage, as expe-

rienced adventurers know, won't ac-

complish everything: a well-limed spell

can often accomplish more than a well-

placed sword thrust. You need a well-

rounded team of fellow questors.

Graphically, the game takes advan-

tage of the speed and color of the ST to

such an extent thai you almost forget

you're playing a game. Let's hope the

ST version o\' Phaniasie H will be re-

leased soon.

Rogue (T.pyx: $40) by Michael Toy
and (ilen Wichman is my favorite ac-

tion adventure. Your goal is a magic
amulet, and as you progress through the

tale, you receive promotions in rank.

Monsters defeated and strange areas

explored earn points. A zoom feature

reveals detail of your immediate sur-

Phantasie
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roundings when necessary.

The game is so much fun to play that

you will certainly be dismayed when
you come to a premature end, but the

closing sequence will salve your disap-

pointment. I'll not spoil the surprise, but

it is a real treat for the eyes.

Imagine an adventure so complex
that it requires 3000 screens. In Time
Bandit (Michtron; $40) you must
search for Great Artifacts in 16 differ-

ent lands, each of which is set in a differ-

ent time period— from the distant past

10 the uncertain future. And if that docs

not constitute sufficient evidence of

complexity and challenge, let me just

say that you begin play with 14 lives.

Some levels require mapping; others

merely quick thinking and clever prob-

lem solving. A couple are text adven-

tures, so there really is something for

everyone.

Another outstanding feature is the

two-player mode. Two can play cither in

cooperation or in competition. The top

six scores arc saved to the disk.

Animation is fluid, and it is safe to

say that the look of the game is as good
as the play— which is excellent.

Gato

War Games

For realism in a submarine simula-

tion, it would be hard to top Goto (Spec-

trum I iolobyte; $40). As commander of

this World War 1 1 sub. you arc instruct-

ed to seek out enem> ships and destroy

as many as possible before returning

safely to port. To avoid wasting too

much time in eventless patrolling, you

can enter new coordinates and move
immediately to another location. What
this useful feature lacks in realism, it

more than makes up for in sanity main-

tenance as it saves you from boredom.

You must plan your movements care-

fulls, because submarines don't exactly

turn on a dime, and you must keep an

eye on your oxygen and battery power
supplies.

From old war movies, you will recog-

nize the pinging sound that means the

enemy has found you. and you will have

to take evasive action immediately. For-

tunately, if you fail, the game is unreal-

istic enough to allow you to reboot and

try again.

I said that it would be hard to beat

(ittto— but not impossible. Silent Ser-

Tirne Bandit

rice (Microprose; $40) by Sid Meier
docs it for me. Silent Sen ice gets me
into the mood of the game better, but I

prefer the sound effects in Gato.

Another advantage of Silent Service

is the ability to customize the game to

your ability with 1 2 scenarios, seven re-

ality levels, and four skill levels.

The lime period and setting are the

same: World War II. Pacific Theater.

The problem of boredom during patrols

is solved by having time pass more
quickly when you arc on patrol: once

you locate the enemy, the pace of the

game slows down and a battle ensues.

Commands arc easy to learn and quick-

ly executed.

All things considered. I think Silent

Service is the best war simulation yet

released for the ST.

Strategy Games

It would not be entirely accurate to

call Word For Word (Bay View Soft-

ware: $40) a Scrabble game for the

computer, but that's exactly what you
will be reminded of when you first boot

it up.

Among the differences between the

Silent Service

Desk File Gane Reports Settings Hission Special

SIMULATION
SUSPENDED

SPD
HDG 90
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Word For Word

computer version and the board version

are the presence of a computer foe,

which can take the part of up to three

other players, and a utility that lets you

design your own boards and save them
to disk, which is really nothing more
than changing the location of the bonus

squares.

The computer is a tough opponent for

even experienced Scrabble players, and

those who succeed in defeating it will

feel a well-deserved sense of satisfac-

tion.

Bridge 4.0 (Artworx; $30) is for true

bridge aficionados only. The game pro-

vides top-notch computer players for

you to compete against, and you can

replay a hand if you want to try for a

different result. There is no tutorial or

bidding help available.

The loading of Bridge 4.0 is the most

complex I have seen in a game. It in-

volves the language disk, and requires

more effort than most of us are used to

putting forth for a game, but bridge

enthusiasts will find it well worth the

trouble.

Like Word For Word, Bridge 4.0

plays a challenging game and rewards

those who beat it with a great feeling of

satisfaction.

Sports Games

Winter Games (Epyx\t4Q) is another

clear winner. Sports animation is diffi-

cult to do well: almost everyone has seen

what athletes look like while competing,
so to make their actions believable on

the computer screen is much more chal-

lenging than, say, simulating the de-

struction of an alien in deep space.

The programmers at Free Radical

Software, designers of the package,

have risen to the challenge and created a

Bridge 4.0

game that is not only realistic but fun to

play.

The best events are ski jumping and
the biathlon. As you participate in the

ski jumping event, you can almost feel

the bite of the wind on your face as you
fly through the air. You use the joystick

to control the animated form on the

screen to maximize the distance and
style points for the jump. Biathlon re-

quires a combination of good skiing and
sharp shooting; lime elapsed and points

scored determine the champion.

At the end of the game there is a

medal ceremony, complete with the

playing of the winner's national an-

them.

Mean 18 (Accolade; $50) by Rex
Bradford and George Karalias is the

best game I've seen for the ST in any
category. The game feels like golf and
looks like golf. You must pick the right

Where To Find The Winners Bay View Software Firebird Licensees Mindscape
177 Webster St. P.O. Box 49 3444 Dundee Rd.

Access Software Monterey. Ca 93940 Ramsey, NJ 07446 Northbrook, IL 60062

2561 S. I560W. (408)373-4011 (201)934-7373 (800)221-9884

Woods Cross, UT 84087

(800) 824-2549 FTL Games Omnitrend

(801)298-9077 Broderbund P.O. Box 1 1 2489 P.O. Box 3

17 Paul Dr. San Diego, CA 921 11 West Simsbury, CT 06092

Accolade

20833 Stevens Creek Blvd.

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415)479-1170 Infocom

125 Cambridge Park Dr.

(203)658-6917

Sierra On-Line
Cupertino, CA 95014 Cambridge, MA 02140 P.O. Box 485
(408) 446-5757

Electronic Arts

2755 Campus Dr.

(800) 262-6868 Coarsegold,CA93614
(617)492-6000 (209) 683-6858

Activision

P.O. Box 7286

Mountain View, CA 94039

(415)960-0410

San Mateo, CA 94403

(800) 448-8822
(415)571-7171

Michtron

576 S. Telegraph Rd.

Pontiac. MI 48053

(313)334-5700

Spectrum Holobyte

1050 Walnut, Ste. 325
Boulder, CO 80302
(303)443-0191

Artworx Software Company Epyx Microprose Strategic Simulations

I50N. Main Si. 600 Galveston Dr. 120Lakefront Dr. 1045 N.Rengstorff Ave.

Fairport, NY 14450 Redwood City, CA 94063 Hunt Valley, MD 21030 Mountain View. CA 94043
(716)425-2833 (415)366-0606 (301)771-1151 (415)964-1353
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itestant
Winter Games

club, select the right amount of power to

put into your swing, and then time your

swing just right to avoid a hook or a

slice. All the traditional hazards are

there to make ihe game interesting.

Four 1 8-hole courses are included on

the disk, but what really sets this game
apart from other golfsimulations is that

it allows you to create your own courses;

you can even design the background of

the layout.

Mean IS includes every element of

real golf except the exercise. An out-

Player
Hole

standing effort.

Leader Board (Access: S40) is the

best looking sports game on the market.

It is also somewhat easier than Mean
18. which may increase its appeal to

novice players. The disk includes five

courses of varying difficulty.

You must learn to judge the roll of the

green and the effect of the wind. Timing
is important, as are selecting the right

strength for your swing and keeping the

ball on a straight path.

There is lots of water around, so be-

StroKe h stance 387

Mean 18

ginners should wear their boots.

Honorable Mention

I know that I committed myself

choosing the 20 lop games of 1986, but

as I study the entertainment market-

place, I wish I could push it to 25. In-

stead. I will award Honorable Mention
to: Hole-ln-One Golf and Strip Poker

{ Artworx; $30 and $40), Major Motion
(Michtron: $40). Temple of Apshai
Trilogy (Epyx; $35), and The Pawn
(Firebird: $45).

CLOCK CALENDAR
For ATARI ST

The Navarone TIMEKEEPER™ module plugs Into the cartridge port \m

the Atari S20/I040 ST computers. A non-copy protected program disk is sup-

pluil thai umuins all the programs needed to install the TIMEKEEPER™
and operate as either an jiu^miu or from an AITO folder.

TIMEKEEPER™ is no doubt the most

valuable and crucial add-on component of

von r Atari ST computer system. Never

again will you have to enter the Lime

and date each time you turn on your

Mi»uter When you turn off your

computer (or even unplug the

TIMEKEEPER™ mod.!

keeps on ticking, main

taining accurate time

so you wont ever have

to worry about setting the

time and date again With

TIMEKEEPER.™ you get an auto-

matic record of time and date ol

file you create or update, right In

directon

FEATURES:

Extender slot

allows uNf of other

cartridge prodm

Alarm software provided

Removable batter,

need to un- solder to

replace ban. i

, h( . TIMEKEEPER™ cooes complete, ready

Clock display u> use. no assembly required, fou don't have to take

window. omputer apart to use It

TO ORDER: Contact your local dealer or call:

800-654-2821 in California

PRICE: »49" 800-624-6545 Nationwide NAARONE

NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC. =>
21109 L0NGEWAY ROAD, SUITE C ^^

SONORA. CA 953T0 • (200) 533-8349 S55
TLXWVI 650-230-9046 ^SS

ST
BACKUP
UTILITY

ProCopy
You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key 1

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software
Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only $12 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

and C.O.D.
orders $34.95

Call (800) 843-1223
Send check (or S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air mail) to.

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET. RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co
Internationally Building 2

in EuroDe „ Shamrock Quayinicurupv
Southampton. SOl-lQL

ana England
Australasia Tel. 0703-227274

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE
324 Stirling Highway

Claremont
Western Australia 6010

Tel. 09-385-1885
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Zoomracks, v.2
>:Disk

82^
83 Copyright:

84 Cards and Racks:

85 The House:

86 Zoonracks Erasers:

87 SHIR Fl HELP:

The Comand Matrix:

89 The Comand Matrix:

18 ESC

11 Search:

12 Other Comands:
13 Creating cards:

14 The Comand Matrix:

15 Edit:

16 Tenpiates:

17 Copying and Moving:

Quickview Sgstws, 1986

Zoonracks' Rack Metaphor

Using the Mouse to Navigate

Reversing Comands give Vou Control

The On-line Reference Rack

General Description

Comand Card for Most Comands
Escaping to a Safe Place

Search and Selecting Comands
Miscellaneous Comands
Inserting Rev Cards in Racks

The Editor Comand Card

Additional Editing Comands
Creating Racks and Changing Tenpiates

Cut, Copy, Paste, and Replace

F18-next Quickcard

F8-Search/look for Toggl

F9-prior Quickcard

SHF F8-Search Lock Toggl

t 13 Hworg:Enptg _J _|

A powerful text-oriented

data-handler based on

an unusual "metaphor"

According to Webster, a meta-

phor is "a figure of speech in

which a word or phrase literally

denoting one kind of object or idea is

used in place of another to suggest a

likeness or analogy between them."

Nowadays, computer scientists have

adopted the word in reference to the

current fashion of designing user inter-

faces to correspond, in function and ap-

pearance, to real-world objects. Thus
GEM employs an "office" or "desktop"

metaphor— with disks portrayed as fil-

ing cabinets, etc.

Usually, the degree of likeness im-

plied by a user-interface "metaphor" is

merely formal. One does not expect the

GEM desktop to provide ringing

phones, surly secretaries, or filing cabi-

nets that lock accidentally. Every now
and then, however, a user interface

comes along that captures more pro-

foundly the essence of the object or con-

cept it portrays.

Zoomracks, version 2, a database

management program from Quickview

Systems, is fashioned to resemble a row

of timecard racks. Each vertical row of

cards is a database file: the cards its

individual records. On first glance, you

would think the metaphor were being

followed fairly loosely. Despite the

graphic capabilities of the ST, the

screen display resembles a set of time-

card racks not at all. Yet as you become
familiar with Zoomracks, you slowly

come to realize how the timecard rack

concept has been worked into the fibre

of its user interface at the profoundest

level.

Though the mouse can be used to

select and activate databases (Zoom-
racks) and choose records (Quickcards)

for display, it is, strictly speaking, re-

dundant in Zoomracks. Access to pro-

gram functions is accomplished via a

dizzying array of single key, function

key, Ctrl-key, and Alt-key combina-

tions, arranged in a system of loosely

interrelated menus. Commands range

from the comfortably mnemonic (Q for

Quit) to the arguably so (K for disK),

and some mean different things in dif-

ferent modes or combinations.

Speaking of "modes," Zoomracks
has them in abundance: modes for look-

ing at disks, modes for looking at cards,

modes for editing cards, each with its

own more or less unique subset of com-

mands. Obvious key-to-function rela-

tionships have been "rethought" here—
instead of using the arrow keys to move
up and down through racks and cards,

Zoomracks substitutes incomprehensi-

bles such as F9 and Ctrl-X.

Just like a real timecard rack, in

other words, the Zoomracks user inter-

face is a tool only a bureaucrat could

love. In the rest of us, it incites resent-

ment even as it attempts to inspire time-

ly productivity. But—also like a time-

card rack— you can learn to live with

Zoomracks if you have to.

Documentation

The manual is a big help: well orga-

nized, clearly written and illustrated,

with some practical examples and a

complete index, it leads the new user

efficiently through the several phases of

creating files and manipulating infor-

mation with the program. Doing so

turns out. after you discover all the little

tricks, to be a fairly straightforward

process, and Zoomracks offers some
unique features that may make it the

ideal choice for certain applications.

As noted above, the Zoomracks sys-

tem works in terms of racks, or database

files, nine of which can be loaded into

memory and displayed at once (though

only one can be manipulated at a time).

Sitting in the racks are cards— re-

cords—each with its top line visible

above the one beneath. Scrolling up and

down the individual racks, each of

which may contain thousands of cards,

requires no more than a few magic

passes and a whispered curse. If neces-

sary, a feature abbreviates text on

the display as needed, to promote

readability.

Thus, with several racks on-screen, it

is possible to survey a substantial

amount of information from multiple

files almost without lifting a finger. For

some applications (such as maintaining

callback lists of names and phone num-
bers for a telemarketing department)

this kind of "hands off functionality is

ideal but Zoomracks is capable of

considerably more.

By pressing a key (or a mouse but-

ton), you can "zoom in" on a single card

for review or editing. Depending on the

card format you have established, each

card may contain from one to 27 named
fields ( Fieldscrolls), each of which may
contain (and here's the real kicker!) up
to 250 80-character lines of formatted

text— a capacity of 6750 lines of text

per record. A fairly complete editor is

available for making changes, and com-

mands exist to help you move from field

to field within a card, scroll through

fields, move to the same field in adja-

cent cards, etc., all at this more infor-
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mative. "zoomed in" level.

Text capacity of 6750 lines is sub-

stantial enough to make Zoomracks a

serious contender for certain kinds of

archiving work, academic note-taking

(we are told PhD candidates make up a

substantial portion of Zoomracks' con-

stituency), personnel recordkeeping,

storage, retrieval, and mail-merging of

legal or contractual boilerplate and

form letters—even a crude kind of out-

line processing, abetted by the fact that

Zoomracks is good at hiding as well as

revealing information.

Output and Macro Facilities

A good deal of effort has gone into

designing the Zoomracks output for-

matting facilities. Report formats, label

formats, form letters, and other fillers

are easy to design, and formatting com-
mands give you complete control over

output positioning, justification, and
other variables, and (provided you know
how to use them) control over the spe-

cial features of your printer.

Likewise well-designed is the macro
facility —essentially a mini program-

ming langauge. The macro system can,

if used correctly, largely offset the ob-

System and Price: Atari ST; $79.95

Summary: Powerful text-oriented data-

handler with a kinky user interface.

Impressions mixed.

Manufacturer:

Quickview Systems

146 Main St.

Los Altos. CA 94022

(415)965-0327

scurities of the built-in user interface by

completely automating the process of

working with Zoomracks. In fact, the

macro-building vocabulary is so rich

that it should be possible to configure

what are, in effect, custom applications

within the Zoomracks framework:
data- entry systems, specialized retriev-

al procedures.

Other features include the ability to

redefine the field format of a database

without losing information— very rare-

ly seen in a program of this type, and

very helpful; a limited calculating abili-

ty; built-in help files; ihe ability to dis-

play DEGAS picture files (though not.

unfortunately, the ability to make them

part of a database); and other nifty

stuff.

A number of card-format templates

for fundamental applications are in-

cluded on the Zoomracks distribution

disk, and instructions are given for mod-
ifying these templates to suit your own
purposes. The program is not copy-pro-

tected. A full-featured (minus save
functions) demonstration version is

available from Quickview at nominal

cost.

When all the metaphors are stripped

back out of the way, Zoomracks is re-

vealed as a fairly powerful, full-fea-

tured, text-oriented information man-

agement program that stands
somewhere between the simple, one-

function "mailing list" utility and the

more powerful, high-end database man-

agement system. Like the former,

Zoomracks is designed to give you

"hands on" access to your informa-

tion— to skim it. riffle through it, and

play around with it. Like the latter,

Zoomracks is also capable of playing

intermediary to a degree— helping to

keep the mass of your data under con-

trol.

HAPPrHOL/DArS FffOMAf/GffAPH/
TM . .^ „

FAST $49.95
Here'* the desktop accessory you've been waiting for! FAST contains several of the

most popular programs all In one: ST DOS, ST Editor, a Card File plus a

calculator, calendar, ASCII table and clock. It works In all three resolutions. Once
Installed, It Is accessible from within any GEM program.

Lab<IIMaster™ - $39.95
Once you try LabelMaster you'll never use plain

labels again! This great program Is GEM based
and contalnsa Graphic Editor to create your own
designs and a mailing list manager. Packed with

features, plus 100 ready to use lable designs. And
the graphics are compatable with PrlntMaster. The possibilities for home and business are endless.

Easy-Draw
(R
£.00 $79.95!

New features and a new price make Easy -Draw a great gift for Christmas. Version 2.00 contains

all the powerful features In version 1.03 like object oriented graphics, pop up menu, specific^area

zooming, and rubberband size and stretch, PLUS:

Flip & Mirror, Single GEM file format. Edit Polyline, New Change Arc and
Arrange commands, and Automatic copy between wlndowsl

With Easy-Draw you can create anything from simple graphics to technical.

Illustrations, and add lots of text tool In fact this ad was created with Easy - Draw!

To Order see a Dea/ernearyou or ca//Af/GRAPH at:

ffSOOJ 223- DffAtV or (20SJ S3S- 4677

§ Toall S. Towners

J

Attn: Happy Holidays

123 Some Ave.

\ Vifcd fr Anywhere, USA 12345
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Giving

Your ST
The Time
Of Day

Battery-backed

clock/calendar cards

from Navarone

and Shanner

For most ST users, setting the in-

ternal clock at the beginning of

each work session is nothing more
than a minor inconvenience. (Some
don*t bother setting it at all.) But those

who depend on accurate date/time

stamping to keep their files in order or

who use time-management, home-con-

trol, or other lime- dependent software,

sometimes balk. For them, a battery-

backed clock/calendar card (along with

software that automatically sets the sys-

tem time at boot-up) is almost a necessi-

ty-

Two such products are evaluated

here—one from Shanner International,

a well-known distributor of ST software

and peripherals; the other from Navar-

one. an established maker of TI- 99/4A,
PCjr, Commodore, and Apple hard-

ware and software, now breaking into

the ST market. Both appear in the form

of modules designed to plug into the ST
cartridge port. Both come with a disk

containing several utilities: an install

program for initial setting of the clock

card; an /AUTO/ folder utility to set

the system time from the card at power-

up; and an optional CLOCK desk acces-

sory, included as a convenient alterna-

tive to the Control Panel. Beyond these

superficial similarites, however, each

unit has its own merits and distinct

shortcomings.

LCM-2000 Clock Module

The Shanner LCM-2000 Clock
Module is about 2'/2

" X 3"—the size of

a credit card—and about '/:" thick. In

use, the card is held firmly by the edge

connector at the ST cartridge port, pro-

viding some protection against acciden-

tally disturbing the connection while

the device is in use.

The module contains a single PC
board sporting three ICs, a number of

other small components, and a coin-

type Lithium battery. The board is

sandwiched between two saw-cut and

routed sheets of opaque, quarter-inch

plexiglas. held together with four

screws. Minor irregularities in con-

struction (the edges of the plexiglas en-

closure, for example, are left rough),

give the unit a handmade look, though 1

have no reason to doubt its sturdiness or

reliability on this account.

A brief user's manual is included,

along with support software on a single-

sided disk. The manual is fairly well-

written and provides simple instructions

for installing and using the device.

Internal time must be set on the Lo-

giKhron once on installation and peri-

odically thereafter to correct for "leap

days" and Daylight Saving Time. It is

hard to understand why neither the card

nor the support software includes logics

to render this subsequent setting unnec-

essary— particularly ironic since the in-

ternal clock in the ST does "leap day"
housekeeping all by itself.

To set the clock card, you use either

the application program or the desk ac-

cessory supplied on disk. Aside from the

fact that the accessory can be called up
from within any GEM application (it

occupies about 13K of RAM), these

programs are functionally identical.

When called up. they access the clock

card, read the current date and lime,

and present these figures for editing in a

standard dialog box. Clicking cancel
disposes of the program without alter-

ing the clocks— appropriate, for exam-
ple, if you are using the desk accessory

to check the time. Clicking OK updates

both the external and the internal clock

to match the displayed date and time

—

whether or not it has been altered by the

user.

This would be acceptable if the date/

time display were updated as the min-

utes went by. but it isn't. Shanner apolo-

gizes for the lack of a realtime display,

but fails to warn that the clocks may be

accidentally reset if you make the mis-

take of leaving the frozen display on-

screen for a few minutes, then click

OKinstead of CANCEL.
Once the clock is set, the manual sug-

gests installing a startup program on

your boot disks to access the clock and

set the system time automatically when
you turn on your ST. The requisite /
AUTO/ folder (containing the pro-

gram) is included on the Shanner distri-

bution disk, so most users need simply

copy it to whatever startup disks they

use.

The /AUTO/ program executes in-

visibly, so you can't tell if it has worked
unless you check internal time with the

Control Panel. (Because Shanner's ap-

plication and accessory check only the

card time, they are of no help here.)

More disturbing, although both the ap-

plication and the accessory inform the

user if the clock card is disconnected,

the /AUTO/ program—cornerstone of

thesystem— raises noalarm in thissitu-

ation.

In summary, Shanner's LogiKhron

card has some good things going for it.

The hardware seems simple and reli-

able, and the software interface func-

tions well—up to a point. To derive full

benefit from the peripheral, however,

you must remain attentive in its use.

The LogiKhron LCM-2000 is avail-

able for $49.95 from Shanner Interna-

tional Corp., 453 Ravendale Dr.,

Mountain View, CA 94043. (800) 828-

6637.
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Timekeeper

Navarone Corporation has consider-

able experience making cartridges for

the TI-99/4A and Commodore 64, and
their expertise is shown to good advan-

tage in the design of this clock module

for the ST. The Timekeeper is fairly

substantial in size—about 4" X 6".

Made of gray plastic, color-matched to

the ST housing, the Timekeeper is self-

supporting, resting flat on the desktop

when installed. This places a minimum
of stress on the ST cartridge port con-

nector, although the size of the Time-
keeper may make it an easier target for

accidents than the Shanner device.

Inside, the Timekeeper module is

quite complex, its commercial-grade

PC board bearing eight ICs, a range of

small components, and the common
coin-type Lithium battery (said to be

user-replaceable). All of the cartridge

port lines are extended across the board

to another card-edge connector on the

opposite side, meaning that even with

the Timekeeper in place, the cartridge

port is still effectively at your disposal.

The extra ICs serve to switch the clock

circuit onto the bus— so that it can be

read -and off again so that other car-

tridges and cartridge-interfaced devices

can take over. Pretty neat.

Along with the module comes a sin-

gle-sided disk that contains both sup-

port software and documentation files.

Some of these README files are saved

as text, others in 1st Word format, mak-
ing the process of printing them out

more time-consuming than necessary.

Moreover, the documentation is of very

poor quality. Numerous misspellings

and grammatical errors render it ugly

and difficult to follow. Luckily, the pro-

cedures it describes for installing and
using the Timekeeper are quite simple.

Like the Shanner device, the Time-
keeper must be set correctly on installa-

tion and periodically thereafter to cor-

rect for diurnal and calendrical non-

orthogonalities (a fancy way of saying

"leap years and Daylight Saving Ti-

me"). An install application— the only

program in the Navarone suite that per-

mits direct manipulation of the card set-

ting— is included on the disk. Double-

clicking causes the program to access

the clock card and display the current

date and time for editing. The display is

updated keeping pace with the exter-

nal clock— until you choose to change

it. After doing so. you click on a single,

clearly-labeled bar to set the clocks

—

external and internal— and exit.

After the clock is set. Navarone's

startup utility should be installed in an /

AUTO/ folder on your boot disk to ac-

cess the clock card and set the internal

clock automatically. When you boot the

system with this startup, the current

date and time are read from the card

and impressed on the internal clock, and

the card is commanded to switch out of

the cartridge bus. leaving it free for oth-

er traffic. To bring the clock card back

in-line, the system must be switched off

and on again: thus the Navarone system

accesses the clock card only once per

session.

The only drawback of this approach

is that if you subsequently change the

setting of the internal clock, there is no

way short of a re-boot to bring it back in

synch with the card. Still, this is prefer-

able to making the setting of the clock

card vulnerable to accidental changes.

If the card is not in place at boot time,

the Navarone startup pulls the boot pro-

cess into a loop —not exactly an elegant

warning, but better than none at all.

The Timekeeper desk accessory is a

fairly well-designed and useful tool with

one unnerving quirk. Like the Control

Panel, it permits you to read and/or

change the setting of the internal clock

(not that of the card itself!) from within

any GEM application.

The current date and time are pre-

sented in an editable display, updated in

realtime until you choose to change it.

Clicking on the Timekeeper Control

button of a window brings up a second

menu that lets you activate the alarm

feature of the accessory, change the

time-display formal from I 2-hour (AM
and PM) to 24-hour military lime, or

activate a bizarre feature called "over-

print."

When overprint is active, the dale

and time figures punch through any
window that overlays the accessory dis-

play— updating about once every thirty

seconds. Neat . . . but if you drag the

overlying window, the date and time

figures move with il. and a new set

punches through in the original position

thirty seconds later. You can cover your

screen with dale-lime stamps this way!

( Navarone is considering the removal of

"overprint" from subsequent releases of

the product.)

The alarm feature of the accessory is

very cute. When active, it lets you set an

alarm to ring at any hour. You can then

de- activate the accessory and go on

with your work. At the appointed time,

the accessory window springs up again,

flashing and beeping, only to be silenced

by clicking on its CLOSH box.

Once you understand how Timekeep-
er works— a mild challenge, given the

documentation— it becomes a well-de-

signed, reliable and versatile device. B\

protecting itself against accidental re-

sets and providing some limited feed-

back as to its status. Timekeeper ap-

proaches the kind of "set and forget"

quality that you should look for in a

simple peripheral of this kind.

Timekeeper is available for $49.95

from Navarone Industries, Inc., 21 109

Longeway Rd., Ste. C, Sonora, CA
95370. (800)624-6545: (800)654-2821

inCA.
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Habaview
A useful productivity package you can get up

and running in five minutes

To parody the immortal S. J. Per-

elman, if Haba Systems, pub-

lisher of Habaview, will have me,

I want to marry them. Call me a roman-
tic. Say I wear my heart on my sleeve

. . . No matter. I guess I'm just a sucker

for any piece of productivity software 1

can get up and running in five minutes

without consulting a manual.

It's almost . . . almost too easy. The
Habaview database manager is a fully

orthodox GEM application that is im-

mediately comprehensible to anyone fa-

miliar with basic ST operations. To
originate a database, you select open
from the disk menu and enter a name
for the disk file in which the database

will reside.

You then design a form for the data-

base records—a template of named
fields to contain and identify the infor-

mation you wish to store. For a mailing

list, a typical form might contain fields

for first name, last name, street address,

city, state, zip, area code and phone

number.

As you assign fields to your form, you

also specify the type of information

each field is intended to contain: generic

text, strict alphabetic, numeric, date,

time, or a Boolean type called Yes/No
(appropriate for coding responses to

survey questions and the like). By speci-

fying field types, you provide Habaview
with information it can use to structure

the database file efficiently and recog-

nize and prevent obvious errors when
you start entering data.

The basic form may comprise up to

30 fields. As you add fieldnames, they

appear from left to right as headings in

the columns of an on-screen grid, much
like a spreadsheet. Later on, when you
have entered data, it will be displayed

under these headings. Column widths

are fully adjustable and can be modified

at any time for best appearance.

Data Entry

The process of form design meshes
smoothly into that of data entry. Haba-
view lets you rename or delete existing

fields, and insert new ones at any point,

regardless of whether data are present

or not. It is possible to manage your data

on a fairly ad hoc basis, skipping back

and forth between refining your basic

form and actually entering information.

Almost everything is completely revers-
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System and Price: Atari ST; $49.95

Summary: Good low-end database

manager with some nice features.

Manufacturer:

Haba Systems, inc.

6711 Valjean Ave.

Van Nuys, CA 91406

(818)994-1899

iblc—changes can be undone, modifica-

tions todata abandoned and the original

data restored automatically. You are

encouraged to proceed with a reason-

able degree of confidence that false

steps are impossible, or if not, will be

prevented.

To facilitate data entry. Habaview
supports field-type checking and mask-
ing of illegal input: optional automatic

initial capitalization of text fields

(handy for mailing lists and other appli-

cations that handle proper names);

automatic formatting and conversion of

time and date information; automatic

side-scrolling of data within field

boundaries; and other helpful and orna-

mental features. Extensive text-editing

capabilities are not supported—only a

thousand characters are permitted in a

record— and with such a small amount
of text to handle, such features would be

largely wasted.

Sorting

Once a database has been assembled,

it can be sorted, searched through, dis-

By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

played, and printed out in a variety of

ways. Simple ascending and descending

sorts can be carried out on any field:

alpha, date, time, or numeric, under

mouse control. Almost as easy are so-

called "progressive sorts/' which begin

by sorting one field, taking the partially

ordered output and sorting it again by

some other criterion, etc.

In this manner, it is possible to deter-

mine ever-more-refined systems of

ranking. Searches can be made by range

("Show me all customer records with

pending balances between $300 and
$500"), by example ("Show me the re-

cords of all people whose first names
begin with N"), or by progressive com-
binations of criteria, each search win-

nowing only those entries selected by

the previous search. Exclusion searches

("Show me the records of all people

whose first names don't begin with N")
are also permitted.

Using combinations of the above

techniques, along with a little ingenuity,

it is possible to do some fairly sophisti-

cated data management. It should be

noted, however, that because Habaview
lacks a set of Boolean operators (and,

OR. NOT. XOR) and cannot evaluate

complex conditional expressions, cer-

tain kinds of searches may be difficult

or impossible to perform.

Output

What Habaview lacks in raw search-

and-retrieval capability, however, it

makes up for in the ease with which data

can be formatted for display and print-

ing. Column widths, centering, and jus-

tification of text, numeric, date, and
time formats can all be fine-tuned with

ease. Fields can be hidden or made visi-

ble at will. Records may be viewed in

groups in fully formatted, one-line-per-

record "list layout," or individually in

one-record-per-screen "form layout."

What can be displayed on-screen can.

in most cases, be just as easily printed

out. While Habaview does not offer ul-

trasophisticated forms control, auto-

matic report formats, or facilities for

making use of special printer features,

mailing labels, simple lists and reports

are well within its grasp and easy to turn

out. Habaview output can be sent to

ASCII (or HabaWriter) files on disk

and pasted into conventional docu-

ments.

Habaview is a well-designed, stable,

and useful product appropriate for a

variety of small-scale information man-
agement tasks. While it lacks the capac-

ity and flexibility of high-end database

programs, its forgiving nature and
readily comprehensible structure will

satisfy a wide range of users.
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Blazing Paddles is a long-lived

graphics program that, in an ear-

lier version for another comput-
er, has won consistent praise for func-

tionality and ease of use. This solid

translation will appeal to artistically-

minded Atarians of all ages.

At base. Blazing Paddles is a flexible,

well -designed paint program in the Ml-
cropainter (Koala Technologies) mold.

It offers a full range of painting func-

tions, including line. dot. polygon, box.

oval, mirror, fill, and airbrush, through

a symbolic menu system superimposed
on the drawing screen.

To select a drawing function, you

point at its symbol using the on-screen

cursor, and press the button on the input

device. Once a function is selected, the

menu disappears and you can draw over

the full screen without impediment (the

menu can be redisplayed by touching

the spacebar).

The drawing screen is 1 92 pixels wide

by 160 pixels deep—enough room and

resolution for fairly serious work. The
coordinate position o\~ your drawing

cursor is displayed at the bottom— very

helpful when executing geometric fig-

ures and an unusual feature for a pro-

gram of this type. The screen can be

scrolled in four directions, wrapping

around from top to bottom and side to

side.

Blazing Paddles has a "magnify"
feature that enlarges a small section of

your drawing for pixcl-by-pixcl work.

The magnified section is displayed on

the bottom half of the screen, while part

of your normal-sized drawing is dis-

played on top, the magnified portion

clearly outlined. By moving the cursor

left, right, up, and down, different sec-

tions of the drawing can be brought

under scrutiny without leaving the mag-
nify mode. The drawing color can also

be changed without switching the dis-

play back to normal— a nice touch.

Color selection is unusually well-han-

dled. Besides allowing you to assemble a

palette of three foreground colors and
one background color from among the

256 available shades, the program of-

fers six additional color "mixtures."

These are dense patterns formed from

the colors in the basic palette which

operate as halftones creating the im-

pression of additional colors and inter-

mediate shades.

Unusual for a low-priced graphics

package. Blazing Paddles makes some
effort to provide rudimentary image-

editing capabilities. Rectangular sec-

tions of your drawing, outlined by a

flexible "window." can be cut out.

moved around, and pasted down on the

drawing surface at any point.

Blazing Paddles
Baudville offers 8-bit artists advanced functions

in an easy- to-use paint program

«*^E -4^-wiSI

SKETCH I DOTS I LINE I LINES

{•RUSHES

p5I

System and Price: 48K Atari 8-bit

computers; $24.95

Required peripherals: Joysticks,

paddles, or graphics tablet,

Summary: A capable, easy-to-use paint

program.

Manufacturer:

Baudville, Inc.

1001 Medical Park Dr.

Grand Rapids, Ml 49506

(616)957-3036

Advanced Features

Beyond these basic drawing func-

tions. Blazing Paddles also supports a

variety of more advanced graphics fa-

cilities, including the ability to handle

text and "shapes" complete, multicol-

ored graphic forms.

Text is available in three sizes and a

potentially infinite number of fonts,

loaded from disk. Three such fonts—
standard, italic, and boldface— are in-

eluded with the package, and additional

fonts can be purchased separately from
Baudville.

Shapes are multicolored graphic
forms that can be moved around and
"rubber stamped" on the screen at any
point. They arc particularly useful

when doing graphics work requiring a

limited number of standard forms and
appeal strongly to young children who
lack the coordination for freehand
drawing. Three libraries of related

shapes are provided with Blazing Pad-

By NICHOLAS E. JAINSCHIGG

dies— a group of assorted barnyard
scenes, buildings and architectural ele-

ments, and musical symbols. Additional
shape libraries can be purchased sepa-

rately.

Color Printing, and More

Blazing Paddles can print hard
copies of your creations on a variety of
standard dot matrix and color printers.

Printouts are somewhat blocky. as ex-

pected, but reproduce the proportions of

what you see on your screen fairly accu-

rately. There is no particular trick to

interfacing Blazing Paddles with your
printer, provided it is compatible with

one of the printers supported be care-

ful to check before buying!

Blazing Paddles supports a wide va-

riety of input devices, ranging from
standard eight-position joysticks to

paddles, trak-balls. and graphics tablets

(including the Atari Touch Tablet.

Suncom graphics tablet, and Koala-
Pad). Each of these input devices has its

place in the overall scheme: while a

graphics tablet may be perfect for free-

hand drawing, a joystick is probably

better for arranging preformed shapes
on the screen, particularly if a small

child is doing the arranging.

Baudville offers a supplementary
data disk for use with Blazing Paddles.

Shapes and Fouls II includes additional

text fonts. Greek letters, chemical and
flowchart symbols, and a wide variety of

shapes, ranging from the artistic and
educational to the recreational (droids.

dolls, and monsters). Material on the

Shapes and Fonts II disk, which sells

for S24.95, is also compatible with Sun-
com's Animation Station.
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ATARI BONANZA
POWERWITHOUT THE PRICE

These products are offered by Atari direct from

our warehouses and factories. Everything

shown here is in stock and ready for shipment.

SPECIALS:

520ST Monochrome System $799.99
520ST computer with 51 2K RAM
(includes BASIC, desk accessories,

mouse controller, and TOS and GEM
on ROM). SF354 single sided 3.5" disk

drive, and high resolution mono-
chrome monitor.

520ST Color System $999.99
520ST computer system with SF354
single sided disk drive and RGB
color monitor

Complete Word Processing System $399.99
130XE computer with 128K RAM, 1050
disk drive with DOS 2.5 and Ramdisk
utility, 1027 letter quality printer, and
AtariWnter Plus enhanced word
processing software.

KITS FOR ALL 8-BIT

ATARI COMPUTERS
Basic Tutor- KX7099 $19.99
Invitation to Programming I and II,

Inside Atari BASIC book, 101

Programming Tips and Tricks book.

With Cassette

HomeMgr.-CX418 $24.99
Family Finances, Home Filing

Manager

Arcade Champ-KX7102 $19.99
Pac Man & Qix games, cartridge

holder, 2 joysticks.

Educator- CX482 $19.99
410 recorder. BASIC cartridge, States

& Capitols cassette

—ATARI COMPUTERS AND
PERIPHERALS
SF354 Single sided disk drive

for ST computers $199.99

SMM804 80 cps matrix printer

with ST graphics 229.99

130XE 128K personal

computer (8-bit) 149.99

65XE 64K personal computer
(8-bit) 99.99

800XL 64K personal computer
(discontinued) 99.99

1050 5V disk drive for 8-bit

computers 199.99

1027 Letter quality printer for

8-bit computers 199.99

1020 Printer-plotter for 8-bit

computers 49.99

XMM801 80 cps matrix printer for

8-bits 219.99

XM301 300 baud modem
(requires 48K (for 8-bit) 49.99

830 Acoustic modem +

telelink cartridge 24.99

ATARI STCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
DS5026 Joust $29.99

DS5004 DB Master One 49.99

DS5034 DBMan 149.99

DS5019 ST Star Raiders 29.99

COMPUTER CABLES, RIBBONS,
AND ACCESSORIES
CX82 Black & White monitor

cable (8-bit) $24.99

CX853 16K RAM module for

800 computer 19.99

CX86 Printer cable for 850
interlace 24.99

CX87 Modem cable for 850
interlace 24.99

FC 100626 Ink rollers for 1027

printer 3.99

CO70263 Ribbon for XMM801 and
SMM804 printer 12.99

C026224 Blank disks, 3 5" double

sided, box of 5 16.99

COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR
8BIT COMPUTERS
Application
AX2034 AtariWriter Plus (incl.

Proofreader) Disk $49.99

AX2033 Proofreader (for

AtariWriter) Disk 16.99

DX5049 VisiCalc Disk 29.99

CX415 Home Filing Manager Disk 24.99

CX421 Family Finance Disk 29.99

DX5082 Silent Butler Disk 24.99

DX5047 Timewise Disk 4.99

RX8080 Learning Phone (Plato)

req modem Cart 24.99

Education
DX5081 Music Painter Disk $19.99

AX2020 Music I (theory lessons) Disk 24.99

AX2026 Music II (advanced

theory) Disk 24.99

CX4117 Invitation to Prog. Ill Tape 7.50

AED80013 AtariLab Starter

Kit/Temp Cart 59.99

AED80014 AtariLab Light module Cart 39.99

CX4123 Scram (reactor

simulator) Tape 16.99

RX8059 Skywriter Cart 17.99

CX4118 Conversational German Tape 17.99

CX4119 Conversational French Tape 17.99

CX4120 Conversational Spanish Tape 17.99

CX4125 Conversational Italian Tape 17.99

CX4110 Touch Typing Tape 6.99

CX4126 Speed Reader Tape 24.99

CX8137 Juggles Rainbow Disk 19.99

CX8138 Juggles House Disk 19.99

DX5048 Paint Cart 24.99



PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
KX7097 Logo Kit Cart $49.99

CXL4018 Pilot Cart 39.99

AX2025 Microsoft II Cart/Disk 29.99

CXL4003 Assem/Editor Cart 24.99

CX8121 Macro Assembler Disk 24.99

RECREATION
CXL4013 Asteroids Cart $6.99

CXL4004 Basketball Cart 6.99

RX8030 E.T Cart 6.99

CXL4024 Galaxian Cart 16.99

CXL4012 Missile Command Cart 16.99

CXL4027 Qix Cart 6.99

CXL4008 Space Invaders Cart 6.99

CXL4011 Star Raiders Cart 6.99

CXL4006 Super Breakout Cart 6.99

CXL4025 Defender Cart 19.99

RX8042 Realsports Tennis Cart 16.99

RX8044 Joust Cart 19.99

RX8049 Jungle Hunt Cart 19.99

RX8048 Millipede Cart 19.99

CXL4022 Pac Man Cart 19.99

RX8045 Pengo Cart 19.99

RX8033 Robotron Cart 19.99

RX8026 Dig Dug Cart 19.99

RX8043 Ms. Pac Man Cart 19.99

RX8067 Final Legacy Cart 19.99

KX7101 Entertainer Kit Cart 24.99

KX7102 Arcade Champ Kit Cart 24.99

RX8029 R.S Football Cart 16.99

ATARI COMPUTER CONTROLLERS

CX21 Touch Pad Controllers-

Alpha Numeric $9.99

CX22 TrakBall-Proline 14.99

CX30 Paddle Controller 9.99

CX40 Joysticks 6.99

CX75 Light Pen 39.99

CX80 Trak Ball-HCD 14.99

CX85 Numeric Keypad 24.99

ATARI 8-BIT (Available on

COMPUTER SOFTWARE «* on.y)

AED80001 Spelling in Context/1 (grade 1) $6.99

AED80002 Spelling in Context/2 (grade 2) 6.99

AED80003 Spelling in Context/3 (grade 3) 6.99

AED80004 Spelling in Context/4 (grade 4) 6.99

AED80005 Spelling in Context/5 (grade 5) 6.99

AED80006 Spelling in Context/6 (grade 6) 6.99

AED80007 Spelling in Context/7 (grade 7) 6.99

AED80008 Spelling in Context/8 (grade 8) 6.99

AED80009 Math Facts and Games (elem.) 6.99

AED80010 Concentration (gr. 2-adult) 6.99

AED80011 Division Drill (gr. 7-9) 6.99

AED80017 US Geography
PK/High Marc 6.99

AED80020 Secret Formula-

Elementary (gr. 4-6) 6.99

AED80021 Secret Formula-
Intermediate <gr. 6-8) 6.99

AED80022 Secret Formula-

Advanced (gr. 9-12) 6.99

AED80033 Screen Maker (gr. 7-adult) 6.99

AED80034 Player Maker (gr. 7-adult) 6.99

AED80047 Instruct Computing
Demo (adult) 6.99

AED80048 Music 1/Term Notations (gr. 7-adult) 6.99

AED80049 Music ll/Rhythm & Pitch (gr. 7-adult) 6.99

AED80050 Music III/

Scales & Chords (gr. 7-adult) 6.99

AED80052 Earth Sciences (gr. 7-9) 6.99

AED80053 Geography (gr. 4-10) 6.99

AED80054 Prefixes (gr. 3-6) 6.99

AED80055 Metric &
Problem Solving (gr. 3-7) 6.99

AED80056 The Market Place (gr. 3-8) 6.99

AED80057 Basic Arithmetic (elem.) 6.99

AED80058 Graphing (gr. 7-12) 6.99

AED80059 Pre-Reading (K-gr. 2) 6.99

AED80060 Counting (K-gr. 2) 6.99

AED80066 Expeditions (elem.) 6.99

AED80067 Spelling Bee (gr. 3-7) 6.99

AED80069 Word Games (elem.) 6.99

APX20100 Advanced Music (gr. 6-adult) 6.99

DX5050 Mickey, Great Outdoors (gr. 2-5) 9.99

CX8106 Bond Analysis (adult) 9.99

CX8107 Stock Analysis (adult) 9.99

CX8108 Stock Charting (adult) 9.99

ATARI ORDER FORM

NAME

ADDRESS

( )

PHONE

errc

Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery

PART » DESCRIPTION

"STATT "ZlT

PRICE

Mail order form and payment to:

Atari Bonanza, Dept. J5
PO. Box 61 657

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

ORDERED TOTAL

Use blank paper for additional items.

Check or money order'enclosed.

VISA or MasterCard

Signature

Exp.

SUB
TOTAL

CALIF RESIDENTS
ADD 7%
SALES TAX

TOTAL $

No COD's, please

There is no charge for shipping inside the USA.

Outside USA, add $10 to help cover shipping.



Tom Hudson, author of DEGAS, CAD-3D, and

DEGAS Elite, tells how he became a best-selling

programmer in one easy lifetime.

Gradus ad
Parnassum

\ \^l
By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

Atari Explorer: Let's start with a

few general questions. How old

are you? Where were you born?

Tom Hudson: Well. I'm 27 years old,

and I was born in Springfield, Missouri.

AE: Are you Springfield's most famous

native son?

TH: Well, about 80 miles away is Jop-

lin, where Dennis Weaver is from. Oh.

but I think Bob Barker is from Spring-

field.

AE: You've lived in Missouri all your

life?

TH: Pretty much, except for the three or

so years I was in Massachusetts work-

ing for Analog magazine. I like Missou-

ri; the climate's good, and the people are

pretty nice.

AE: What was your childhood like?

Was there anything in your upbringing

that predisposed you to programming?

TH: As to family, I have five sisters—no

brothers— so I was lucky in that I al-

ways felt kind of special. Other than

that, I've always had a real strong inter-

est in high tech things. I used to watch a

lot of science fiction shows in the early

sixties— things like Voyage to the Bot-

tom of the Sea and The Time Tunnel.

They were important to me as a little

kid.

They always had computers with

blinking lights, and I thought it was just

fascinating. I wanted a computer with

blinking lights. So I would take a card-

board box and put holes in it. cover it

with plastic, and put a desk lamp inside,

and I'd have a computer. Everything

sort of started there, and the more I

thought about it, the more I decided I

really liked working with electronics. I

got electronics sets and things like that

for Christmas awi soon started putting

together different kinds of equipment.

AE: What did your parents do?

TH: My dad was a salesman: he han-

dled frozen food items for Sara Lee and

Bird's Eye and some others. And my

.
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mom is a clerk in a store.

AE: None of your immediate family

had any engineering background?

TH: None at all. Except my grandfa-

ther, who was an inventor. And both my
uncles were engineers—one worked for

NASA and the other for the govern-

ment. They worked in things like geolo-

gy. I really wish I had gotten to know
my grandfather—he sounds like he was

a really sharp guy.

The aspect of my upbringing that

contributed most to what I'm doing now

is that I pretty much had free rein to do

whatever I felt like doing.

AE: It sounds like your parents support-

ed your impulse to tinker.

TH: Yes, absolutely. In fact, my par-

ents' support is one of the things that put

me where I am today. When I decided to

take off from Analog, they fronted me
some money and gave me all their sup-

port.

AE: They must be very proud.

TH: (Laughing) Well, that's what they

say. It was an interesting little leap for

me. I'd never tried to do anything by

myself before.

AE: Where did you go to school?

TH: I went to Southwest Missouri

Slate. Actually. I went to Drury College

first. My course of study was in data

processing, which was really a shame; at

the time, there were no real computer

science courses being given at those

schools. Nobody told me that what 1

was really interested in was computer

science, so I wound up taking data pro-

cessing. I started college in "77. and with

one thing and another it took me just

aboutHve years toget outwith a Bachc-

or's^^Be. I £

1
AE: How did you first learn to pro-

gram? Ifct.

TH: Well. I took a couple of cl

high school. They had a vocatiol

technicalcenterthatOTferedaprogra

ming course. Part of the description of

that course said something about "wir-

ing control panels." and that just stood

out like neon; 1 thought to myself,

"Wow! We'll be wiring control panels!"

And I took the course for that reason.

It turned out that the course descrip-

tion was several years old and the "con-

trol panels" they were talking about

were parts of an antique, punch card

sorting machine they used to use for the

course— you had to plug wires in to cre-

ate some sort of logic for the machine to

do sorting. We never, ever used it. We
never even touched it. But it was always

sitting there, reminding me that the rea-

son I'd taken the course was to learn to

use an obsolete piece of hardware. We

learned to program using an old IBM
1620.

So that's where it started, but it took

about two years for me to really catch

on. I didn't have a strong math back-

ground or any training in logic-build-

ing. In fact. I almost flunked my first

year algebra course in high school and
nearly blew away a geometry course.

too.

When I sat down to do the computer
stuff, they told us what to do. and we
went ahead and did it. And I never, for

two years, understood why we did it. I

could, however, debug other people's

programs; I could find technical flaws,

but logic flaws were beyond me.

et "We shall create a computer

7 that will be a landmark in the

history of computers.^'ATARI CORP

»

%
-

Recently, a writer compared

the revolutionary 1040ST ,M

to Henry Ford's Model T.
,w

You may be surprised to

learn that we were very

complimented,
The truth is that both the

ST
rM and the Model T were

designed to be machines of

great power and usefulness

at a price that was affordable

to everybody
The only difference is that

the 16-bit 1040ST uses the

most advanced technology

in the world. And the result

is a computer that has 1024

Kbytes of memory for the

amazingly affordable price

of $999. That's actually less

than S 1 per Kilobyte.

We think Henry Ford

would be very proud. _

The ATARI 1040ST is at

your computer retailer now.

AATARI
t 1986. Atari Corp
ATARI. I040ST. and ST are TMs or reg TMs of Atari Corp

Model T is a TM of Ford Motor Company
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"
I like Missouri,

the climate '$ good, and the

people are pretty nice.

"

AE: So you grasped syntax before you

grasped the underlying logic of pro-

gramming?
TH: Right. Then, when i started my
first college course— in fact, on the first

day of class—the teacher was reviewing

some stuff, and it just sort of leaped off

the board at me. like BANG! All of a

sudden, I grasped the logic of program-

ming. The next day, I started teaching

myself Fortran, and after that, micro-

computer assembler— because by that

time, I had a microcomputer.

AE: What kind?

TH: My first micro was a Compucolor

II (I still have it). I had worked with

several micros—a TRS-80 first, then

Apples over at a ComputerLand in

Springfield. The thing that really sold

me on the Compucolor was a Popular

Science article about it. 1 saw that it had

color, which I wanted, and built-in disk

drives, which made a lot of sense; I had

worked enough with cassettes to know I

didn't want to mess around with them.

So 1 saved my pennies and actually

took out a loan to buy the Compucolor.

At that time a 16K machine was $1695.

But it had a great monitor— a 30 Mhz
color monitor—and that built-in disk

drive, and I thought "Oh wow, you real-

ly can't beat that—when you consider

the price of an Apple, a disk drive, and a

small color TV." I also thought the

graphics were better on the Compuco-

lor.

AE: Did you write any software for the

machine?

TH: I did a couple of things mostly

public domain. I wrote an Asteroids

game on it. That was the machine that I

really learned to use microcomputer as-

sembly on. I had worked with main-

frame assembly on IBM machines, but

the Compucolor forced me to learn

8080 for the Asteroids program and a

few other things.

AE: When did you get your first Atari?

TH:ln 1981, 1 bought an Atari 400 with

cassette, and started working on a ver-

sion of Battlezone which Atari was go-

ing to market. We never really did wrap
that up. We were working on it through
'82 and '83, but nothing really ever

came of it.

AE: Have you written any other soft-

ware for the 8-bits?

TH: My first program for the 8-bits was

a game called Buried Bucks—pretty

simplistic. Imagic bought it, and we
changed its name to Chopper Hunt and
beefed up the graphics and improved

the play action a little. Then Brian Mor-
iarty [author lnfocom's Wishbringer

and Trinity] and I got together at Ana-
log and wrote a pair of programs for the

old Atari called Borrowing Money and

Saving Money. Borrowing Money was a

loan program that let you ask what-if

questions— pretty straightforward.

Saving Money was the same kind of

thing applied to savings accounts and
annuities and things like that.

AE: How did you get involved with An-
alog'!

TH: I had met Lee Pappas of Analog
several years before— in '78—and in

1980 he told me he was thinking of

starting an Atari magazine. And I

thought "Oh yeah, it's going to be some
kind of photocopied thing for a user

group or something." But they actually

brought out a real magazine.

All this was during college, and at

that time my objective was to get out

with a degree so that I'd have something

to fall back on. So, in the spring of '82

when Lee called and told me they want-

ed to hire me as a programmer, I told

him I wanted to finish college first. So I

finished college and went on up to Mas-
sachusetts. That was the first job I ever

had specific to micros. And that lasted

three years.

AE: How did you come to move on?

TH: Well, mainly because of DEGAS.

AE: You wrote the program and split?
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TH: Yeah. What happened was I wrote

the program and brought it to Michael

DesChenes. I said, "Here's this pro-

gram, would you like me to finish it for

Analog so we can use it in-house or

maybe let Atari bundle it with the ST?"
He said "no," so I said "no problem"

and worked on it in my spare time. Then
I contacted Batteries Included about

the program, and they were very excit-

ed, because at that time they had done

virtually no ST work at all.

It all happened very quickly. They
wanted the program, but they wanted it

to be finished in about a month and a

half. So I sat down and thought about it

real hard and realized that there was no
way I'd be able to finish it unless 1 left

Analog to work on it full time. That was

pretty much it. I quit, went back home,

set up an apartment, and split.

AE: So it was at Analog that you first

came in contact with the ST?
TH: Yes. The first time I saw it, they

didn't have any demos running or any-

thing: the only thing we could do was
play around with the GEM desktop.

And I thought. "Nice computer." But

there wasn't much information about

the graphics, so I was really lukewarm.

But then ... I guess it was at the sum-

mer CES show last year . . . Atari was

running demos of what ultimately be-

came Neochrome. And I was absolutely

staggered. They were the best I'd ever

seen. Until then, the ST had kinda just

been sitting there, because there wer-

en't any languages to work with. And I

was so busy with my other responsibil-

ities at Analog that I really didn't have

time to play with it. Well, after that

CES I made time, because the graphics

demos were so impressive I just had to

know more about the machine.

AE: So you date your involvement with

the ST to just over a year. Do you find it

an easy machine to work on?

TH: Yes, it's pretty forgiving. You can

do a lot of really great things on it. I

don't like to bad-mouth the Amiga

—

it's a different machine, and it has a lot

of nice things built in— but I believe it's

inherently more complex. I have some
friends, competent programmers, who
have a much harder time working with

it than with the ST, mostly because of

the lack of flexibility imposed by the

multitasking. The ST is pretty strong as

a general-purpose machine; so 1 can

write a program, and if it doesn't work. I

can just find my mistake. There haven't

been many times when something has

happened on the ST that I've had to

puzzle over for a couple of days; prob-

lems usually turn out to be my own
fault.

At Ebb Atari was running

demos of Neochrome. And I

was absolutely staggered.

"

AE: Was it hard going at first, learning

the machine?
TH: That took some time—some gear-

ing up— but it always takes time to

learn a new system. The documentation

was pretty sparse for a long while; in the

beginning, we didn't even have a Re-

source Construction Set, which is why
the original DEGAS doesn't use regular

dialog boxes. You just had to make do

with what you had. You can usually

program around any problems you en-

counter, and 1 think it's kind of charac-

ter-building. The more things you have

to program around, the more confident

you get, and that confidence is a really

important component of success as a

programmer.

AE: Is there any supplementary docu-

mentation you'd particularly recom-

mend for somebody just learning to pro-

gram the ST?
TH: Atari has done a pretty good job of

filling in the gaps with its own documen-
tation. The Developer's Package is real-

ly good, because you get the C language

and all the development tools. Of course

it costs a couple hundred bucks, but if

you're serious about programming you

should consider it.

The Megamax C is pretty good, and I

hear the Mark Williams C is really nice.

If you buy one of these compilers, I

think the Abacus books will do a pretty

good job of getting you going.

AE: What about C? Had you used it

before the ST came along?

TH: The ST forced me to learn C be-

cause it was the only language avail-

5 "We shall create a computer
7 that is as smart as the people

who buy lt. ÂATARI CORP

>>
r

The real genius of the

ATARI 1040ST™ is that the

level of performance you
want is already built in.

Our competitors, how-
ever, think they can sell you
a computer with a puny
memory, and then charge

you a small fortune to

expand it.

We don't think that makes
much sense.

That's why the 1040ST of-

fers you 1024 Kbytes of

memory built in for the

incredibly low price of just

$999. That's less than $1

per Kilobyte.

About the only thing the

competition offers is the

chance to spend big bucks to <
upgrade their systems to

where the ST ,M
started in the

first place.

We're pretty sure which
computer smart shoppers

will buy.

The ATARI 1040ST is at

your computer retailer now.

AATARI © 1986. Atari Corp

ATARI. IO40ST. and ST are TM s or reg TM s of Ala
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able. The Basic wasn't out, and there

was no Pascal or Forth. The only things

AE: Writing CAD-3D must have been a

challenging project. Would you tell us a

"TWO pOOplG can do more together than they can

separately, because they can bounce ideas off each other.

available were C and assembly. So
that's what I learned.

I enjoy working in C for several rea-

sons. First, because it's quick— 1 can sit

down now and crank out a routine in

pretty short order. Second, because it

lets me save time by creating libraries of

functions I use often. In fact, yesterday

I blew away a file I was working on. I

put my head down on the machine and

said "I can't believe I did that." It was a

pretty long program, but as it turned

out, 1 was able to rebuild it in about 1

5

minutes. It was made up of building

blocks that I had used in other pro-

grams, so I just went through my librar-

ies, pulled out the routines I needed, and

recoded the connections while they were

still fresh in my mind. C makes it much
easier to do things like that.

AE: What compilers are you using now?
TH: I'm using Megamax, and 1 have

Alcyon C. which came with the Develo-

per's kit. I mainly use Alcyon right now,

because the programs I've been working

with use floating point math really

heavily, and with Alcyon you can use

the Motorola Fast Floating Point li-

braries, which are very fast. 'Megamax,
uses the IEEE format, which is quite a

bit slower.

AE: What about other languages? Ba-

sic and soon?
TH: When ST Basic came out, I looked

at it and didn't like it very much. Now.
of course, there are other Basics, but for

what I do, Basic is not a very good lan-

guage, and I haven't invested in another

version.

The best thing I can say about Basic

in general is that it's quick—or at least

it was quick until they started imple-

menting it with windows ... I really

despise window Basics. But in order to

prototype something, I'll often sit down
and write it in Basic. To test an algo-

rithm, to test a sequence of instructions

involving math, I can set up a routine

really quickly in Basic to make sure that

it works without having to waste time

compiling.

little about that?

TH: CAD-3D is the most complex and

challenging program I've ever written.

And if I had to do it again, I probably

wouldn't do it, or I would hire someone

to help me; it was very taxing. Among
other things, I had problems with the

mathematical precision in the program,

and I had to figure out ways of handling

them. It was really, really rough.

AE: The fundamental trigonometry of

3-D perspective display and rotation,

stuff like that. Did that come easy to

you?
TH: Oh, that was easy: any of the books

on interactive computer graphics will

give you all the transformations and in-

structions for image-handling.

AE: Does CAD-3D use trig functions

directly to modify point sets?

TH: It's all matrix calculations. In fact,

I'm thinking of changing that in the new

release of the program, because of the

way those transformations work. It's

harder to handle some of the computa-

tions I'm performing that way, so I'm

thinking of changing over to sines and

cosines.

AE: Will that slow the program down?
TH: I don't know. I've never tried it. I

have a basic set of 3-D transform rou-

tines that I use for absolutely every-

thing, so I don't know what kind of per-

formance change to expect when I start

doing things differently.

Frankly, I don't even know how they

work. 1 got these things out of a book,

and I just plug things in and they come
out a certain way. I guess if 1 thought

about it I could learn enough to make it

more efficient, but honestly, I don't

know how to do a matrix. If somebody

sat me down with a couple of matrices

and asked me to do an operation on

them "add these two"- 1 would have

to go back to my statistics book and

figure out how to do it again.

AE: Is that how you usually approach a

programming project? Doing research,

getting input, and then tying it together

in a coherent way?
TH: Putting together a program, figur-

ing out how it works, how it's orga-

nized— there's a lot of creative effort in

that, and that's my job. As for the rest of

it, in a way, yeah, it's essentially taking

from many sources. No man is an is-

land, and there's no way you can do
everything yourself. In fact, I miss

working with other people, now that I'm

independent.

Two people can do more together

than they can separately, because they

can bounce ideas off each other. And if

one person is stuck with a problem, in-

stead of sitting there and puzzling over

it for five or six hours, he can just ask the

other person. I'd say thai about 70 or

80% of the time the other person will

have the answer or have a different ap-

proach to suggest. I'd kinda like to have

somebody else around here, because I

often encounter problems that would be

easier to sort through if I had some
additional input.

AE: Who do you turn to for that kind of

input?

TH: Well, I get on CompuServe and ask

around. You know, Russ Wetmorc is

there along with other really competent

Atari programmers like Alan Page. In

fact, I have to remember to ask him a

question— I have to do something on the

ST I've never done before, and he's

worked a good deal with the RS-232
port and should have the answer. Rath-

er than sitting around for four or five

hours. I can just use the network and ask

him.

I like to go to user group meetings and

try to find out what people like and

want. I try to go to as many as time

allows. I showed an early version of DE-
GAS Elite to some people in Wichita

and got some good feedback. There are

several Kansas City user groups, and I

feel bad about not making it to meetings

more often.

Working with people like Ian Chad-
wick has also been good for feedback.

Ian has written the manuals for all three

of my products. He's the kind of person

who approaches a project like that just

as if he were a regular user. He sat down
with early versions of the programs and

came up with pages of suggestions

—

whole laundry lists of features he'd like

to see. Every time I've implemented one

of his suggestions, I've been happy

about it. And people at Batteries In-

cluded and Antic have also been very

helpful.
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AE: You're a sysop on the Atari 16-bit

and Developer's SIGs on CompuServe.

Has that been a rewarding experience?

TH: Oh yeah. I like being a sysop, be-

cause 1 enjoy helping people out; it's

really rewarding. If you live in a vacu-

um, you really can't get much out of life.

AE: What do you see as your present

role in the industry? People look up to

you as a leader and a setter of the pace

others will follow. Lately, some of your
work has centered on graphics stan-

dards. Do you see yourself as a setter of

standards?

TH: Yes, I think so. Any time you do
something that's a first for a system,

you're going to set some kind of stan-

dard. What I want to do in the industry

is come out with products and find out

what people want. Hopefully, they're

going to want a lot of computer graphics

products because that's what I'm inter-

ested in. But within that framework, to

make that work on the computer you
need standards. The big problem we
have now is that Neochrome and DE-
GAS use different file formats. Had I

known they were going to come out with

a successor to Neochrome as a commer-
cial product, I would have followed

their file format.

DEGAS Elite will read Neochrome
files and it will offer the clip-art capa-

bility of cutting pieces out of pictures

and storing them on disk as patch files in

.IFF. I talked to Steve Ahlstrom and
Dan Moore, the people who are doing

PaperClip Elite, and to Russ Wetmore,
and we all decided it would be in every-

body's best interests to standardize on a

graphics format. The Electronic Arts

.IFF format for picture files was there

and fairly complete, so we agreed to

support that standard.

AE: Where do you see Tom Hudson
Productions going in the next three

years?

TH: For now, I'm sticking with the ST. I

don't see any point in switching to an-

other machine. So what happens in my
future really depends on what happens

to Atari, how things go for the compa-
ny, whether the new machines are suc-

cessful, and so on. If Atari comes out

with a better-resolution graphics chip,

for example, one of my first tasks will be

to enhance my existing products to

make use of it. But I'm going to play it

by ear.

I'm a seat-of-the-pants kind of guy. I

haven't become filthy rich off the work
I've done, but as long as I continue to

have a good time, I'm going to continue

do ; ng it. Nothing's worth doing unless

pen is that you could fail, and what's the

problem with that?"

The second thing you should cultivate

if you want to be a really good program-

"Programming trains you tobe an optimist.

you're challenged and are having a good

time.

AE: Do you have any final words of

advice for ST programmers?

TH: I've always thought that to be a

programmer, you should be motivated

by challenge. You have to look at every

project as a challenge, and if you can't

figure out a way to do something, you

have to push yourself until you do. You
never know you can do something until

you've tried it. When I was first worry-

ing about going out on my own, a good

friend of mine said, "What's the worst

thing that could happen to you if you do

that? The worst thing that could hap-

mer is tenacity. Never, never give up.

Always be optimistic. The more you

work at something the better you get at

it. You may have limitations— like a

lack of math ability—but what you

don't know, you can learn . . . cultivate

resources. The important thing to re-

member is that you can do anything you

set your mind to.

Programming trains you to be an op-

timist, and that's its own kind of prob-

lem. You can get so optimistic that you

lose touch with the realities of a situa-

tion, with schedules and things like that.

But the optimism you gain from pro-

gramming improves your approach to

all aspects of life. It's really uplifting.B

"We shall create a computer
that sets a new standard for

speed and performance.
1

ÂTARI CORP
<

»
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The revolutionary 1040ST'
M

has a sizzling clock speed of

8 MHz that the competition

just can't touch. And the

more speed your computer

has, the less time you'll

waste waiting for it to do
its job.

It's what you would ex-

pect from a system driven

by a powerful 68000 micro-

processor.

Similarly, the 1040ST de-

livers one Megabyte of

memory for you to work
with, which is two to four

times more than our com-
petitors deliver.

And we've succeeded in

creating this amazing combi-

nation of speed and perfor-

mance for the incredibly low
price of just $999.
Which means the 1040ST

sets new standards for speed,

performance and price!

The ATARI 1040ST is at

your computer retailer now.

AATARI 6 1986. Atari Corp

ATARI and 1040ST are TM s or reg TM s of Atari Corp
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20Mb Hard Disk for ST
Supra Corporation announces a low-

profile 20Mb hard disk drive for Atari

ST computers. The 3.5" SupraDrive
connects through the DMA peripheral

port and is said to improve disk transfer

speeds by as much as 300% to 1000%
over standard floppy-based systems.

The drive is software compatible with

the TOS operating system and applica-

tions software. It is also hardware com-
patible and will work with other stan-

dard DMA bus peripherals, including

coprocessors and the CD-ROM player.

The computer boots directly from the

SupraDrive.

The SupraDrive comes with a utili-

ties disk, which includes formal, parti-

tion, and backup utilities. Partitioning

allows the user to create up to four sepa-

rate logical drives for file storage. Each
partition appears as an icon on the

GEM desktop and is treated as a com-
pletely separate disk drive. Retail price

is $799.

Supra Corporation. 1133 Commer-
cial Way. Albanv. OR 97321. (503)

967-9075.

The latest hardware and software

announcements for Atari

8-bit and ST computers

New
Products

Printer Interface for 600/800
The interface 72000 from BlueBox

Interfaces allows connection of a Cen-
tronics parallel printer to an Atari 600
or 800 computer. The interface con-

nects directly to the serial bus of the

computer and requires no driver pro-

gram. It can be daisy-chained onto a

disk drive if necessary.

The complete interface, including a
5' cable and installation instructions,

sells for S59.

BlueBox Interfaces, 6925 Rosemead
Blvd. #24, San Gabriel, CA 91775.

.5Mb Memory Upgrade for 520ST
Terrific Peripherals has released EZ-

RAM 520. a 512K memory upgrade kit

for the Atari 520ST. The kit. which
increases RAM to a full megabyte, can

improve program performance by mak-
ing disk access more efficient.

Installation of the EZRAM 520 is

simplified through the use of an EZ-
Temp solder template, which allows all

solder connections to be made on the

template rather than on the mother-

board. The kit comes with detailed, il-

lustrated instructions.

Also included in the kit is a high-

speed digital signal cable designed to

maximize data transmission rates while

minimizing cross-talk interference. The
memory banks are fully de-coupled

with high frequency ceramic capacitors

to ensure consistent clean power to the

RAM chips.

The EZRAM memory upgrade kit

carries a suggested list price of $199.

Terrific Peripherals, 17 St. Mary's
Ct.. Brookline, MA 02146. (617) 232-

2317.

1Mb RAMcharger for Atari 800
Magna Systems has announced the

availability of RAMcharger l Mb plug-

in memory boards for the Atari 800

home computer.

The boards are Axlon compatible and

require two 16K or one 32K board: the

RAMcharger slides into the third slot.

Smaller boards (512K. and 256K) are

also available.

Software said to take advantage of

the additional RAM includes Synflle+,
Syncalc, AtariWriter Plus, Fileman-
agerS0()+, Primshop Companion, Om-
nimon. Oninicie*. Omniwriter 80,

Atari DOS 2.5, Sparla DOS. OSS
DOSXL. MYDOS (included with
RAMcharger). and TOPDOS 1.5+.

Suggested retail price for the 1Mb
RA Mchareer is $299.95. The 5 1 2K and
256K boards sell for $199.95 and
$149.95.

Magna Systems. 147-05 Sanford
Ave.. Ste. 4E. Flushing. NY 11355.

(718) 939-0908.

10Mb Winchester Drive

for ST
Haba/Arrays, Inc., has announced

an external 1 0Mb hard disk drive for

the Atari ST. The HabaDisk is a plug-in

drive and stores the equivalent of more
than 12 double-sided BOOK disks. The
transfer rate of the new drive is 5 mega-
bits per second.

HabaDisk is compatible with the

GEM desktop. DOS, and the ST mouse.

It is self- powered and boasts 3msec.

track-to-track access time. The drive

retails for $699.95.

Haba/Arrays, Inc., 6711 Valjean

Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406. (818) 994-

1899.
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NEW PRODUCTS

SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
Beckmeyer Development Tools is now

shipping MT C-Shell. a multitasking,

multiusccr. Unix-like operating svstem
for the Atari ST. MT C-Shell runs TOS
programs in a TOS-compatible file sys-

tem. GEM is supported on the main
system console, while another user op-

erates from any standard ASCII termi-

nal in a Unix-like environment using the

C shell to run an assortment of Unix-
like tools, included in the MT C-Shell

package, and other TOS programs like

compilers, linkers, and text editors.

$129.95.

Beckmeyer Development Tools, 592
Jean St., #304, Oakland, CA 94610.

(416)658-5318.

Metacomco has announced Cam-
bridge Lisp 68000 for the ST. Features

include an integral compiler, 15Mb ad-

dress space, rational arithmetic, trigo-

nometric and other built-in functions,

garbage collection, integers of any size,

vectors, floating point arithmetic, full

tracing in interpreted and compiled
code, and complete automatic space al-

location without hard boundaries.
$199.95.

Also available from Metacomco is

Make , a tool designed to aid in program
development by automatically recreat-

ing files which are dependent upon oth-

er files. It acts as a batch file for the

development process by recompiling

and linking only those modules that are

affected by changes. $69.95.

Metacomco, 5353 #E Scotts Valley

Dr.. Scotts Valley, CA 95066. (408)

438-7201.

Philon, Inc. has released a new ver-

sion of its Basic compiler for the ST.
Fast/Basic-M, version 1.35 includes

graphics capabilities through support of

the GEM VDI graphics interface.

Graphics output is produced by using

peeks and pokes into GEM VDI.
$129.

Philon, Inc.. 61 Avenue of the Ameri-
cas. New York, NY 10011. (212) 807-

0303.

Mark Williams Company has begun
shipping Mark Williams C for the ST.
It features a complete implementation

of the Kernighan and Ritchie C lan-

guage plus recent extensions to C imple-

mented under Unix. Included are such

utilities as make. diff. cmp. cgrep, wc.

and sort. An assembler, loader, ar-

chives and advanced symbolic debug-
ger are also included. $ 1 79.95.

Mark Williams Company. 1430 W.
Wrightwood, Chicago. IL, 60614.
(312)472-6659.

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
Abacus Software offers three person-

al/professional productivity packages
for the Atari ST.

PaintPro is a GEM-based design and
painting package that supports up to

three active windows. Functions include

free-form sketching, lines, circles, ellip-

ses, boxes, fill, copy, move, spray, zoom,
undo. help, and text capabilities.
$49.95.

TexiPro features multi-column out-

put, automatic indexing and table of

contents, sideways printing (to Epson
printers), up to 30 user-definable keys,

a mode for editing C language source

programs, and flexible printer driver in-

stallation. $49.95.

DataTrieve is a data manager that

uses pull-down menus for defining files

and entering information through
screen templates. The program can
store data items in different type styles,

create subsets of a file, and change file

definitions. It supports RAM disk for

high speed operation and can handle
records of up to 64.000 characters in

length. $49.95.

Abacus Software. P.O. Box 7211,
Grand Rapids. Ml 49510. (616) 241-

5510.

Maiilist from Artworx is a data man-
ager that allows entries to be retrieved

by name, key word, zip code, or ranges

of these attributes. Address labels can
be created in I-, 2-. or 3-up format.

$17.95.

Artworx Software Company, Inc.,

150 North Main St., Fairport. NY
14450. (800) 828-6573 or (716) 425-

2833.

BOOKS
Info Books announces The Too of

Programming by Geoffrey James, a

book that reveals the secret techniques

of program development practiced by
the ancient masters at the dawn of the

computer age. According to the pub-
lisher. "The origins of The Tao of Pro-

gramming are lost in the mists of time.

The manuscript, labeled 'Destroy after

processing.' was discovered amid a col-

lection of obsolete punch cards."

The publisher also promises that the

book will answer such questions as:

"What is the meaning of life?" "Why
do 1 exist?" and "How can I debug a

program that locks the keyboard?"
$7.95.

Info Books, P.O. Box 1018, Santa

Monica, CA 90406. (203) 470-6786.

Abacus has released Introduction to

MIDI Programmingfor the Atari ST, a

book written for the Atari ST music

enthusiast who wants to learn the fun-

damentals of MIDI programming. Len
Dorfman and Dennis Young, authors of

the XLent Software ST Music Box,
present an introduction to the capabili-

ties of the MIDI interface.

The book includes source listings for

a MIDI editor, driver, and animated
player for any of the Casio CZ series

synthesizers. $19.95.

'Abacus Software. P.O. Box 7211,

Grand Rapids, Ml 49510. (616) 241-

5510.

Computer Connection Mysteries
Solved by Graham Wideman is now
available from Howard Sams. The 272-

page manual investigates the hows and
whys of connecting a personal computer
to its peripherals and introduces the

available hardware, including printers.

MIDI, Centronics, video hookups, and
RS-232.

Featuring a variety of technical illus-

trations, the book stresses the impor-

tance of software, provides material on

power connections, and discusses how to

set switches for parameters. $15.95.

Howard Sams & Co.. 4300 W. 62nd
St., Indianapolis. IN 46268. (800) 428-

SAMS.
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NEW PRODUCTS

ENTERTAINMENT
SOFTWARE
Infocom offers interactive adventure

stories for the ST. Moonmist places in-

troductory level players age 9 and up in

the middle of an interactive gothic mys-

tery. Included on the disk are four dif-

ferent variations, each of which has its

own puzzles, treasure, hiding place, and

solution. These variations give the

game, Infocom says, greater replay val-

ue than any other Infocom story release

to date.

Ballyhoo puts the player in the role of

a small town circus goer who sticks

around after the show to explore the

exotic back lot and finds himself

plunged into a mysterious underworld

where crime and corruption take center

stage.

Trinity leads the player to an alter-

nate universe where magic and physics

coexist, and every atomic explosion that

has ever occurred is inexplicably con-

discovery, the company has released an
ST version of The Activision Little

Computer People Discovery Kit. The
new version contains a completely re-

furnished model of the 2 1/2 story

"housc-on-a-disk" software used to

help the computer owner lure out and
befriend his own Little Computer Per-

son. $49.95.

Activision, Inc., 2350 Bayshore
Frontage Rd., Mountain View, CA
94043. (415)960-0410.

Techmate from Szabo Software is a

chess program created specifically for

the Atari ST. utilizing the unique com-
putational advantages of the 68000. the

fine resolution of the RG B monitor, and
the convenience of the mouse. $49.95.

Szabo Software, P.O. Box 623. Bor-

rego Springs. CA 92004.

Quack Computer Company has re-

leased Space Wasters, a 3-D action

game for the Atari ST. The game places

the player in the role of the pilot of a

Low Gravity Attack Vehicle on a mis-

sion to protect orbiting energy cells, the

source of energy for his space station,

from invading space viruses. $49.95.

Quack Computer Company. 257
Robinson Ave.. Bronx. NY 10465.

(516)689-8738.
IntelliCreations has announced Gun-

slinger, an adventure in an Old west

setting, for 8-bit Atari computers. The
program uses a split screen format with

graphics in the upper left section of the

screen and command choices and text

along the bottom. The player can use

CT&K-*.
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nected. It is his job to explore this realm,

crisscrossing time and space as he strug-

gles to shape the course of history.

Each of the three games retails for

$39.95.

Infocom. Inc.. 125 CambridgePark
Dr., Cambridge, MA 021 40. (617) 492-

6000.

Activision has announced the discov-

ery of Little Computer People in Atari

ST computers. In conjunction with this

either a joystick or the keyboard to con-

trol the action $29.95.

For players of Mercenary— Escape
from Targ, IntelliCreations has re-

leased The Second City, a supplemental

game disk containing new challenges.

$14.95.

Scheduled for release in early 1987

are five games for 8-bit machines re-

cently licensed from PBS in England.

Tobruk is a recreation of the fierce de-

sert battle that threatened England's

presence in North Africa. In this tank

simulation with arcade sequences, the

player commands the German Afrika

Korps against the computer. In Bis-

marck, the player can choose to com-
mand the infamous German battleship

or the Royal Navy as it seeks to destroy

the scourge of the North Atlantic sea

lanes. Swords & Sorcery, a role-playing

fantasy game, takes the player through

the underground corridors of the under-

world on a quest for material, physical,

and spiritual power.

Saracen, an arcade-style adventure,

sends a brave young crusader through

100 mazes of increasing complexity as

he seeks to destroy the evil Saracen war-

rior. Black Magic, another 100-screen

arcade-style adventure, lakes the player

into a world of fantasy, pitting good
against evil.

IntelliCreations. Inc.. 19808 Nord-
hoff PI.. Chatsworth, CA 9 1 3 1 1 . (8 1 8)

886-5922.

Electronic Arts recently announced
that its conquer-the-world strategy

game. Lords of Conquest, is now avail-

able for Atari 8-bit computers. A classic

strategy game in which action takes

place on a world map. Lords of Con-
quest is similar to the game of Risk, but

takes advantage of the power of the

computer to add depth and variety to

the game. The game offers four levels of

complexity. $32.95.

Electronic Arts. 1820 Gateway Dr.,

San Mateo. CA 94404. (4 1 5 ) 57 1 -1 1 7 1

.

Accolade has released Fight Sight, a

boxing game for Atari 800 computers.
The game features strategy, graphics,

and a boxing construction set. The one-

or two-player game allows users to cre-

ate hundreds of boxers with different

combinations of heads, bodies, arms,

and legs. $29.95.

Accolade. Inc., 20833 Stevens Creek
Blvd.. Cupertino, CA 9501 4. (408) 446-

5757.
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Technology
Every few months, it seems that all

the semiconductor houses an-

nounce new "super chips." Some
of these really are advances— the Intel

80386 and Motorola 68030. for exam-

ple—but others seem more hype than

reality. However, one recent announce-

ment from TRW Inc. really does de-

serve to be called "super." Currently,

the most densely packed chips contain

the equivalent of about 1 million tran-

sistors; this new TRW chip will contain

35 million.

The new chip is a joint development

effort between TRW and Motorola un-

der contract from a Department of De-

fense program to develop very high

speed integratedcircuits(VHSIC).The

military needs VHSIC chips for new

weapons systems, particularly "smart"

weapons which must evaluate data from

a variety of sensors in real time.

Making a chip more powerful usually

means adding more circuit elements

(called "features"). To do this means

that either the features must be smaller

to fit on the substrate or the chip itself

must be larger. To achieve this quantum

leap in power, TRW is doing both.

In current state-of-the-art chips, the

TRW estimates that the

chip will be able to perform the

work of more than 10, 000

conventional chips.

By DAVID H. AHL

circuits are about three microns wide (a

micron is one-millionth of a meter,

about one tenth the size of a human
hair). A few of the latest chips use cir-

cuits as small as one micron, but the

circuits on this new TRW chip are just

one-half micron in width. To produce

such tiny circuit features requires an

advanced method of circuit etching

with beams of electrons or ions.

Large chips: Low Yield

Even more dramatic is TRW's pro-

gress in making a bigger chip. Current-

ly, most chips are just under I cm
square; the TRW chip is 3.5 cm square,

giving it nearly 1 5 times the surface

area of current chips. Until now, the

main problem with making a chip this

large was extremely low yield.

In manufacturing, many identical

chips are deposited on a silicon wafer

about 3" in diameter. After the deposit-

ing process, each chip on the wafer is

tested. Those that pass inspection are

cut from a wafer and wired into a carri-

er, the familiar insect-like rectangular

piece of plastic with tiny prongs on ei-

ther side called a dual inline package

(DIP). The percentage of chips that test

out satisfactorily is called the yield.

Yields above 60% are considered excel-

lent, while yields below 10% are gener-

ally uneconomic.

As the size of the chip increases, so

does the probability that it will be re-

jected. Just a minute speck of dust can

ruin an entire chip, and with 15 times

the surface area of conventional chips,

the probability of manufacturing flaws

in the TRW chip is extremely high.

TRW's solution was to build software

into the chip to bypass flawed transis-

tors and even entire circuit areas auto-

matically using a process called "spar-

ing." In other words. TRW put in spare

circuits, one or more of which are put

into operation if one of the primary cir-

cuits fails. TRW claims that the chip

will function properly even if as many as

one-third of its circuit components fail.

While sparing has been tried before,

it has never been done on such a large

scale. Until now, the big problem with

the process has been the question of

exactly where on the chip to put the

spare circuits. TRW has developed a

proprietary software program to find

optimum locations, a program that

TRW calls "the heart of our superchip

capability."

The superchip has more than 1 50

times the number of circuit features

found on today's conventional chips and

35 limes the number on the most ad-

vanced chips. However, because they

are contained in a single unified pack-

age, TRW estimates that the chip will

be able to perform the work of more
than 10.000 conventional chips. More-

over, by eliminting the need to hook

hundreds or thousands of individual

chips into a system, the superchip will

reduce manufacturing costs and im-

prove reliability of computers, robots,

avionics systems, and other products.
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Holiday
Gift Ideas
High (and not-so-high) tech products

to add to your holiday gift list

This season, dealer shelves and
catalog pages are full of high-

tech products for your holiday

gift giving (and receiving). Unfortu-

nately, although the catalogs make ev-

ery product sound like the greatest

thing since sliced bread, many of them
prove disappointing when they arrive at

your door. For example, have you ever

tried to clean your keyboard with one of

those mini vacuums? If so, you know
how poorly they really work. Or how
about the fabric case designed to hold

the infrared remote controls for your

TV set. VCR. and CD player? Pretty

silly.

We did some early shopping in cata-

logs and stores to bring you these gift

suggestions. We think you will find the

products presented here live up to their

claims, represent a good value, and arc

worthwhile, fun. or both. Happy holi-

days!

By DAVID H. AHL and JOHN B. JAINSCHIGG

Weirdware

Dan Gutman's book / Didn't Know
You Could Do THAT with a Computer
is essentially a 308-page compendium
of weirdware. It will direct you to soft-

ware that will help you manage your

hog farm, make your own rock videos,

study for your Bar Mitzvah. read other

people's minds, or simply prepare for

the SAT. The bulk of the book consists

of easy-to-read one- or two-page de-

scriptions of offbeat programs.

A handy appendix lists all the pro-

grams and the computers on which thes

run in chart form. A great gift for all

those folks who are forever asking. "But
what would 1 do with a computer?"
$14.95. Compute Books.

Moustorpiece Mouse Pads

"'Those mice were designed to with-

stand years of constant use." says Ran-

dy Hain, Atari's Director of Service. "If

a mouse starts acting funny, you just

take the lockplate off. tip out the ball,

and blow into the housing. That's it.

Ever> once in a while we get a call for a

replacement ball, but that's no problem

either. We have extra mouse balls.*"

Okay. oka>. So maybe there isn't that

much reason to buy a mouse pad.

Shccsh! But thev sure are neat-lookin'!

And thev sure do make that "ol rodent

run smo-oo-o-lh! And what the heck, at

this kind of price, who can argue?
So, indulge. Astra's mouse pads come

in two sizes 7" X 9" ($6.95) and 9" X
1
1" ($9.95). Made of virgin neoprene

bonded to nylon, they are tacky on one
side to grip the desktop, slick on the

other to give your mouse the motion.

And they're almost criminally snazzy.

Astra Systems, Inc.. 2500 South Fair-

view. Santa Ana, CA 92709. (714) 549-

2141.
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Pocket Color TV

Seiko's LVD-302 thin film transistor

(TFT) pocket color television set has

spectacular picture quality thanks to

the 70.400 pixels (picture elements) in

its two-inch screen— more than three

limes the number in older pocket units.

Perfect for outdoors, the picture bright-

ness actually increases in sunlight It

has full VHF/UHF coverage with its

built-in telescoping antenna. The set

measures 5.8" X 3.25" X 1.1" and
weighs just 12 ounces: price is around

$300.

Krypton/Lithium Flashlight

How often have you switched on a

flashlight to find it dim and fading just

when you needed it most? Tekna's wa-
terproof Micro-Lilh is powered by a

lithium battery, that has a higher energy

density (more hours of use) and longer

shelf life (10 years with no loss of

charge) than any other type of battery.

Micro-Lith is just 4" long and very

lightweight. But with its special krvpton

gas bulb, it is twice as bright as conven-

tional lights -and the bulb lasts twice

as long. About $15. RC Dune Buggy

The difference between a monocoque
frame chassis dune buggy and a stan-

dard RC car is like day and night.

Monogram Model's 1/10 scale Thun-
der and Lightning cars have fully

sprung trailing arm front suspension,

operating front and rear shock absorb-

ers, sealed rear suspension and differen-

tial gears, and pliable front bumpers. A
Vlabuchi electric motor propels the ve-

hicle at speeds up to 20 mph (scale

speed 200 mph!) They come with a two-

channel digital proportional transmit-

ter 10 allow graduated steering and

speed control. Standard model, about

SI 35: deluxe model with NiCad batter-

ies and charger, about SI 75.

Surround Sound Decoder

The starfighter races in from behind,

ion guns blazing at the back of your

head. Then, whoosh! the fighter streaks

in front of you and roars off into star-

filled space in pursuit of the man in

black.

Star Wars delighted theatergoers

with vivid images and thrilling special

effects. But it was thanks to Dolby Sur-

round Sound that these thrills were not

lost on the ear. Now this sound system

can be brought into your home. New
home decoders re-create theater sound
effects from Dolby encoded videotapes,

videodisks. and television multichannel

sound (MTS) broadcasts.

Surround sound comes from four dis-

crete channels— left front, center front.

right front, and rear three of which

are recreated in home decoders (right

front, left front, and rear). In most

home units, the center front channel is

split between the right and left chan-

nels, thus your cars re-create a "phan-

tom" center, just as they do with stereo

tapes and records. Also, in most home
installations, people want two speakers

in the rear, so all of the home decoders

provide two speaker outputs for the rear

channel.

Priced in the S300 to $500 range, the

new decoders come as separate hi-fi

components or in combination with rear

and/or front and rear channel amplifi-

ers. The Technics. SSI. and Fosgate

units offer an optional center front

channel Other manufacturers include

Denon. NEC. Yamaha. Teac. Akai.

Pioneer, and Marantz.

The rear channel speakers should be

full-range units, although power han-

dling capacity can be somewhat less

than the ironi channel speakers. A good

choice is the Speakerlab DAS- 2 ($1 29)

or DAS-3 (SI 89) for two reasons: both

produce sensational sound from tidily

small enclosures, and both are available

in a variety of lacquer colors which

blend in with an\ decor.
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Copy-Jack

Copy-Jack, a miniaturized version of

an office copier, weighs less than a

pound and is about the size of a small

camera. To make a copy, you slide

Copy-Jack smoothly over a page with

the copy button depressed. The cop\

trails out of one end of Copy-Jack- -full

size— on a 1.6" wide roll of heat sensi-

tive paper. It uses a solid-state optical

sensor, digitizes the image, and trans-

fers it to the copy paper: no loners or

chemicals are needed. To copy a 12"

long newspaper column lakes about five

seconds. Of course, it takes several

passes to cop) a wider sheet, and the

copv strips must be taped together.

S3 50.

Movit Kits

Movits are do-it-yourself kits, each

one of which makes a different robot or

fantasy vehicle. These kits, from Japan.

require intricate mechanical construc-

tion and electronic wiring: no special

tools are needed, however—just a good
measure of patience.

Each Movit employs a different sen-

sor and moves in a different way.

Tsunawatari Monkey, for example,
moves hand-ovcr-hand along a cord in

response to a hand clap. Other Movits

respond to a whistle, light, or touch,

while some use wired controllers similar

to an RC car. The Movit WAO even

boasts a 4-bit processor and a built-in

programming language. Movits are

priced from about SI 2 to $100. OWI
Incorporated, I 160 Mahalo PI.. Comp-
ton. CA 90220. (213) 638-4732.

Portable Tool Kit

To set the Dl P switch on your printer.

\ou need a # 1 Phillips head screwdriv-

er, but you remember you left it in the

garage and try to make do with a #2.
One lip is broken off your needle nose

pliers and your adjustable wrench has

disappeared altogether. Sound all loo

familiar? A zipper tool kit with a place

for every tool will keep your tools from

gelling lost, will ensure you always have

the right tool for the job. is easy tocarr>

around, and will tuck away in a desk

drawer. A Telvac kit ($99) comes in a

heav\-dut\ vinyl zipper case and con-

tains 33 useful tools for computer users:

four types of pliers, five nutdrivcrs.

eight screwdrivers, two wrenches, a

knife, a hemostat. a wire stripper, and

soldering equipment. The Jensen JTK-
I 6 kit ($1 27) is similar but adds sets of

jeweler's screwdrivers and hex keys.

Printer Stand

Have you been making do? Propping

your printer up on bricks, milk cartons,

or pieces of the styrofoam packing il

came in because you can't see spending

$30 or $40 for a printer stand? We have

a belter idea. The Amaray printer sland

is made of a single piece of sturdy, fash-

ionable, smoke-colored acrylic with a

center slot for paper feed. Suitable for

80-column printers, it requires no as-

sembly, and sells for a mere $14.50.

Amaray International Corporation.
14935 N.E. 95th St.. Redmond. WA
98052.
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hing (everything

a> ) and save your files

uniform, quiet good taste. Evet

and then, however, you run acre

special file: a file you want to save

specialway . . . with a little fanfare,

little razzmatazz. Well, why not dress

up that special file by saving it on a

brightly-colored DSDD 3 1/:" disk.'

Certified error-free (i.e.. always a.

reel) and exceeding ANSI specifica-

tions for sheer glamour, these festive

floppies come ten to a box in sugarplum
blue, pine green, sunny yellow, manda-

' rin orange, and Santa Claus red with

matching labels. So dress up that spe-

cial file for the holidays- it'll thank you
for it all year round. Cenna Technology.

Inc.. 185 Cottage Ave.. Sandy, IT
84070.

Magazine Indexes

EasyFind is a simple, easy-to-use.

magazine indexing program thai costs

only $7.95. Available Tor 8-bit Atari

home computers with 40k o\' RAM.
EasyFind is written in Basic and full}

modifiable. The real kicker, however

(you didn't really think we were going

to suggest you manually index your

magazine collection, did you'.
1

), is that

Sierra Services has already indexed all

your favorite magazines for use with

EasyFind. Indexes to Analog. Antic,

and Compute are currently available

(Starting in January. Atari Explorer.

too!), covering issues from 1983 to

present. Cost is only 54.95 per year of

any one magazine.

The indexes are in the form o\' stan-

dard ATASCI I text files, and reference

articles by magazine, dale. page, au-

thor, title, and description. They can be

modified and added to using Atari-

Writer or other word processor (Sierra

sells quarterly updates as well). Search-

es are by keyword or phrase, and run

fairly fast. Sierra Services. P.O. Box

40454. Bellev ue. VV A 98004. ( 206) 88 1
-

0512.

Puisecoach and Pulsewatch

For those who exercise, a pocket exer-

cise/pulse monitor from Biotechnology

may be the ticket. The Puisecoach

($149,95) monitors heart rate while you

exercise as well as keeping l rack of max-
imum and average speed, distance trav-

eled, stride rale, and elapsed running

lime. Pulsewatch ($59,951 monitors

your pulse using a finger sensor and

sounds an alarm if your pulse is higher

or lower than your target range.

Compact Binoculars

Remember when compact binoculars

were nothing but repackaged opera

glasses'? Although ihe principles of tele-

scopes (and binoculars) are nearly 2000

years old. new research on lenses and
prisms has led to small binoculars with

the magnification and field of view of

much larger units. For example, an 8-

power X 22 mm pair gives a 430-foot

wide \iew at 1000 yards, considerably

better than most 7X35 standard units.

yet ii fits easily in the palm of your

hand. B\ Nikon and others (available

from Sears): $35 10 $95.

Bassmate Computer

An essential item in the tackle box of

ihe high lech angler is Telko's Bassmate

Computer. After you enier the current

conditions— season, water tempera-

ture, depth, time of day. weather, wind,

and so on Bassmate recommends the

besilure classified by body type, col-

or, and size and the correct retrieval

motion. Bassmate. which sells for

$59 95, has a built-in clock and comes

with a water temperature thermometer,

Telko. 8655 N.W. 56th St.. Miami. FL
33166.(305) 594-0003.
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Lego Technic Sets

"Technic" is the designation given lo

the more advanced Lego construction

sets. Parts are interchangeable with

standard Lego sets but are more intri-

cate. Special Technic parts include ro-

tary gears, worm gears, pulleys, rachel

and pinion assemblies, universal joints,

and a battery-powered motor. The kits

can be used to build many types of vehi-

cles, aircraft, and construction equip-

ment. Technic Sets are priced from S 1 6

to $35.

Capsola Infrared System 5000

Capsela kits have been popular for

years with their transparent spherical

modules that can be assembled into a

wide variety of motorized vehicles, ro-

bots, structures, and fantasy objects.

Now. an infrared remote control lets

you control sour creation from up to 25
feet away. The handheld controller can
transmit 17 different instructions, in-

cluding motor A forward, turn right,

sound on. and light on. In addition, in

"computer mode." it is capable of stor-

ing a sequence of 94 commands. Great
fun for kids and adults alike. Price

around SI 30.

System Sweeper

If periodic maintenance is your bag

(your vacuum cleaner bag, that is) you

probably think you know all about those

weird little. asthmatic, battery-powered

vacuum cleaners people tell you to use

lo clean out the pocket Huff from be-

tween your keys and under your printer

platen. Well, take the Babel fish out of

\our ear. kiddo. and listen to this: the

System Sweeper is no asthmatic little

toy vacuum. It runs on regular house

current and really, well, you know . . .

aspirates. At $39.95. it comes with

three attachments and a built-in dust

compartment that unsnaps for empty-
ing. And it doesn't sound like a dentist's

drill, either. Microcomputer Accesso-

ries, Inc.. P.O. Box 6691. Los Angeles.

CA 90066. (213) 301-9400.

CompuCovers and DiskWailets

Users who wish to prolong the life of

their Atari equipment will appreciate

these snug-fitting covers for keyboards,

disk drives, monitors, and other peri-

pherals. Made of waterproof, fabric-

backed vinyl and plastic. CompuCovers
are available in sizes for Atari S00. XL,
and XL computers, and for 520 ST
computers, monochrome and color

monitors, and disk drives. Custom cov-

ers are also available, as are covers bear-

ing the logo of your business or group.

And while you're at it. why not help

your favorite Atari ST user protect his

disks as well? DiskWailets. made of

lough nylon, provide lint- and static-

free protection for up to six 3
1/;" dis-

kettes. Compact and brightly colored,

with convenient Velcro closure. Disk-

Wallets are the perfect alternative to

clumsy disk boxes for users on the go.

Compucovcr. Inc.. P.O. Box 310. #1
Andalusia. Mar\ Esther. FL 32569.

(904) 243-5793.
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Integrated Telephone Answering Machine

Panasonic's two integrated tele-

phone/answering machines feature

beeperless remote control, automatic

on-hook dialing, and speed dialing.

Beeperless tone remote allows you to

activate functions such as change of

outgoing message, playback/reset, re-

peal, skip, and backspace from a remote •./JIM

Touch Tone telephone. The units use

standard cassettes for both incoming

and outgoing messages. The) have pro-

grammable ring control (I to 9) and
securil) codes (99.999 codes). The VA-
8025 ($169) has a 10-number memorv
while the VA-8045 ($219) has a 20-

number memory and call forwarding.

Cleaning System

Atari ST systems are built to

last, but they still need to be taken care

of. Their worst enemies: dust. dirt, and
head-clogging oxide buildup from low

quality magnetic media. To extend the

useful life of your system,you should

probably clean it periodical^, trouble

is. computers and drives are delicate

little beasts

tinier Automation Facilities Corp..

producers of Microcleneand f loppi-

clene. Microclene ($24.95) is a com-
plete, self-storing computer cleaning

kit. containing all the hard-to-find

swabs, lintless wipes. nonabrasivc
cleansers, and other supplies needed to

keep your ST system clean and bright,

rioppiclene (S 19.95) is an integrated-

wet/dry. non-abrasive cleaning system

especially for high-performance 3
1/:"

disk drives. Automation Facilities

Corp.. 6383 Rose Lane. Carpinteria.

CA 93019. (K05) 684-5464.

Video Vegas

If you've ever needed an excuse to

avoid a trip to Fas Vegas, here it is.

Baudville's Video Vegas, available for

both 8-bit ($29.95) and ST ($34.95)

systems, offers four classic distrac-

tions— a Lucky 7 slot machine. Draw
Poker. Keno. and Blackjack -guaran-

teed to keep you occupied and your

money in your pockets where it belongs.

The games are full-featured, profes-

sional simulations, incorporating realis-

tic casino odds. Play is as challenging as

it is on the strip not quite as exciting

as Vegas itself, but not likely to turn you

into an impoverished drifter, either. The
XL/XE version of Video Vegas is writ-

ten in Basic and can be examined and

changed to your liking (the ST version is

written in C and. as yet. no plans have

been made to include C source code

with the program). The educational val-

ue of this package, part of Baudville"s

Hacker Jack scries, thus goes far be-

yond card counting (which, for those so

inclined, it also teaches). Baudville.

Inc.. 1001 Medical Park Dr.. S.E..

Grand Rapids. Ml 49506.(616) 957-

3036.

Still Looking?

Our favorite catalog comes from the

Boston Computer Museum. If you're

still wondering what to get your favorite

hacker for the holidays, here's where to

look. You've never seen so many frills

and furbelows, so many electronic nif-

ties digital tchalchkes galore! We are

talking diskettes made of milk choco-

late: abacus and photocell jewelry: cuf-

flinks made of hybrid microeircuitry:

floppy -disk-patterned neckties ... the

works'

Pick of the season for kids: a Hock o\'

four rubber stamps that say "User
Friendly" and "Technically Perfect"'

among other coy lines ($18 including

two stamp pads). For adults, a seriously

beautiful gunmetal card case, inlaid

with a microchip ($45 and you have to

supply your own calling cards). The
Boston Computer Museum. 300 Con-
gress St.. Boston. MA 02210. (617)

542-0476.
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By PREEVA ADLER

Computing in England as seen from this year's Personal Computer World Show

Several years ago. the British gov-

ernment made computing a lop

priority lor its citizens, imple-

menting computer literacy and pro-

gramming courses through the BBC.
"Every school child in England has

had computer experience.'" says Jeff

Fenlon, president of GST software in

Cambridge, "and because of the BBC
program. Acorn, the company that

manufactures the machine that bears

the BBC name, dominates the market
here."

Other computer brands are available

in the U.K.. but their names- Electron.

Sinclair Spectrum. Tatung Einstein,

and Amstrad are unfamiliar to most

Americans. Commodore machines
64s. Vic-20s, Plus 4s. and 16s- -are also

popular. The price of the Apple II has

placed it beyond the reach of most Brit-

ish families.

The Macintosh is promoted as strict-

k a business machine.but it faces seri-

ous competition from the major busi-

ness computer brands, which include

IBM and clones (about 60% of the mar-
ket) Amstrad. Apricot. Olivetti. Psion.

Sanyo, and Victor.

Atari, too. is a strong force in the

British computer market. Exact figures

are hard to get. but Atari isa significant

presence in the U.K. market and contin-

ues to grow. Most of the new software

introduced at the Personal Computer

World Show in London this fall fea-

tured Atari versions.

"Exact sales figures are confiden-

tial." said Atari President Sam Tra-

miel. "but I can tell you that we have

sold hundreds and hundreds ol' thou-

sands of computers in England. Our in-

ventories are down to almost nothing."

We spoke to some English Atari en-

thusiasts at the show and asked them
what initially attracted them to the

Atari: most cited value and superior col-

or graphics. As in the U.S.. Atari users

in the U.K. are a loyal bunch.

Computer Shows

The primary sources of information

for Alarians in England are Atari-spe-

cific magazines and two large annual

computer shows, both o\' which are

3-7 SEPTEMBER 1986

OLYMPIA LONDON

sponsored by general computer maga-
zines. The Which Computer'' Show,
held each January by Which Comput-
er' magazine, is a business-oriented

show. The Personal Computer World
Show, held each September in London
b> Personal Computer World maga-
zine, was patterned after Jim Warren's
earl> West Coast Computer Faires and
so has a much more eclectic look and
feel to it

The PCW show runs for four days.

two days of which (Thursday and Fri-

day) are crowded with trade visitors.

The remaining two days can best be
described as a zoo. as visitors from all

over the world mob the booths and dem-
onstrations in search of the latest prod-

ucts and news.

PCW is held in two connected build-

ings: the National Hall, a lovely glass-

roofed space with two levels, and the

Olympia 2. a smaller building with

three levels. The business exhibitors

were located in the Olympia 2. and the

personal computer exhibits in the Na-
tional Hall.

Walking through the two buildings, a

change from last year became apparent:

the business side of the show had shrunk
somewhat, but the personal side was
nourishing. The signs were brighter, the

booths more expensive this year than
last. And loud. The loudest noise came
from the game companies, like Eirebird
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and Elite, who set up booths with rau-

cous video narrations emanating from

one or more projection TVs— this in ad-

dition to the din caused by numerous
computers running their software at

outrageous volume.

One haven was the Beyond Software

booth vi here one ST was demurely run-

ning a quiet sample screen of their (un-

released) Star Trek game, and the rest

of the large booth was devoted to about
six screens, all running the same Star

Trek episode.

The Atari Presence

On the second floor, between the Na-
tional Hall and OKmpia 2. was the

Atari booth, the largest at the show.

The location was chosen, said Atari per-

sonnel, to demonstrate that Atari

bridges the gap between personal and
business computing.

(Another reason might have been

that there wasn't a space large enough
to accommodate it on the main floor of

either of the buildings.) The Atari

booth was 1000 square meters, about

9000 square feet—considerably larger

than most houses and was referred to

as "the Atari village."

The village was populated by Atari-

related companies, including about 20
established software developers, about
1 5 new ones who did not have their own
labeled spaces, three distributors, and
two Atari magazine publishers.
Throughout the show, the booth was
crammed with people looking and
buying.

Atari had taken advantage of the

PCW show and its prominent position

there to make London aware of its pres-

ence. One entire wall of the National

Hall was covered with an Atari banner,

and the street outside the show had an

Atari banner draped across it.

Even a few double-decker busses

beckoned Londoners to the Atari exhib-

it.

The English Atari community is

healthy and growing. As evidence, we
saw Les and Sand) Ellingham's maga-
zine. Page 6. which has come a long way
from the a Imost-newsletter it was last

year: they have a four-color cover now
and more advertising than ever. Anoth-

er magazine. Atari Lser has seen its

subscriber base double in the past year.

User groups are doing well too. (The
way English user groups support them-
selves, by the way, is to hire themselves

out as consultants.)

There iS HO equivalent of

the FCC in England, making the

introduction of new machines

much easier.

Atari Announcements

Atari announced four exciting new
products at the show the 20X0STF. the

4I60STE. the Blitter (short for block

transfer chip) upgrade, and an MS-
DOS box. Prices for the first three prod-

ucts were announced as follows: f 1 149

(about SI 800) for the monochrome
2080STF, 21459 (about $2200) for the

monochrome 4 1 60STE. and £60 ( about

SI 00) for the Blitter upgrade.

Don't get loo excited, though. The 2

and 4 meg machines might be shipping

sometime soon in England, but that

doesn't necessarily mean that they will

be available in this countrv before the

second half of 1987.

The reason is that the FCC must ap-

prove any new home electronics product

sold in the United Stales, and the ap-

proval process can lake months. There
is no equivalent of the FCC in England.

A Wealth of Information
from the name you can count on

ap
INTERNALS

mi..c msiocc'i Qu«)e

IS////////////
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GEM Pfoqrammef's Reference

Y7//////////S/
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TRICKS & TIPS

—>»»" »»"C^'

3D GRAPHICS

Essential inside info on
the ST. Descriptions of

sound & graphics chips,

internal hardware. I/O

ports. Commented BIOS
listing. Indispensible ref-

erence for your ST
library. 450pp $19.95

Machine Language
Write fast programs for

your ST using 68000
machine language. Ex-
plains number systems,
register usage, struc-

tures, internal system
routines. 280pp $19.95

Easy-to-understand for-

mat covers the workings
of GEM. Examples are in

C and assembly. Covers
VDI and AES functions

and parameters. Serious
programers should'nt be
without. 410pp $19.95

BASIC to C
Move from BASIC to C
language fast. Parallel

examples show tech-
niques and constructs in

both languages Pointers,

variables, arrays, data
structure. 230pp $19.95

Fantastic collection of

programs & techniques.
Programs include: super-
fast RAM disk; time-
saving printer spooler;
color print hardcopy;
plotter output; access-
ories. 260pp $19.95

ST Beginner's Guide
For the first-time user.

Get a basic understand-

ing of the ST. Explore
LOGO and BASIC.
Simple explanations.
Illustrations. Glossary.
Index. 200pp $16.95

Enhance your programs
with these quick-hitters.

Explores different lang-

uages BASIC, C, LOGO &
machine language, using
the various interfaces,

memory usage, disk
access. 180pp $16.95

Fantastic! Rotate, zoom,
and shade 3D objects.

Programs written in fast

machine language. Learn
the mathematics behind
3D graphics. Hidden line

removal, shading. 3D
animation. 350pp $24.95

Optional diskettes are available for $14.95 each. Can now for

the name of the dealer nearest you Or order direct using your
credit card Add $4 00 per order for shipping. Foreign orders

SrJd $10-00 per item. Call or write for your free catalog,

ealers inquires welcome-ovfir 1500 dealers nationwide.

Abacus
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however, making ihc introduction of

new machines much easier.

Neither is there a Bliiter upgrade in

your immediate future, although this

time we can't blame the FCC. Compa-
ny sources would not reveal release

dates, but the product is a certainty lor

The MS-DOS box as shown was
about (he size of a hard disk drive. No
price was mentioned, and the announce-

ment was definite!) an "announce-
ment" as opposed to an '"introduction."

Atari was saying, "Hey, we can do this.

gu\s." rather than "Get out vour credit

cards, folks."

English Ingenuity

In the U.K., as in the L.S.. the trend

is toward using microcomputers for al-

most ever} business function, but there

are still some businesses that bu> more
expensive minicomputers because the>

need multiuser capability the> want

several people to be able to use a data-

base or a program simultaneously.

To address this situation. VME
Trade Organisation, a relatively new
companj doing what the English call

"badge engineering" has put a modified

ST at the heart of a new multitasking

business system. On displav at PCW

was a machine running a printer, com-
munications software, a 2()\1b hard

disk, and three terminals. The system
w ill support up to three users: one at the

ST. one on a terminal attached via the

modem port, and the tit her via a special

cable plugged into the MIDI port.

VME Trade Organisation claims to

have 40 retail outlets in the United
Stales, so watch >our business papers

for their advertising.

Serious MIPS

Let's talk speed. K-Max is an up-

grade bo\ that plugs into the ROM port

of the ST and makes it run 10 limes

faster. Enticing as ii is. this is noi a

casual purchase; it sells for about

$2300. Tor that money, however, you
get an ST that runs at 7.5 MIPS (mil-

lion instructions per second). For com-
parison, an Atari 800 runs at about .2

MIPS: the VAX II-7S0 is rated at

about 1.5 MIPS: and the Atari ST is

rated at about .75 MIPS.
The heart of the upgrade is a Tran-

sputer T4 1 4 chip from INMOS. a semi-

conductor company owned b\ the Brit-

ish government. The INMOS
Transputer in the K-Ma\ is rated at 7.5

M I PS. and the board has space for tvyo

of them for a final rating of I 5 MIPS.

INTRODUCING
ffST ALPHA-BYTES"

from MJSSJQN SOFTS

Gem' based educational software for the Atari ST* for children ages

2 to 6 years Packed full of giggles and hours of fun ST ALPHA BYTES
uses delightful graphics to introduce children to letters and words

Features:

• Sequential random alphabet review qui/ing

• Shows upper and lower case letters

• Audibly visually active

• Supports color and black white systems

• Includes 20 page guide to help parents

• Over 80 different graphics >^

• Unprotected

Add S3 00 lor postage & handling Calif residents add 6 5% sales fax iSl 95i

SEND CHECK OH MONFY ORDER TO

MISSION SOFTS
P.O. Box 3916

Seal Beach. CA 90740 Phone (2131 439 6281

Look for "Let's Count ST" from Mission Softs

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
• ATAfii s' if .. ••

i ten ••

trademark ol Dio-tai »•••

Corp

cr
8™

The Transputer is one of the first R ISC

(Reduced Instruction Set) computers,

computers that achieve amazing speed

b> doing only a few instructions and

doing them all lusi.

What Else Is New

For those who would like to tr> a

language that is like Basic but faster,

there is a cartridge-based language

called Fast ST Basic being produced b>

Computer Concepts. It is a complete

environment which is quite fast, has a

sophisticated programming editor, sev-

en different variable types, and other

fealures.Thereisalsoa new Forth avail-

able for the ST. GEM Forth from Mi-

croprocessor Engineering. Ltd. The
most notable feature of this I orih is its

multitasking capabilities.

On quite a different (but no less note-

worth) I plane are some new games lor

the S-bit machines from Red Rat Soft-

ware Among i hem are Panic Express

(our favorite). A Day at the Races.

Freaky Factory, and Rocket Repair-

man.

Atari in Antarctica

On the non-commercial side of the

show, we saw a fascinating slide show

put together for PCW b> Lieutenant

Commander Howard Oakley, detailing

the results of some of the experiments

he recently conducted on Brabant Is-

land at the South Pole.

The expedition he was with worked

on more than IS projects in Antarctica,

and Oakley chose an Atari ST over a PC
XT for compiling data because, "we
had to prepare papers, presentations,

and talk shows, and we wanted a ma-
chine that someone like myself could

use sitting and talking and illustrat-

ing points yyith graphics."

This year Antarctica . . . next year,

who knows where PCW attendees will

find Ataris at work Whj not plan a trip

to England next September to find

out?
'
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ST DataTrieve
Data management was never this

easy. Online help screens; lightning-

fast operation; tailorable display; user-
definable edit masks; up to 64,000
records. Supports multiple files. In-

cludes RAM-disk programs. Complete
search, sort and file subsetting. Inter-

faces to TextPro. Easy yet powerful
printer control. Includes five common
database setups. $49.95

ST TextPro
Wordprocessor with professional
features and easy-to-use! Full-screen

editing with mouse or keyboard
shortcuts. High speed input, scrolling

and editing; sideways printing;
multi-column output; flexible printer

installation; automatic index and table

of contents; up to 180 chars/line; 30
definable function keys; metafile

output; much more. $49.95

ST Paint Pro
Friendly, but powerful design and paint-

ing program. A must for everyone's
artistic and graphics needs. Up to three
windows. Cut & paste between win-
dows. 36 user-defined fill patterns;
definable line patterns; works in hi-

med- & lo-res; accepts GDOS fonts.

Double-sized picture format. $49.95
PaintPro Library #1 5 fonts. 300+ electronic,

architectual, borders & clip art designs. $19.95

ST Forth/MT

Powerful, multi-tasking Forth for the ST.

A complete, 32-bit implementation

based on Forth-83 standard. Develop-

ment aids: full screen editor, monitor,

macro assembler. 1500+ word library.

TOS/LINEA commands. Floating point

and complex arithmetic. $49.95

AssemPro
The complete 68000

assembler development
package for the ST

ST AssemPro
Professional developer's package
includes editor, two-pass interactive

assembler with error locator, online help

including instruction address mode and

GEM parameter information,

monitor-debugger, disassembler and
68020 simulator, more. $59.95

PowerPlan ST
Full-powered Spreadsheet
37 math (unctions • 14 c*git precision

Large see - over 4.2 billion calls j^~~
Multiple windows - up to 7 /S. 1
Graphics - 7 types ot graphs / ^^£

PowerPlan ST
Powerful analysis package. Large

spreadsheet (65536 X 65536 cells),

built-in calculator, notepad, and inte-

grated graphics. 37 math functions, 14

digit-precision. Seven windows to show
one of seven types of charts or another

section of your spreadsheet. $79.95

ST and 1040ST are trademarks of Atari Corp

Other software and books also available. Call or write

for your free catalog or the name of your nearest

dealer. Or order directly using your VISA, MC or Amex
card. Add $4.00 per order for shipping and handling.

Foreign orders add $10.00 per item. 30-day money
back guarantee on software. Dealers inquires

welcome-over 1500 dealers nationwide.
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The games

Explorer

readers play

Reader Game Rankings
By DAVID H. AHL

In ihis issue of Atari Explorer, we arc

initiating a reader game ranking -As-

tern. To have your opinions included,

simply send us a postcard or letter with

the name of a game (or as many games
as you want) and your personal ranking

of it (from to 10—0 is horrible in all

respects. 10 is absolute!) sensational).

We will then add your ranking to the

database which will be published each

issue.

Of course, for this issue we don't have

;tny reader rankings so these are my
opinions based on my own play of the

games, reviews in other magazines, and

hearsay.

Send cards to Game Rankings. Atari

Explorer. 7 Hilltop Road. Mendham.
VI 07945.

Name

Strategy Games

Manufacturer Rating

Kampfgruppe

Silent Service

M.U.L.E

Flight Simulator II

Battle of Antietam

Star Fleet I

Hippo Backgammon

Sargon III

Rommel

War in Russia

Decision in Desert

Crusade in Europe

Seven Cities of Gold

Computer Baseball

Micro Logic Baseball

Carrier Force

Gulf Strike

Halley Project

Wizard's Crown

SSI

Microprose

Electronic Arts

subLogic

SSI

Cygnus

Hippopotamus

Hayden

Game Designers
Workshop

SSI

Microprose

Microprose

Electronic Arts

SSI

Micro Logic

SSI

Avalon Hill

Mindscape

SSI

8.0

8.0

7.5

7.5

7 5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.0

7.0

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

60

6.0

Name

Adventure Games

Manufacturer Rating

Ultima IV

Ultima III

Enchanter

Temple of Apshai

Spellbreaker

Rogue

Zork (all)

The Pawn

Ultima II

Deadline

King's Quest II

Borrowed Time

Hacker II

Ballyhoo

Hitchiker's Guide

Planetfall

Wishbringer

Suspended

Hacker

Action Games

Origin

Origin

Infocom

Epyx

Infocom

Epyx

Infocom

Firebird

Origin

Infocom

Sierra On-Line

Activision

Activision

Infocom

Infocom

Infocom

Infocom

Infocom

Activision

F-15 Strike Eagle

Time Bandit

Archon I

Lode Runner

Championship Lode
Runner

Mean 18

Jump Man

Diablo

Spy vs. Spy

Archon II

MiG Alley Ace

Thunderhead

Star Raiders II

Orbit: A Trip to the Moon

Microprose

Michtron

Electronic Arts

Broderbund

Broderbund

Accolade

Epyx

Classic Image

First Star

Electronic Arts

Microprose

Avalon Hill

Atari

Antic

8.0

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

6.5

65

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.0

6.0

7.5

7.5

70

7.0

7.0

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

5.0

4.0
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Taking
Vitamins

If you think the vitamins you
are now taking are doing you
any good, wait until you hear

the latest news on why they

may not.

By Joseph Sugorman

This may come as a shock. But according

to the latest research, those vitamins that

you take every day may be doing you ab-

solutely no good. For example.

FACT: Vitamins should be taken after

a meal—never before. The body must first

have protein, fats, or carbohydrates in the

digestive tract to properly break down the

vitamins for proper absorption.

FACT: Your body has a need for a

natural vitamin balance. Too much of one

vitamin may cause another vitamin to be

less effective. For example, vitamin A
should be taken with Vitamin E but ex-

cessive iron should not.

FACT: If you take too much calcium,

you may deplete the magnesium in your

system. And you need magnesium to con-

vert food into energy.

FACT: Some vitamins are best taken in

the morning and others at night. For exam-

ple, the trace element chromium helps break

down the sugar in your food which in turn

creates energy—perfect to start the day.

But at night you should take Calcium which

has a relaxing effect—perfect for the

evening.

FACT: Athletes or people who exercise

a great deal need vitamins more than peo-

ple who don't exercise. Vitamins are

depleted at a much faster rate during ex-

ercise than during any other period of time.

But there was a series of other facts that

surprised me too. For example, despite

everything I've just mentioned on the care

in taking vitamins, there are those people

who absolutely need vitamins because of the

mental or physical activity that they

undergo. People on a diet, under stress,

those who smoke, women who take con-

traceptives and even those who take

medication— all rob their bodies of some of

the essential vitamins and minerals that

they need to help combat the various habits

or conditions they are under.

And with proper vitamins in the proper

balance and at the proper times, you will

have more energy and vitality. Little

changes may take place. Your nails may
become stronger, your hair may become
thicker and your skin may be more elastic

which will keep you younger-looking longer.

DOCTORS HAD IDEA
About two years ago a group of doctors

had an idea. They realized that many peo-

ple were taking vitamins and not really

noticing any difference in their health. They
also realized that, based on the latest nutri-

tional findings, the vitamins people were

Stop taking that innocent
looking vitamin pill

until you read
this report.

taking may not have been doing them any
good. So they formed a group of advisors

consisting of nutritionists, dieticians, der-

matologists, biochemists and physicians,

and they worked on the development of a

vitamin program that incorporated all of the

latest information on vitamins, minerals,

nutrition, food processing—even stress

research. They realized that vitamins were

a two-edged sword. They could either help

you or hurt you.

They then took all this information and

developed the most effective combination

of vitamins and minerals, formulated four

tablets—one for the morning and one for the

evening—and one for men and one for

women and then started a test program that

lasted over two years. The results speak for

themselves.

It was perfect for weight loss programs

and it was perfect for people under stress.

It helped many increase their energy levels.

Smokers benefited. Some under medication

benefited. And before long the company
that had developed the program became the

fastest growing vitamin company in the

United States. And no wonder.

SEVERAL BENEFITS
With the proper vitamin and mineral

balance, taken in the right quantity in the

right combination and at the right time,

several obvious benefits occur. First, you

may develop a better mental outlook

because you've got the energy and the zest

to accomplish more. As a result of the trace

elements copper, zinc and manganese, your

body is helped to make its natural anti-aging

enzymes that keep you fit. Improvements
in your vitality translate into everything

from better job performance to a more
fulfilling sex life.

JS&A has been selected by the vitamin

company to introduce their medically for-

mulated vitamin program. Every two
months we send you a two month's supply

of 120 fitness tablets—one to be taken after

breakfast and one after dinner.

During the first two months, you will

have ample opportunity to notice the dif-

ference in your energy level, your mental

attitude arid your overall stamina. You
should notice little things too, like the

strength of your fingernails, your thicker

hair. Your complexion may even take on a

glow. Some of you may notice all of these

changes and others may notice just a few.

But you should notice a change.

If for any reason, you do not notice a

change, no problem. Just pick up your

phone, and tell us not to send you any more
vitamins. And if you ask for a refund, you

won't even have to send the empty bottle

back. It's yours free for just giving us the

opportunity to introduce our vitamins.

However, if you indeed do notice a dif-

ference (which we are confident you
will), you'll automatically receive a two-

month's supply every eight weeks.

ONE MORE INCENTIVE
I'm also going to give you one more in-

centive just to let me prove to you how
powerful this program really is. I will send

you a bonus gift of a fitness bag with your

first order. This beautiful bag will hold all

your fitness gear and it's great too for short

vacation trips. It's a $20 value but it's yours

free for just trying the vitamins. Even if you

decide not to continue, you keep the fitness

bag. I am so convinced that you will feel and

see a difference when you take these

vitamins that I am willing to gamble on it

with this unusual offer.

Vitamins indeed are important. And
with today's research and new nutrition

technology, you have a greater chance to

achieve the fitness and health levels that

may have eluded you with the typical store

vitamins or the poor advice we may get in

health food stores or from friends. Here is

a safe, risk-free way to get one of the best

vitamin programs in the country, for-

mulated by a physician, with the right com-

bination of vitamins, minerals and trace

elements, in a convenient program that

assures you of delivery every two months.

I personally take and highly recommend
them. Order your trial quantity, today.

To order, credit card holders call toll free

and ask for product number (shown in

parentheses) or send a check and include

$2.50 for delivery.

Men's Vitamins (1155S) $24
Women's Vitamins (1156S) $24

PRODUCTS
JHAT
JHINK

One JS&A Plaza

Northbrook, Illinois 60062
CALL TOLL FREE 800 228-5000
IL residents add 7<Vo sales tax ©JS&A Group, inc.. 1 986



Donald Duck and Winnie the Pooh join the hi tech generation

i Classroom
By BETSY STAPLES

I
believe in computers as educational

tools, tools that can enhance the ef-

forts of human teachers and elimi-

nate some of the drudgery from their

jobs. That is why I deplore the current

dearth of new educational software for

Atari computers.

The educational software scene was
not always so bleak for Atarians; there

was a time when the Minnesota Educa-
tional Computing Consortium convert-

ed to Atari format many of the excellent

packages originally developed for their

pioneering state-wide educational com-
puting program. There was even a lime

when Atari owners with school-age chil-

dren could find almost any kind of edu-

cational program, from a preschooler's

interactive storybook to a college-level

chemistry course on Atari disks or

tapes.

What happened? I wish I knew. All I

do know is that when I went through the

collection of software that has been sent

to us for review over the past six months.

I could find only two educational pack-

ages.

First Byte has released four "talking"

educational programs for the ST

—

Speller Bee. KidTalk, Math Talk, and
First Shapes— but I have not yet seen

them. If all goes well, I will have a re-

port on them for you next issue.

Gersham Blumstein, head of soft-

ware development for Atari, recently

hinted that a nice collection of educa-

tional programs for the ST is currently

being tested at Atari. We can assume
that, if it meets Atari's standards, we
will see it on dealers' shelves in the

spring.

Fortunately, the two packages we did

receive are good ones. Donald Duck's
Playground and Winnie the Pooh in the

Hundred Acre Wood have both been

available for other computers for some
time, and I am happy to see that they

have now been released in Atari ST for-

mat.

Both programs will work on either a

520 or I040ST with either color or

monochrome display. The graphics are

nothing short of fantastic, however, and
they lose much of their appeal on a

monochrome screen.

Donald Duck's Playground

By reading the instruction booklet for

Donald Duck's Playground you learn

that Donald wants to build a park for his

nephews, Huey. Dewey, and Louie.

Your job is to help him earn money and
then buy equipment for the playground.

At the beginning of the game, you are

asked to press Ctrl-J if you want to use a

joystick. Although Donald's move-
ments can be controlled from the key-

board, even adults found it frustrating

to do so, so if you don't have a joystick,

be sure to buy one when you buy the

game.
Having pressed Ctrl-J, you are ready

to guide Donald through one of three

gates at the end of Main Street to

choose a skill level. Our playtesters

found the Beginner level quite challeng-

ing and noticed only minor differences

in the higher levels.

The next scene shows Donald on

Main Street. You must guide him into

one of four buildings to find a job.

At the airport, Donald gets a job sort-

ing packages for McDuck Airlines. As
packages marked with three-letter air-

port codes move by on a conveyor belt,

you help him choose the ones that be-

long in the tram cars on the runway
behind him.

In the produce market. Donald's job

again involves sorting; he must catch

three different kinds of fruit being

thrown from the produce truck and toss

it into the proper bins.

In the toy store, Donald needs your
help to match things yet again. This
time, however, the task is considerably

more complicated; faced with a wall full

of shelves holding toys, he must exam-
ine the toy to be put away, move a lad-

der to a spot near an identical toy on the

shelf, pick up the toy, climb the ladder,

and deposit the toy on the shelf. To
make things more interesting, you and
Donald must also contend with vibra-

tions generated by the passing AM-
QUACK special by throwing a lever to

activate a shield to keep the toys in

place. The train schedule is displayed on
the screen, and you soon learn just how
long it takes Donald to get to the lever in

time to save the toys, because the cost of
broken toys is subtracted from your

paycheck.

Our playtesters liked the toy store

best of the four workplaces and kept

returning to it when they needed more
money. At one point, however, we no-

ticed a look of panic on a little girl's face

as she raced to beat the train, and asked

if she thought the game would be better

without the train. "Oh, no," she replied.

"I love the challenge."

The fourth job Donald can choose is

at the railroad station. There he must
guide the AMQUACK special to it's

next stop by operating the levers that

control the switches on the line. Even
older playtesters found this task diffi-

cult at first, but they caught on quickly,

and eventually the station became a

popular stop.

Each time you guide Donald to one of

his jobs, you must select the length of

the shift you will work— from two to

nine minutes. After that shift, you re-

port to the payroll department to collect

the money you have earned. The
amounts earned are small—between

one and ten cents per toy, delivery,

package, or fruit—so your pay is dis-

played as piles of coins and, eventually,

bills.

Any time you have money in your
pocket, you can cross Main Street and
enter one of the three stores in which
playground equipment is sold— at very

reasonable prices. After you have made
a selection, you must pay for it, using

the joystick to indicate which coins or

bills you want to place on the counter. If

you don't pay with exact change, you
must open the cash register drawer and
select the proper amount of change.

After you have made some pur-

chases, you will probably want to take
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Donald Duck works in the Produce Market.

Donald to the park to watch his neph-

ews play. Donald pauses and looks both

ways before he crosses the railroad

tracks in front of the park and enters the

playground.

Suddenly, you find your joystick con-

trolling a nephew instead of Donald, but

that's all right, because you will have
fun climbing ladders, romping in the

tree house, and enjoying the equipment
you have purchased. If you return to

Main Street and buy more things, they

will appear in the park on subsequent
visits.

Our playtesters all enjoyed Donald
Duck's Playground immensely. The
suggested age range is seven to eleven,

but we found that our seven-year-old

had some trouble controlling the joy-

stick and preferred to "help" another
player. The arrangement she liked best

was when her older sister made the

money and she spent it.

The documentation is well-done and
includes several pages of activities chil-

dren can do without the computer for

further practice in matching and mon-
ey-handling skills. Instructions for each

of the jobs Donald takes on in the stores

are complete, but we found that an

adult's help was needed the first time a

child tried a new one.

Donald Duck's Playground is a win-

ner. Our playtesters loved it, and the

skills they practiced while playing it are

definitely useful and worth practicing.

The storyline is interesting—even no-

ble— and, combined with the wide vari-

ety of activities offer red, keeps players

engrossed for hours.

Winnie the Pooh

Another game that kept our playtes-

ters engrossed for hours was Winnie the

Pooh in the Hundred Acre Wood, an

Winnie the Pooh welcomes you to his house.

System and Price: Atari 8- bit (Donald

only) and ST; $24.95

Summary: Two engrossing games that

teach useful skills.

Manufacturer:

Sierra On-Line, Inc.

Coursegold, CA 93614

(209) 683-6858

adventure game designed to develop

reading comprehension, problem solv-

ing, logic, and mapping skills in players

aged seven and up.

This time, your assignment is to find

an assortment of missing belongings in

the Hundred Acre Wood and return

them to their owners.

You start in Christopher Robin's

playroom and move around in the Hun-
dred Acre Wood using either the key-

board or the mouse; in this case, our
playtesters had no preference. There
are 30 locations, all of which will be
familiar to readers of the beloved A.A.
Milne books and in any of which may be
found a lost item.

When you come upon an item, you
must decide to whom it belongs and
then figure out how to get it to the own-
er. You might, for instance, find a tiny

pair of mittens near Eeyore's house of

sticks. "Hmmm," you might say to

yourself, "I think Roo is the smallest

animal in the Wood. Perhaps these be-

long to him." You would then consult

the map that comes with the package,
discover that Kanga and Roo live at the

opposite side of the Wood from Eeyore,

and begin to make your way there.

When you got to Kanga's house, how-
ever, vou would learn that Roo was not

there. Kanga would tell you that he was
playing nearby in the sand pit. You
would consult the map again and move
east to find him. There you would drop
the mittens, and be thanked by the

grateful Roo.

This process sounds much easier than

it is. Often, it is not at all obvious to

whom an object belongs, and you may
have to take it to several of your friends

before you find the rightful owner. Your
task is further complicated by the mist,

which can descend upon the Wood at

any time, causing you to wander far

from where you want to be. Or you
could be thwarted by Tigger, who peri-

odically pounces, bouncing you around
the Wood and making you drop whatev-

er you are carrying. And then there is

the blustery wind, which can come up at

any time and redistribute any undeliv-

ered articles throughout the Wood.
If you succeed in returning all the lost

articles, Christopher Robin throws a

party in your honor. The main form of

entertainment is singing, something the

ST does very well; the computer plays

the Winnie the Pooh song while the

words are displayed on the screen.

Our only quibble with the game de-

signers concerns this sequence: there is

no way to escape from it. You can cycle

through the verses of the song until you
are as blue as Eeyore. but you can't quit

or play again without rebooting. We
think players should be offerred the

choice of playing again or returning to

the desktop at the end of every game.
The documentation is clear and com-
plete, and includes three pages of sug-

gested activities to reinforce map read-

ing skills. The controls are easily

mastered by players of all ages, but the

ability to read is definitely a prerequi-

site in this game.
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Okimate 20 Personal
Color Printer

The Okimate Personal Color
Printer is a compact 80-column
uni-directional printer suitable

for relatively low volume printing. It

uses a 24-pin dot matrix printhead, so

both text and graphics are of very high

quality. It handles both continuous feed

computer paper and single sheets. Two
ribbon cartridges are furnished with the

printer, so you need not use the color

cartridge for text or monochrome
graphics.

Okimate calls the printer a "ribbon

transfer printer." In contrast to printers

in which the pins on the printhead strike

an inked ribbon, the 24 pins on the

printhead are actually tiny heat ele-

ments. These elements press against the

ribbon, which is coated with a wax-like

substance. When an element is heated.

Type: 24-pin, color, dot matrix

Feed: Friction and pin

Speed: 80 cps/draft; 40cps/NLQ

Interface: Parallel

Price: $169, plus $99 for ST interface

Summary: An outstanding value for

light duty and color printing

Manufacturer:

Okidata

532 Fellowship Rd.

Mt.Laurel. NJ 08054

(609) 235-2600

the ribbon substance melts onto the pa-

per, forming a scries of tiny dots that

make up a character.

Some types of paper work better than

others for ribbon transfer printing.

Smooth paper works best, while porous,

rag bond, and other rough textured pa-

pers should be avoided. Oki furnishes 60
sheets of fanfold paper with the printer

and sells boxes of 250 sheets for $6.50.

Although several other types of paper

are recommended in the manual, we did

not find them widely available at local

office and computer supply dealers.

Consequently, you will probably have to

buy paper from Oki. In fairness, we
should mention that Oki's price is com-
petitive with that of other vendors, so

this is not an onerous situation.

Physically, the Okimate is very com-
pact, measuring 1

3" wide by 7.5" deep

by 2.25" high, and weighing just 6.2

pounds. It has only three controls, an
on/off switch on the side, a ready/pause

("Select") push button on top. and a

five-position print darkness slide

switch. Also on the top of the printer is a

typewriter-like paper release lever and a

paper advance knob. A formfeed is ac-

complished by holding down the Select

button for two seconds.

Features

Internally, the Okimate has an 8K
buffer which is divided into two do-

mains, one for receiving input from the

computer and one for printing. Thus, it

can simultaneously receive and print. In

theory, the buffer should hold about

four double-spaced pages of text; in

practice, the printer ties up the comput-

er until it has about 1.4 pages left to

print.

By DAVID H. AHL
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The printer has a great many built-in

options. Some of these are selected by

internal switches and others by soft-

ware. Depending upon the software

package you are using, you may or may
not be able to use the software selecta-

ble features easily.

For the most part, the features select-

ed by internal switches should be select-

ed once and left alone. These include

characters per inch (10 or 17), length of

page (1 1" or 12"). paper out detector

(on or off), skip perforation (on or off),

slash zero (on or off), and graphics line-

feed spacing. The factory setting will

probably be suitable for most users.

Several software features can be set

from the Install Printer menu in TOS:
paper type (continuous feed or single

sheet) and print quality (draft—7 X 9
dot matrix or near letter quality— 14 X
1 8 dot matrix). On our system, this fea-

ture did not work correctly, the printer

always came up in NLQ mode and se-

lecting draft quality in the TOS menu
had no effect. Furthermore, the other-

wise excellent printer manual incorrect-

ly describes the commands necessary to

change print modes. The manual also

speaks of a downloadable N LQ charac-

ter set with an 18 X 18 dot matrix, but

we never did determine where it comes
from or how to load it. Frankly, the

standard NLQ character set has an ex-

cellent appearance and another quality

level hardly seems necessary.

Speed and Style Options

When printing, the Okimate is no
ball of fire. The specifications claim a

print speed in the utility print mode of

80 characters per second and 40 cps in

NLQ mode. We found that the actual

service speed was slightly less than this.

In practical terms, this means that it

takes about 1.5 minutes to print a dou-

ble-spaced page in NLQ mode.

Graphics mode has a rated speed of

1 5 lines per minute, a line being 80 col-

umns wide (8") and about 0.15" high.

Four-color printing takes more than

four times that amount of time, as each

of the four colors on the ribbon must be

passed by the print head whether or not

it is printed. In practical terms, an illus-

tration like the 15-line stamps graphic-

shown here (6.5" X 2.3") required 8.14

minutes to print.

In text mode, the printer can print

italics or boldface if your word process-

ing package sends the correct control

characters. It can also print superscripts

and subscripts, again assuming it re-

ceives the correct control characters

from the software. In addition, it has

two built-in Atari character sets. Set I

consists of characters with ASCII deci-

mal values from 1 to 127. This is the

standard character set and consists of

upper and lower case letters, numbers,

and other commonly used symbols.

The command CHR$(27);"7" lets

you enter Character Set 2. Don't expect

to be able to enter this mode from your

word processing package; we were able

to enter it only from Basic. Set 2 gives

you access to the upper ASCII decimal

values (128-255). which consist of

graphics and scientific symbols.

There are a number of other ad-

vanced commands w hich let you control

the printer at the individual dot level.

For the most part you will not need

these features unless you are a hard core

printer enthusiast or a masochist—or

both.

For printing graphics, the Okimate
comes with a Color Screen Print disk.

The programs on this disk reside in up-

per memory and let you make color

printouts of images on the screen. The
disk contains three programs: a fast

screen print program (uses 20.3K of

memory), a slower screen print pro-

gram (uses 5.1 K). and a demo print

program with two sample images.

Getting Started

Installing the printer is simplicity it-

self. You just plug the control module
for your particular computer (ST or

XL) into the side of the printer and
connect the cable to the control module
and computer.

The printer ribbon comes in a simple

pop-in cartridge; two ribbons come with

the machine, a black one and a color

one. The black ribbon is said to have a

life of 120.000 characters (about 75

pages); the color ribbon can print about

35.000 characters (about 15 screen

prints).

In contrast with so many other print-

er manuals, the 32-page manual with

the Okimate is clearly written and well

illustrated. Ribbon loading, paper load-

ing, replacing the printhead. cleaning

the unit, and even elementary trouble-

shooting are all illustrated with detailed

two-color drawings.

Our only quibbles with the Okimate
are speed and ribbon life. The NLQ
print speed is about one-quarter as fast

as low-to-mid end plain paper dot ma-
trix units; thus the time difference is

substantial when printing a long docu-
ment. Ribbon life. also, is considerably

less than fabric ribbons on other prini-

This is aratt moae

.

Near letter quality (NLQ).

This is ital ics

.

This is an underline.

This is 17 characters per incn.

This is a ^^^ and a "•—-*pt

Doufcz>JLe w id tri .

Character Set 2:

•" * % I « » a 6 »
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ers— although the ribbon life and quali-

ty arc about the same as the one-strike

carbon ribbons available for other

printers.

All-in-all. for the price ($169 for the

printer and $99 for the ST Plug 'n' Print

interface module), the Okimate is an
outstanding performer. It is not for the

professional writer or business user who
prints dozens of pages per day. but if

your text printing needs arc light or you
want to make color screen prints, you

won't find a better value.

For the priCef the Okimate

is an outstanding performer.
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A reliable nine-pin printer that

offers near letter quality at a

reasonable price

Imagine my frustration. I had been
using a low-end dot matrix printer

that simply was not designed to

handle the volume of work I churn out.

It was never intended to produce scores

of attractively printed manuscript
pages every day—and it didn't. Instead,

left to its own devices, it produced a

couple of neat, if not especially attrac-

tive, pages followed by scores of man-
gled sheets or one sheet with thousands
of characters printed on the same line.

Imagine, then, my enthusiasm when I

received the Star Micronics NL-10 for

review, plugged it in, and watched it

print page after page of nicely formed
characters with nary a pause.

Endowed with both pin and friction

feed capability, the NL-10 handles both

continuous form and single sheets of

paper well. A lever on the left-hand side

adjacent to the platen has settings for

pin feed, single sheet, autofeed, and

Star

Micronics

NL-10

System and Price: Atari ST; $379

Port: Parallel interface cartridge

available

Speed: 120cps/draft; 30cps/NLQ

Summary: A versatile, reliable

workhorse.

Manufacturer:

Star Micronics America

200 Park Ave.

New York, NY 10166

(212)986-6770

manual adjustment. All of these set-

tings function as expected except the

autofeed, which is intended to snatch a

single sheet from the plastic paper guide

and wrap it automatically around the

platen, pausing right where it thinks

you ought to begin your letter. The
problem is that, because the paper bail

is automatically moved forward to al-

low the paper to feed freely, the paper
zips around the underside of the platen

and then heads skyward where it invari-

ably collides with the plastic printer

cover and destroys itself before you can

remember where the power switch is.

The combination of the single sheet

and manual adjustment settings, while

nowhere near as satisfying as autofeed
in theory, work quite well for inserting

single sheets of letterhead. Envelopes

feed in nicely, but then challenge you to

trick the paper-out sensor into thinking

you are using a full sheet of paper. It can
be done, of course, but why can't some-
one create a low cost printer with an
envelope setting? I resent having to

waste time defeating "features" that

ought to be helping rather than hinder-

ing me.

The NL-10 is sleek and attractive,

measuring 15.7" X 13.2" X 4.1" and,

despite its beige plastic shell, comple-

ments the streamlined design of the

Atari ST very nicely.

Print Quality

The nine-pin printhead produces
both draft and near letter quality char-

acters. The quality of the draft mode is

adequate but unremarkable. The NLQ
mode, while it would never be mistaken

for daisywheel output, is quite accept-

able for all but the most formal corre-

spondence and a great deal more attrac-

tive than most dot matrix print.

The advertised speed of the printer is

120 cps in draft mode, which includes

80, 96, and 1 36 characters per inch, and
30 cps in NLQ mode. This translates

into roughly 25 seconds to print an aver-

age double-spaced page in draft mode
and 1:33 for an average double-spaced

page in NLQ. Print mode is set manual-
ly from the front panel of the printer.

Other switches on the front panel in-

clude on/off-line, top-of-form, paper

feed, and boldface. Various combina-
tions of these switches produce italics

and forward and reverse microfeed.

By BETSY STAPLES
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You can also use them to set both right

and left margins. A small orange light

glows when the machine is on and blinks

when either the cover is off or the paper

is out. DIP switches are easily accessi-

ble at the back of the printer.

The NL-10 is completely compatible

with 1ST Word when installed as an
Atari SMM804. Boldface, italics, and
underscore all print perfectly in both

draft and NLQ modes.

To their credit, the designers at Star

Micronics elected not to extend the Ep-
son-compatibility of the NL-10 to in-

clude awkward placement of the printer

cable. On the NL-10, the parallel con-

nector is off to one side at the back,

leaving the paper path unobstructed.

And speaking of the parallel connec-

tor: you must specify that you want a

standard parallel interface cartridge

when you purchase the printer. The car-

tridge slides into a slot on the back of the

NL-10 and provides the connector for

your cable. You get one cartridge with

the printer, and you can purchase addi-

This is normal NLQ mode.
This is NLQ italics.
This is normal draft mode.
This is NLQ bold.

tional ones (for use with different com-
puters) for $60 each.

Documentation

The instruction booklet that comes
with the printer is complete and
straightforward; the most complicated

function it describes is the automatic
paper feed, which we already know
doesn't work. It tells you everything you
need to know to get the printer up and
running.

The manual that comes with the in-

terface cartridge is really more of a text-

book on printing with Basic than an
instruction book for the average user. In

close to 200 pages, it tells you how to

print everything from italics to graphics

from Basic and provides detailed in-

structions for creating your own down-
loadable character sets. Whether or not

you plan to do more than print an occa-

sional term paper or letter to Mom, it is

nice to know that the capability is there

and well-documented.

During a month of heavy use, the

Star Micronics NL-10 has proved itself

a reliable, versatile workhorse. Produc-

ing reams of tidy manuscript in draft

mode and very respectable business let-

ters in NLQ mode, it has never once

jammed or unilaterally implemented
austerity measures by recycling used

paper.

If your use is moderate to heavy and
you want good quality NLQ output, the

NL-10 would be a good choice to fill

your printer needs.

Remember Creative Computing?
Every single page of every single issue of the first three years

of Creative Computing can be
yours for just $10.00

Creative Computing is the oldest of all the

personal computing magazines, the first is-

sue being published in November 1974. (The

first issue of Byte wasn't published until near-

ly a year later.)

The early issues contain an eclectic mix-

ture of main stream and off-beat material: a

scholarly discussion of the effect of comput-

ers in schools, a cartoon strip by R. Crumb, a

classic comparison of sorting methods (as

yet, unequaled in any other magazine), Isaac

Asimov's first story about Multivac (available

nowhere else). Don Piele*s outstanding prob-

lem solving series, and, oh yes. over 50 origi-

nal games in Basic!

Sure, some of the material is outdated

—

you wouldn't want to build an Altair today

—

but reading about it gives a fascinating

glimpse of personal computers at the very

beginning, not according to a dry book, but on

the pages of a magazine that was right there

on the spot. However, since Creative Com-
puting was oriented toward using computers,

many of the applications, programs, and tuto-

rials are as useful today as the day they were

written.

Three volumes, The Best of Creative Com-

puting, Volumes 1, 2, and 3, each contain one

full year of Creative Computing magazine

—

every article, every program, every review,

and every cartoon. In all. they contain 1000

pages of useful and interesting material. Each

volume alone sells for $8.95. however, we
are offering the entire set of three volumes

for only $10.00 postpaid.

Write today; we have only 47 sets of

books! Send $10.00 check or M.O, for your

set of books (no credit cards, no C.O.D.s) to

Creative Closeouts, 12 Indian Head Road,

Morristown, NJ 07960.
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PROGRAMMING!

An Introduction To GEM VDI
First in a series, the article and

program presented here

demonstrate aspects of

programming the Atari Graphics

Environment Manager in C.

The Atari ST computer is the epit-

ome of power and affordabilily.

With high processing speed and
dazzling graphics, it offers a level of

technical sophistication beyond any-

thing in its price range. Yet, despite its

incredible complexity, programming
the ST can be surprisingly simple. The
reason is GEM.

This is the first article in a series

devoted to explaining GEM and its fea-

tures from the programmer's perspec-

tive. Covered will be such abstruse sub-

jects as window manipulation, drawing

commands, and use of the mouse. Al-

though GEM applications can be writ-

ten directly in assembly language, or in

any high-level language that supports

the various interfaces required, the pro-

grams and examples in these articles

use C.

There are several practical reasons

for choosing C as a medium for demon-
strating GEM. First, C is a "systems

language," well suited to expressing the

concepts involved in system interfacing.

Second, C is capable (in most imple-

mentations) of producing stand-alone

programs that can justifiably be called

"applications."

Third, and perhaps most important,

C is the high-level programming lan-

guage of choice for the ST environment.

ST documentation is designed with C in

mind throughout, and implementations

of C for the ST incorporate, in their

packaged libraries, GEM-related func-

tions that are consistent with this docu-

mentation.

By BOB COCKBOFT

Sample programs in this scries are

composed using Mark Williams C
(Mark Williams Company, 1430 West
Wrightwood, Chicago, IL 60614,
$179). The Mark Williams product is a

robust, fairly inexpensive development

suite that conforms well to the Atari

GEM reference standard. Readers
should, in most cases, however, be able

to compile these programs under Al-

cyon. Lattice, Mcgamax, or other popu-

lar compilers, with few changes.

GEM Overview

GEM is conveniently viewed as an

elaborate collection of function calls,

ranging from low-level graphics func-

tions to high-level functions for memory
management and event handling. GEM
consists of two main sections: the Virtu-

al Device Interface (VDI), providing

services for drawing lines and polygons,

handling text and fill patterns, and the

like; and the Application Environment
Services (AES) package, which per-

forms memory management and mes-
sage passing, manages the desktop envi-

ronment of icons, windows, and menus,
and provides facilities for the control of

screen objects and the mouse.

The Virtual Device Interface

As any experienced programmer will

realize, the process of putting text on a

computer screen differs— at the me-
chanical level— from the process of

sending text to a printer. Part of the job

of an operating system is to insulate the

programmer from the most elementary

mechanics of this "device-dependent"

I/O. The GEM Virtual Device Inter-

face provides a collection of func-

tions for handling graphics and text

data that are, insofar as possible, de-

vice-independent. It does so by letting

the programmer address a "virtual de-

vice"—a kind of generic, "normalized"
peripheral without any severe quirks—
and then abstracting (via various device

drivers) from this virtual device to

whatever "real world" peripherals

(screens, printers, etc.) it supports.

Responsibilities of the VDI include:

Drawing circles and ellipses.

Drawing arcs and pic sections.

Drawing lines and bars.

Filling and creating fill patterns.

Creating fonts and displaying text.

Displaying colors.

Controlling the mouse at the me-
chanical level.

Conveying information about the

keyboard.

Maintaining mouse and text cursors.

The NDC and RC Coordinate Systems

The VDI supports two coordinate

systems for organizing a graphics dis-

play. The Normalized Device Coordi-

nate (NDC) system refers to a virtual

graphics display that is not limited to

the resolution of any particular output

device, but merely to that of the current

graphics mode. It is organized like the

positive quadrant of the Cartesian coor-

dinate system, with the origin (point

0,0) in the lower left-hand corner as

shown in Figure I

.

Raster Coordinates (RC), by con-

trast, store information in a way that

reflects the requirements of a physical

device. Thus, information stored as

Raster Coordinates does not have to be

changed by VDI prior to output. Like

the NDC system. Raster Coordinates

place information in a Cartesian grid.

However, the origin of the Raster Coor-

dinate grid is in the upper right-hand

corner, and Y coordinates increase in

magnitude down wards --in the opposite

(max x.y)

Graphics Area

origln(O.O)

NDC System
Figure 1.
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direction from NDC. as shown in Fig-

ure 2.

Note that, unlike the NDC coordi-

nate space, the maximum resolution of

the Raster Coordinate system is in line

with that of the device supported.

Line Drawing with VDI

The program Linedem, presented

here, demonstrates some general as-

pects of working with GEM's VDI as

well as applying most of the line-related

calls of the VDI.
There arc three steps involved in writ-

ing a program that uses VDI. The first

step, common to all GEM applications,

involves defining certain data struc-

tures used by GEM to pass information

back and forth, and initializing the ap-

plication via a call to the AES package.

The second step involves opening a

virtual workstation, a kind of I/O chan-

nel that helps organize communications
between your program and the output

device it accesses (in this case, the

screen). The third step involves calling

the various individual functions you re-

quire, addressing each to the virtual

workstation you are using.

Initializing an application is a func-

tion, not of VDI, but of AES— the ap-

plication environment services package.

It is done by a call to the AES function

appl init( ). Before this call is made.
several global arrays

—

contrl[12]. in-

tin(!28], ptsin|l28], intout[l28] and
ptsout[128] must be declared to pro-

vide space for GEM to store informa-

tion relating to the various functions

your application accesses. Once these

arrays are declared, you can basically

forget about them—GEM automatical-

ly copies parts of these arrays into and
out of the local control structures you
declare in managing your application.

Once initialized, the next responsibil-

ity of a fundamental application (like

the desktop, for example) is to open a

physical workstation for output to the

screen, defining graphics mode and var-

ious graphic attributes. The privilege of

origln(0,0)

Graphics Area

(max x.y)

Raster Coordinate System
Figure 2.

opening such a physical workstation is

limited to systems-level applications,

however, because only one physical

workstation can be opened to a particu-

lar device. Applications such as ours

that run under the desktop environment

can skip this step, proceeding to open a

virtual workstation that inherits attri-

butes of the current physical worksta-

tion.

The first step in opening a virtual

workstation is to obtain a handle (a

pointer) to the currently-open physical

workstation. To do so. the function

graf handle( ) is used:

handle gra-f_handle(&dummy,&du
mmy,&dummy,8<dummy) ;

where variables "handle" and "dum-
my" have been declared as short inte-

gers. The result of the graf handle( )

call is to place the handle ID in variable

"handle." The "dummy" variable re-

ceives four values corresponding to the

size of the workstation text font— extra-

neous for purposes of Linedem.

The second step is to set up a 10-

element integer array called work in

that contains information describing

the virtual workstation you want to set

up. The values of individual elements of

work in control the following worksta-

tion attributes:

work in[0] -

work in[ 1 ]
-

work in[2J -

work in[3] -

work in [4] -

work in [5] -

work in [6] -

work in [7]

work in [8] -

work in [9]

work in [10]

Device ID number.
Linetype.

Polyline color index.

Marker type.

Polymarker color in-

dex.

Text face.

Text color index.

Eill interior style.

Fill style index.

Fill color index.

NDC or RC coordi-

nates; for NDC,
2 for RC.

Linedem sets work in[0] to 1. indi-

cating that the application uses device

# 1 . the screen. Elements I to 9 are set

to default values of I . Element 1 is set

to 2, indicating a choice of raster coordi-

nates. This is done using a FOR block

and an assignment statement, in the fol-

lowing manner:

/< set all defaults to 1 */
for (i-O; i< 10; work_inCi++]«l)

;

/t use raster coordinates */
work_inC10]"2|

The third and finalstep is to open the

workstation, via the call:

v_opnvwk <work_in, Schandle, work_
out)

\

The first argument to v opnvwk
(open virtualworkstation), "work! in,"

is the name of the workstation descrip-

tor array defined above. The second ar-

gument is a pointer to your workstation

handle. The third argument, "wor-

k out," references a 57-clement short

integer array designated to receive in-

formation back from VDI concerning
workstation operation. Immediately af-

ter the call to v opnvwk, two external

variables, xres and yres, are used to

store the maximum horizontal and ver-

tical limits to the raster coordinate

screen, returned in work out[0] and
w'ork out [I]. These values depend on

the current screen mode.

Drawing the Line

Once the workstation is open, using

VDI to draw a line, as Linedem docs, is

a simple matter of setting line style, end
types, line width, and color attributes,

and calling the VDI polyline routine.

Setting Line Style

The VDI includes seven line styles

—

six supplied, one user-definable. The
style ID numbers arc:

1
= Solid

2 = Long dash

3 = Dot
4 = Dash dot

5 = Dash
6 = Dash dot dot

7 = User-defined

To set the line-style, call the
vsl type( ) function with the appropri-

ate number, accepted as input from the

user.

vsl _type (handle, style)

»

The user-defined line style is not sup-

ported in Linedem. Should you select it

or enter a meaningless value, unpredict-

able results will occur. Note that for the

sake of simplicity. Linedem incorpo-

rates no error checks on input values.

Therefore, experiment as you will, but

be prepared for unusual results.

Setting Line Width

Line width is set by calling the

vsl width( ) function.The first argu-

ment to vsl width( ) is your virtual

workstation handle. The second must be

an odd number, representing the num-
ber of pixels wide you want subsequent

lines to be. Note that setting line thick-
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ness greater than one pixel (the default)

will cause the system to ignore line style

settings and make all lines solid.

Sitting Line End Styles

Line-ends are set to one of three

shapes, using the vsl cnds( ) function.

The first argument to vsl ends( ) is

your workstation handle; the second
and third arguments, values for the end-

style you want used at the start- and
end-point of your line, respectively.

Values for the three types of line-ends

are:

= Squared (default)

1 = Arrow-shaped
2 = Rounded

Setting Line Color

Setting line color is a two-step pro-

cess. The first step is to assign RGB
settings to a particular color register

using the vs color( ) function. The sec-

ond step is to tell VDI to use this register

in drawing lines, using the vsl color( )

function.

Register is dedicated to storing the

background color, so it is irrelevant to

foreground graphics like lines. There
are, however, 15 foreground registers

available in low res, three in medium
res, and one in high res (monochrome)
that can be used to specify the color of a

line. Setting a color register is done by

initializing a short integerarray of three

elements, containing the Red, Green,

and Blue settings (0-7) for the color

effect you require, and calling vs co-

lore ) in the following manner:

/• value for r»d component t/
rgb_inCO] r»d|
/* value for green component »/

rgb_inCll green
j

/• value for blue component */
rgb_inC2] bluej
vs_color (handle, col or _index , rgb
_in>»

where color index is the number of the

register you want to set (1-15 in low res:

1-3 in medium res; I in high res). Note
that you can prc-sct as many color regis-

ters as are available in the graphics

mode you are using, simply by resetting

the values in the RGB array appropri-

ately and calling vs color( ) each time

with a different index.

Once the color registers are set, tell-

ing VDI to draw lines using the color in

a particular register is done with
vsl color ( ).

The general form of this instruction

is:

vsl _col or (handle, col or Jndex ) |

Linedem
Et& ATARI KEY
Any Atari ST Computer
Mark Williams C-Language Development System

•include <stdio.h>
•include <gemdef s.h>
•include <osbind.h>

/* Global control arrays for VDI interface */

int contrlC123|
int intinC12B]|
int ptsinC1283|
int intoutC1283;
int pt»outC12S3;

/* Global variables for application t/

int handle, dummy, xres, yres;
int work_inC123, work_outC573

;

mai n (

)

int i i

char ch;

/* Set input control array to default values */

for (i=0; i<10jwork_inCi++3=l> ;

/* Set raster coordinates */

work_inC 103=2;

/» Initialize AES application */

appl_init (>

;

/$ Obtain handle for fullscreen physical workstation */
i

handl e=graf _handl e (Scdummy , tcdummy , Scdummy, fcdummy) ;

/* Open virtual workstation, recover screen limits */

v_opnvwk (work_in,fchandle, work_out)

;

xres=work_outC03; yres=work_outE13;

/* Get rid of mouse cursor $/

v_hide_c (handle) ;

/* Do linedrawing demonstration */

do <

1 i nedewo < )

;

Nhile < IBconstat (2)
)

;

> while <<ch»Bconin<2)) != * \33'
)

;

/* Clear screen, hone cursor, make cursor visible »/

printf

<

M \33E\33e\n">

;

/* Show mouse >/

v_show_c (handl e)

;

/t Close virtual workstation */

v_cl svwk (handl e)

;

f% Exit Application «/

appl_exi t ()

;
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/> Function: perform line demonstration */

1 i nedeno (

)

int pxyarray[4], rgb_inC33;
int style, width, beg_style, end_style;

/« Clear screen, home cursor, make cursor visible */

printf ("\33E\33e\n")

;

/* Set line type */

print*

<

M
1 - solid\n2 = long dash\n3 = dot\n n );

printf ("4 * dash dot\n5 « dash\n6 • dash dot dot\n\n">;
printf ("Enter line stylet ");

scanf (
NXd",lcstyle)

j

vsl _type (handl e, styl e)

;

/• Set line width */

printf ("\n\nEnter line widths ")j
scanf ("Xd",l<width)

;

vsl _width (handl e, width);

/* Set line end styles t/

print-f ("\n\nO = squared\nl = arrow\n2 = rounded\n\n") |

print-f ("Enter first line end stylei ")|
scanf ( "Xd " , &beg_sty 1 e)

;

printf ("\nEnter second line end style: M
)|

scanf ( "Id" , tiend_style) ;

vsl _ends (handl e, beg_s t y 1 e, end _ st y 1 e)

;

/» Set line color */

printf ("\n\nEnter 3 color variables (red, green, blue).\n">;
printf ("Each eay range from - lOOO. \n\n");
printf ("Enter red value: ");
scanf

(

MXd",argb_inC03)

;

printf ("\nEnter green value: ");
scanf ( "Xd" , *rgb_i nC 1 3 )

;

printf ("\nEnter blue value: ");
scanf (

M%d M ,«.rgb_inC23)

;

vs_color (handle, 2, rgb in) ;

vsl_color (handle, 2 )

;

/% Bet coordinates •/

printf

(

M \n\nEnter X coordinate of starting point. \n")|
printf (" (May range froe - Xd) : ",xres);
scanf ("Xd u ,ficpxyarray[03)

;

printf ("\nEnter Y coordinate of starting point. \n")j
printf ("(Hay range from - Xd): ",yres);
scanf

(

uXd",&pxyarray[13) ;

printf ("\n\nEnter X coordinate of ending point. \n");
printf ("(May range from - Xd) : ",xres);
scanf ("Xd",8cpxyarrayC23) ;

printf ("\nEnter Y coordinate of ending point. \n");
printf ("(May range from - Xd): ",yres);
scanf (

HXd",&pxyarrayC33) ;

/* Clear screen, home cursor, make cursor invisible */

printf ("\33E\33f\n")

;

/* Draw line */

i

v_pline (handle, 2, pxyarray) ;
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L IIWuBlll demonstrates some general aspects of working with

VDI as well as applying most of the VDI line-related calls.

where color index isihe number of the

register you want to use. Note that Lin-

edem sets and uses Register 1 automati-

cally.

Drawing the Line

Finally, you are ready to draw your
line. This, once again, is a two-step pro-

cess. First, you must declare and initial-

ize an integer array of four elements (in

Lincdem. this array is called pxyarray).

to store the X- and Y-coordinatc values

of your endpoints. Once this is accom-
plished, the line is drawn using the

v pline function, as follows:

v_pl ine (handle, 2, pxyarray)

;

where the value 2 indicates how' many
(X.Y) coordinate pairs pxyarray con-

tains. The v pline( ) function is capa-

ble of drawing multi-line figures and

polygonal shapes as well as single lines.

To accomplish this, of course, you
would have to supply a larger array,

containing additional (X.Y) values.

Using Linedem

Linedem was composed and tested

using the Mark Williams C develop-

ment system for the ST. To compile the

listing under the Mark Williams sys-

tem, enter it into a file called "line-

dem.c." using MicroEMACS or an
equivalent editor. Compile it from the $

prompt of the Mark Williams "msh"
shell, using the command:

cc linedem. c -laes -lvdi.or

cc linedem. c —VGEM

The expressions "-laes -Ivdi" and
"-VGEM" link in AES and VDI librar-

ies. Other C development systems (Me-

gamax, for example) may link in this

material automatically as part of the
standard compilation process.

Once successfully compiled. Line-

dem can be executed directly from the

shell S prompt by typing:

1 inedem.prg

or from the desktop by double-clicking

on the lincdem. prg icon. After one run-

through, the program will pause. Press-

ing Esc at this point will cause it to

terminate; while pressing any other key
will eause it to repeal,

Linedem employs header files for

standard I/O (for the printf( ) and
seanf( ) functions), GEM definitions,

and OS bindings (for the BIOS I/O
functions Bconstat( ) and Bconin( ).

used to check the keyboard). Certain

kinds of screen control (clearing the

screen, homing the cursor, making the

cursor visible and invisible) are accom-
plished by using printf( ) to output se-

quences of control characters. Sec ref-

erences under "screen control" in the

Mark Williams C manual for further

information.

You'll get a ticket of

Thai Boxing

for the

Atari ST.

Examine Artworx expanding list ol ST software

THAI BOXING brings oriental kick boxing to the ST with stunning 3-D

graphics and fast action Only S19.95

STRIP POKER is the classic computer program Play againsl Suzi and
Melissa: the more you win. the more they take off! Only $39.95

HOLE IN ONE GOLF Plays like the real thing and includes an easy-to-use

Editor for designing your own golf course Only $29.95

BRIDGE 4 has full graphic display of all hands, allows the user to be

dealt good cards all the time and is completely mouse-driven. Only $29.95

COM PU BRIDGE is Artworx' bridge tutorial utilizing 10 chapters covering

all aspects of the game Only $29.95

PEGGAMMON is a new and innovative approach to backgammon. Play

against the computer or with a friend in the two-player mode. Only $17.95

MAILLIST handles medium to large sized lists It zip code sorts.

alphabetizes selects by keyword, prints labels, and more Only $17.95

BAKER STREET DETECTIVE brings you back to 1893 London with mysteries

to solve just like Sherlock Holmes Only $17.95

Aitwrx Software Co . Inc .
1844 Penfield Road Penlield. N Y 14526 1716) 385-6120 |800| 828-6573

ELECTRONIC ONE
CALL (814) 664 9994 WRITE PO 80X13428 COLUMBUS, OHIO 43213

ill ATARI ST COMPUTERS
520 ST COLOR 768.00

520STBAV 598.00

ATARI 20 MEG
HARO DRIVE 648.00

08L SIDED DRIVE 218.00

COLOR MONITOR 318.00

B/W MONITOR 168.00

10 FT. DISK ORIUE CABLE 18.00

520 ST ENTERTAINMENT
ARENA 24 99
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING 27 99
CHESS .... 42 99

EIGHT BALL 29 99
F 15 STRIKE EAGLE 29 99
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 36 99

JET 36 99

KINGS QUEST II 32 99
LEADER BOARD 29 99

MAJOR MOTION 29 99
OGRE 27 99
TENTH FRAME 29 99
SUPER HUE V 29 99

ST KARATE 29 99

WINTER GAMES
WORLD GAMES

520 ST UTILITIES

NEOCMROME
N-VISlON

PAINTWORKS
PAPERCLIP ELITE

PAYROLL
PERSONAL PASCAL
PERSONAL PROLOG
PERSONAL MONEY
MANAGEMENT

PHILON/FAST BASIC
PRINTMASTER
PRINTMASTER ART
GALLERY l.ll

PRINTMASTER ART
GALLERY III

PROFESS BUSINESS LETTER
REGENT BASE
REGENT PAK
REGENT WORO

I

REGENT WORD II (GEM VRSN)
RIGHT 90
RUBBER STAMP
SERIES BUNDLE (CD AP GL)

29 99

29 99

29 99

29 99
45 99

W99
69 99

49 99
59 99

34 99

99 99

29 99

1999

26 99

S34 99

69 99

32 99

34 99

69 99

22 99

29 99
132 99

HOW TO OROER CASHIER CHECK, MONEY ORDER. MASTERCARD-, or VISA"

(AOO 4S» tor charge corde) ... NO PERSONAL CHECKS ... NO COO. 'a . . . SHIP-

PED UPS PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
SHIPPING Prompl ono day shippinrj on m-siock morchandiso Or»o losidonts odd
5 5% vital Ina Arid S3.00 on mi orders undor $100 00 Add t5 00 on nil ordora Ovor

i 100 00
INTERNATIONAL Aciual Ireigni ci>moo on an ordois oulsido [ho continontnl Unrtori

SIMM including a p.o
call on wniiE fon fhll catalog
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Parrots and Canaries

The Elephant Nose Pet Shop sells

parrots and canaries; a parrot costs

twice as much as a canary. A bird-lov-

ing lady came in and purchased five

parrots and three canaries. If, instead,

she had bought three parrots and five

canaries, she would have spent $20 less.

What is the price of each bird?

Marbles

Karen has exactly three limes as

many marbles as Kevin and four times
as many as Brian. They have fewer than

200 marbles among them. How many
marbles could each person have. You
may want to write a program to find all

of the possibilities.

Out for some exercise, four program-
mers, Al. Bill. Chuck, and Don. start

from the same point to run and walk on

a circular path, the length of which is

exactly one mile. Al runs at five miles

per hour. Bill jogs at four mph. Chuck
walks at three mph, and Don saunters at

two mph. If they keep going at this rate,

how long will it be before all four again

meet at the starting point.

By DAVID H. AHL

Some of these problems can be

solved in your head, some require

pencil and paper, and still others

require that you write a computer pro-

gram. Answers are on page 83.

Bottle of Wine

A bottle of wine costs $10. The wine
was worth $9 more than the bottle. How
much was the bottle worth?

Two Flag Poles

This old problem from Professor Al-

bert Hopkins should be easy for the

modern computerist. "In the back of the

Crystal Palace stand two flag poles,

each 1 00 feet high, with a 1 50-foot rope

hanging between them. The middle of

the rope is 25 feet above the ground.

How far apart are the poles?"

100'

«*)&. w£i
i
£. J 1

The Theater Line

They'd been standing in line quite a

while outside the theater and Paul was
bored. "Here's a job for you," his father

said. "Say the first person in the line is

number one. the second number two,

and so on. Figure out the total of all

those numbers for the people ahead of

us."

After some busy minutes up and
down the line with pencil and paper,

Paul came back to report. "There are

exactly one-third as many kids as

grown-ups." he declared. "But it's fun-

ny that the grown-ups' number comes to

three times the kids' number."
"What's the total then?" his father

asked.

"Between 800 and 1000." replied the

boy."

What is the total of the numbers?
And how many kids and grown-ups are

on the line?

Old Vase

An antique dealer bought an old vase

for $7, sold it for $8. bought it back a

year later for $9. and sold it a second

time for $10. How much profit did he

make?

Sheep Farmer
A sheep farmer in New Zealand had

different breeds of sheep in four pad-
docks. In the second paddock were
twice as many sheep as in the first, in the

third twice as many as the second, and
in the fourth twice as many as in the

third. He had 1035 sheep in total. How
many sheep were in each paddock?
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If
you take a piece of paper the size

and thickness of this magazine page

and fold it in half, how many folds

do you think you can make? If you

haven't actually ever done this. STOP
READING and try it right now.

Upon first being presented with this

problem, most people think they can

make 20 or 50 or even 1 00 folds. I n fact.

as you probably discovered if you actu-

ally tried it. it is difficult to make more

than six folds. If you start with a large

sheet oi' newspaper, you may be able to

make eight folds, although after the sev-

enth fold, the packet to be folded w ill be

well over %" thick and about the size of

a large postage stamp.

It is interesting to carry this process

further (using a calculator or computer

rather than actually folding paper).

Let's say we start with a piece of paper

the size of a football field and Vioon"

thick (considerably flimsier than this

magazine page). Have a guess: how
many times can it be folded'.'

Twenty'.' Thirty'' Not likely. It is dif-

ficult to identify the precise point at

which the task becomes impossible, but

after the 13th folding, the resulting

package is about 4' square and 8" thick.

Now think about bending that.

If you haven't warmed up your com-

puter yet. this is the time to do it. be-

cause we will soon exceed the capability

of most calculators. Let's say that we
can get an extremely large piece of our

very flimsy Vinnn" thick paper and fold it

in half exactly 100 times. Having done

that, we want to stand on top of it. How
long a ladder would we need to reach the

top'.'

By now you have some idea of what to

expect— or do you? After 20 folds, the

packet is over 87' thick, but just six

more folds brings the thickness to over

one mile: hence we will need a prettv

long ladder for 100 folds. After 38 folds,

the stack, if laid on its side, would reach

from Boston to San Diego. After the

53rd fold, the stack will reach past the

sun. and by the 83rd fold, it will reach

the center o( our galaxy. I leave it to you

(and your computer) to calculate the

precise height of the stack after 100

folds.

Perhaps the most famous story told

about doubling concerns the invention

o( the game of chess. The game, or so

the story goes, was invented by a math-

ematician in old England. The king was

To the moon on a piece ofpaper

•3S
'• -

. f^&2

:•«***. *'•.

>«i
By DAVID HAHL

so pleased with the game thai he offered

the inventor any reward he cared to

name. The inventor simply asked for

one grain of corn on the first square of

the chessboard, two on the second, four

grains on the third square, eight on the

fourth, and so on. The king thought this

a very cheap price to pay for such a fine

game and readily agreed.

However, after consulting his court

advisors, he was not at all pleased to

learn that the total quantity of grain

required would more than equal the en-

tire world output for many years to

come. H. J. R. Murray in his book. .-I

History of Chess, calculated that the

quantity of grain needed (2"4 -
1 )

would be enough to cover England to a

uniform depth of 38.4'. (Just exactly

how many grains is this?) Reportedly,

the king had the inventor beheaded for

imposing such a mathematical joke on

royalty.

Doubling is just one form of com-
pounding, i.e.. computing a new number
based on a multiple of the original num-
ber. Compound interest on a bank ac-

count is perhaps the most familiar form

of compounding, although there are

many others. The formula to compute a

compounded amount is simplicity itself:

the new amount is equal to the old

amount plus the old amount limes the

rate of growth.

P(new) = P( old) + P(old)*R

Thus, we can write a simple Basic

program to calculate compound growth

for practically any situation.

10 INPUT "Starting amount ": P

20 INPUT "Compounding rate"; R
30 INPUT "Number of limes": N
40 FOR I = I TO N
50 P = P*( I + R

)

60 NEXT I

70 PRINT "Amounl at end =": P

If we wanted to be more efficient, we
could eliminate the repetitive calcula-

tions in Lines 40-60 and replace them
with the general formula for computing
compound amounts:

40 P= P*(l + R)fN

In the doubling problems above. R is

simply set to one. while in compound
interest problems. R must be set to the

rate of interest expressed as a decimal

such as .05 for 5% or .12 for 12%.

Armed with this information, you
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Item

Hershe) bar

CBS LP record

Toyota Corona /Camrv

1975 Price

S .25

4.95

4238.00

1985 Price

S .45

8.95

8978.00

Table 1.

should have no trouble solving the prob-

lems below

.

Uncle Bert

Your uncle Bert deposited SI 000 for

you in a savings account the day \ou
were born. He passed awa) on > our 40th

birthday, and the account is now \ours,

If it has been earning 6 f
y annual inter-

est, how much would >ou inherit'?

Had it been in a bank which com-
pounded interest month!) (1/2*% per

month), how much would have accumu-
lated?

Inflation

In the inflationarv days o\' the earl)

70' v consumer prices were rising at an

average rate o\' 8 8*8 per year, \ssum-

Thanks to Frank Tapson and
Charles Reeres whose unities in

Creative Computing in 1975 pro-

vided the basis lor this article.

ing this rate had continued for 25 years

from 1975 to 2000. what would be the

prices of the items listed in Table I bv

the year 2000?

ForiunaieK . the current rate of infla-

tion is onl) about 2.3 cc. Assuming this

rate were to continue for 25 years, what
would be the prices of the items listed

in Table I in the year 2010"

Only a Penny!

On your first birthday your father

gives you a gift of a penny, which you
promptk swallow. He promises to dou-

ble the amount o\' the gift ever) year

until you reach your 2 1st birthday. How
much will you receive on the day vou

come o\' age'.' And how much in total

will you have received over the years?

Pollution

Erie Count) in upstate New York is

one of the most heavil) polluted areas in

the L nited States. In a stud) of the

residents of the county, it was found

that the number of people d\ing from

respirator) diseases is doubling every

five sears. In 1950. there were 263

deaths attributed to respirator) dis-

eases. How man) deaths will there be in

the year 2050. assuming this same rale

of increase?

Bristleworm

The bristleworm can reproduce b\

splitting itself into 24 segments, each of

which grows a new head and tail. Start-

ing with just one worm and assuming

hospitable conditions, how man)
bristleworms will result from ten splits'.'

From 20 splits?

Manhattan Island

We are told that the Dutch settlers

paid the Indians the equivalent of $24

for Manhattan Island in 1626. Assum-
ing the Indians on Januar) I. 1627 had

put thai sum in investments paying 6%
annualh and left all of the money full)

invested, what would be the amount of

their holdings in 1975? You will be in-

terested to compare this answer with the

1974 assessed value of Manhattan-
some $6.4 billion.

l/)\iii'rs mi page 81

Next issue: Extended Precision

Numbers.

ATARI ST BEST SELLERS!

..I'm Professor Canirell....or. if you prefer.

200 trillion quarks to ike nth...
"

Over 30 quality titles. Send for our latest

catalog. Dealer inquiries welcome.

MirfiYron
576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053
Orders and Information (313) 334-5700
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How to Win Friends and

Influence User Groups
A complete guide to making it to the top of your local club

By DAVID D. BUSCH

The user group is a phenomenon
thai has been around nearly as

long as there have been comput-
ers. Users of big mainframes, often en-

couraged by manufacturers, banded to-

gether insclf-dcfcnse to exchange ideas

and discuss problems. When the micro-

computer opened the field to small busU
ness and personal computer owners,
user groups sprang up like mushrooms
after a rain. Atari groups were at the

forefront and arc still among the most
active in the movement.
A great deal takes place at a user

group meeting besides simply exchang-

ing computer information. Like it or

not. the average user groupconclave has

a rigid peeking order. Those with the

fanciest array of hardware, those who
think in machine language, or who can
speak the most high-level languages fre-

quently garner the most respect and at-

tention at gatherings. The most articu-

late, best-looking, and most charismatic

do OK, too. But where does that leave

you and me'.'

Gaining a high position in the user

group pecking order can be an impor-

tant part of enjoying Atari computer-
dom to the fullest. After all. how can
you expect one of the leading lights of

the group lo give you a copy of that

great utility program he has written if

you arc best known as the author of a

program which simulates the rolling of

a 14-sided die?

There are two ways for the newcomer
lo become a sought-after member of the

inner circle and to join the coterie of
microcomputer heavyweights. The first

is to buy and study every available book

on your Atari model. That requires a lot

of hard work and can fill your head with

much useless information that you will

never, ever need outside of user group
meetings. For example, when was ihe

last lime vou really, really needed to

know where IOCB#7 is?

The lazy person's way of gaining a

modicum of peer respect is to bluff his

or her way to stardom. This technique

hinges on a very important fact: user

group members who understand every-

thing there is lo know about Atari com-
puters probably won't be the ones ask-

ing you questions.

Here are some tricks you can use to

establish a formidable user group repu-

tation.

Don't Say Dumb Things

I irst of all. try not to say dumb
things. IIThcre isa small groupof mem-
bers who get all honey-eyed over BOS
(or some other obscure operating sys-

tem), simply avoid them. At the very

least, don't ask them if you might have

better luck with one or another brand of

tape when loading programs into vour-

cassette-based 600X1,.

Instead, find a less advanced clutch of

users whom you can impress. The ma-
jority of computer hobbyists respect

programmers. There are a great many
people who bought their Ataris primari-

ly for games and never really got much
past POR/NEXT loops in the manual.

You can dazzle them by showing off one

or two actual working programs. These

needn't really do anything useful. Just

explain thai the software isa specialized

application for your business, then drop

some jargon.

Examples: "Well, this program cal-

culates the aetuariali/ed life expectan-

cy of an assigned risk on an interest-

adjusted basis."

Or "I use this program every day to

determine how many Carbon- 1 4 rods

arc needed in the containment area lo

delimit the half-life of the critical reac-

tion."

Or "This particular program uses

critical path analysis to optimize the

routings undertaken by my garbage
iruck."

In any given user group, there will

always be a lew people who have actual-

ly written programs. You can impress

them by liberally sprinkling your code

with impressive-looking lines, which
don't really have to perform any useful

function. Here are a few tips to make
your program look more complicated

than it is.

Use Dummy Lines

Use PEEKS a lot. When PllKing, the

value obtained doesn't have to be used

by the program. For example:

100 A4-PEEK ( 18341 ) :A5-PEEK( 17627)

: A6-PEEK( 15322) +256"PEEK( 15323)

All but the most sophisticated program-

mer can't help but be impressed by a

line like that. I regularly use that line as

the first or second line of every single

program I write. It actually offers more
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protection than a copyright notice, be-

cause people w ho copy the program are

terrified to remove it.

When employing dummy lines, sim-

pl\ remember not to use those variables

for anything within the program, except

to carry out dummy calculations on oth-

er dummy variables. I once wrote a pro-

gram which does nothing more than

convert Celsius temperatures to Fahr-

enheit, but managed to pad it out with

300 dummy program lines which made
it a very impressive effort, indeed.

You can also spruce up your program
with pokes, but you must be more cau-

tious. You can't just poki values here

and there, or even re- POKI memory lo-

cations with the value you just Pinked
there. It might have changed. Your best

bet is to find a few harmless or unused
addresses, and POKI- numbers there (8-

bit Atari users mav w ish to trv locations

203-209 and 1536-1791 decimal for

starters).

Certain commonly-used Basic state-

ments can also be reliably replaced with

POKEs. Atari X-bit owners may wish to

tr> POKEing to locations 709-712 deci-

mal, instead of using SETCOLOR. Un-
fortunately, this sort of thing may re-

quire some actual programming
know ledge and is not recommended for

the neophyte w ho just wants to look like

an expert. ( Experts-in-lhe-making,
however, can POKI. their wa\ to glorj

with Ian Chadwick's book. Mapping
///c Atari |Computc Publications.

1985].)

Use 255

Use the number 255 whenever possi-

ble. For example, if you have a variable

V which will never exceed 10 (or so) in

a typical program run. you can safely

insert the following line:

100 IF A-255 THEN POKE (A+16326) .

The value 255 holds deep signifi-

cance, even for those who don't know a

word ofassembly language. Using dum-
my hexadecimal code is another good
dodge. The ADR function is useful for

placing dummy hex in an appropriately

functional (looking) selling:

100 ML-ADRCT0FFA10EAF9B")

While we're on the subject of hexa-

decimal and assembly language, a time-

honored Atari programming technique

involves placing machine code in a

siring and executing it directly. Simu-
lating this technique is easy—just di-

mension a string, say 50 characters

long, then assign it as follows:

100 DIM ML$(50) : MLS- "(Weird graphi
c characters go here:)"

To get the weird characters, just hold

down the Control key and wail away on
the letter keys. Tr> some inverse or low-

ercase. Be creative!

Compile It!

Compile your program. Basic com-
pilers are widcK available for both 8-

and 16-bit Ataris. If you know a little C.
all the better, just don't show' them your
source. Turn your program into ma-
chine code and don't tell anyone what
you've done. Let them all think you
wrote a 26547-byle-long assembly lan-

guage program all by yourself. Few will

wonder why a miles-per-gallon calcula-

tor needs to be that long or that fast

(calling it MPGCSYS.PRG doesn't

hurl, either).

The onh problem with pretending
programming expertise is thai sooner or

later, some 12-year-old genius will

come up lo you at a meeting and ask you
;i question you can't handle, such as

"Why can't 1 usestdio.h functions with

the-VGFM switch .'"or "Could you tell

me how to rechannel the F: device?"

Stay cool, and remember the cardinal

rule of faking computer expertise: if

he's so smart, why is he asking you a

question? When anybody asks you a

really difficult question about a tech-

nique, tell him you prefer to use an ele-

gant little subroutine developed by Dr
(fill in any name from War and Peace).

Or. better yet. stare into the distance

and murmur vaguely about a "recent

operating system update report" by

Leonard Tramiel (Atari's director of

software and a major technical heavy-

hitter, his name is talisman among those

who know b\ les best). If worse comes to

worst, you can always use a technique

Leonard himself has perfected stare

mildly at ihc interloper, shake your

head in bemused puzzlement, and ask

"Why would you want to do that with

all theoiher facilities at your disposal?"

Do this enough times, and even the te-

chiest lechies will quail.

Following these guidelines should put

you well on your way to becoming one of

the leaders of your local user group. Be

prepared though, for extra demands on

\our lime if the ruse works so well thai

you are elected president.

Answers to

Compounding

Problems

Chessboard

To cover ;i chessboard, doubling the

number of grains on each square, would
lake I 8.446.744.073.709.5 5 1 ,6 I 4

grains of corn.

Uncle Bert

You would receive $10,285.72 if it

was compounded annually, SI 0.957.45

com pou nded mom h ly

.

Inflation

Starting from the prices in 1975 and
1985, in 25 years the cost of the items

would be as shown in Table la.

Table la. H.H% 2.3%

Hcrshev bar $2.06 S0.79
CBS LP record 40.77 15.80
Toyota car. 34.904.60 15,851.50

Only a Penny!

On your 2 1st birthday vou would re-

ceive $20,971.52. Over" the years, the

total would come to $41,943.04.

Pollution

In 2050 there would be 275,775.488

deaths due to respiratory illness in Lric

County. Obviously, this is absurd, be-

cause this number exceeds the entire

current population of the U.S. Re-
searchers making predictions of this

sort should be very careful, because

compounding, particularly doubling,

gets out of hand very quickly.

Bristleworm

Under ideal conditions, one worm
could produce 95,367,431.640,625 off-

spring in ten generations. We don't have

room to print the number of offspring

after 20 generations.

Manhattan Island

Invested at 6% (not unreasonable).

the Indians' original $24 would have

grown to about $16.3 billion by 1975,

more than 2.5 limes the assessed valua-

tion of the city.
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By JOHN J. ANDERSON

We don't usually make ii a hab-

it to review software in other

than full release versions, but

we'll make an exception in the case of

l*S Talk from Batteries Included (30

Mural St.. Richmond Hill. ON L4B
1B5. Canada. (416) 881-9941). This

telecommunications program offers all

the features of its competitors along

with a few hundv capabilities all its own.

Although the disk we recently received

did not have each and every feature en-

abled, we saw enough of /*.S' Talk and

know enough about the fine reputation

o\' Batteries Included to conclude that

they will soon have another hit on their

hands.

/*.S" Talk combines the graphics pow-

er of GEM with the convenience of the

/*.S' series, which is designed to mate
with sister packages to create a custom-

ized integrated environment. The result

is a communications package that is

both easy to learn and easy to use.

With its pull-down menus and clear

visual presentation, the program make*

it easy for beginners to get at the func-

tions they, need. At the same time, an

abundant supply of shortcuts and func-

tion-key commands insures that as a

user advances, so can the nature of the

user interface. Thus, the experienced

user will never find himself bogged

down in endless mouse-dragging and

menu selection.

Among the foremost features of l*S

Talk arc: a large memory buffer for

capturing information: complete facili-

ties for transferring information be-

tween disk files, modem, printer, screen,

and memory buffer: xmodem protocol

transfers using checksum or CRC error

detection alongside complete filtering

capability o( both input and output: se-

lected TOS functions avilable within

the program: full-featured editing, in-

cluding a built-in spelling checker; an

independent, split-screen compose win-

dow: a phone directory with auto log-on

and auto redial: powerful shortcut mac-
ro keys, including a "'replay" macro
function that can playback mouse
movements and clicks as well a key-

strokes: and a memo/message calendar.

The program sells for S49.95.

I*S Talk works very intuitively, and

although beginners will certainly want

to read the documentation, they should

also be able to get up and running very

smoothly and quickly. Authors Stephen

Couchman and Michael Reichma nn

have managed to create a flexible user

interface that can gracefully grow in

sophistication along with its user.

I am still using Flash for my telecom-

munications, but remember. I am still

waiting for a full-Hedged version of I*S
Talk. It will be interesting to see how
well it works alongside other l*S pack-

ages, all of which are designed to allow

me to create a custom-integrated work-
space. I will be getting back to you on

this topic.

Where To Go

And where should you head once you
are all suited up and ready to telecom-

municate? Well, the biggest single en-

clave of Atari enthusiasts can be found

on the AtariSig of CompuServe, so

that's a mighty good place to start.

There the largest, most active Atari

user's network in the country meets 24
hours a day. The Sig has been split into

three forums, one for 8-bit machines,

another for the ST series, and a third for

software developers. It is one of the

most active Sigs on CompuServe, and
you really ought to visit if you haven't

done so already. Their library of pro-

grams available for download is grow-

ing constantly.

Have you ever thought about the title

of this magazine? It fittingly describes a

distinct type of enthusiast an explorer

of uncharted territory, a cartographer

of unknown potentials, an astronaut of

inner space.

When a machine is new and informa-

tion is hard to come by. a place like

CompuServe, where you can meet and
talk shop with other Atari Explorers,

becomes indispensable. The ST is in this

position now. and in its most important

function, the 16-bit forum of AtariSig

acts as a clearing house for all the latest

intelligence.

Some information is stored as retriev-

able text files. Other information comes
in the form of programs and program
data. If you use a terminal package that

allows xmodem protocol uploads and
downloads, a cornucopia of material is

available to you for no more than the

cost of your connect time.

Do you remember the arcade hit As-

teroids'' Well if you were a fan, you
should download a program called Me-
garoids from Data Library I in the 16-

bit forum. Written in Megamax C by

Mike and Mitch Bunell. the game fea-

tures smooth color animation and excel-

lent play ability . It is a beautiful exam-
ple of the power of Megamax C and is

provided free to Sig members for that

purpose.

Outside of the original arcade game,
with its unique vector graphics, this ver-
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The experienced user ofr s iaikm never be

bogged down in endless mouse-dragging and menu selection.

sion is the best implementation of As-

teroids I have ever seen. It must be

downloaded from two files. MEG AR-
O.PRG and MEGARO.RSC and total

download lime is about ten minutes, but

it is well worth the lime and effort.

More Free Programs

Is it desk accessories you seek'? Two
excellent desk accessor) games are also

available from DEI. The first is called

PUZZI I U ( and was written and

compiled in Mcgamax C. Using the

mouse. you move tiles to pul the pu/.7le

pieces in proper order. Not exaetlv the

most fun you will ever remember hav-

ing, but ii is nicelj executed and sports a

touch of color, loo.

A recent addition to DEI is MINO-
S.ACC, a much more sophisticated

desk accessorv puzzle. It pulls down a

three-dimensional maze in first person

perspective You wander through the

maze by clicking on the window scroll-

bars. Getting out is difficult, and you

can elect to use .1 "helper" to push you

through a little faster. The game is gen-

uineK absorbing, and the graphics are

nicel) done. Both accessories are rela-

tiveh short files and download in just a

few minutes Note thai the) must be

placed on 1 boot disk and renamed

DESk#.A('C m order to run. Finally,

some interesting accessories with which

to replace the TOS disk demo and VT-
52 emulator!

One of the neatest graphics demos I

have seen is available in DL5. h is called

Kl EIDO.PRG and runs in low or medi-

um res. It is a very smooth, multicolor

graphics animation that has a ver\ at-

tractive three-dimensional look lo it. In

low res. it runs especially fast as it cycles

through 16 colors. You might also have

a look at QUX2.PRG in DL5. This one.

although not in color, is also very fast

and quite impressive. Il runs in all

modes, and is incredible in monochrome
high res.

One of the best finds in the 16-bit

forum is NEO.PRG. also in DL5. It is a

partially-featured version of the power-

ful Neochrome paint program for the

ST from Atari. It takes a while to down-

load the file, which is over 30K, but.

again, it is well worth the lime and ef-

fort.

Neochrome v.0.5 allows you to turn

yourST into a color palette and sports a

magnify feature, which even the mag-
nificent paint program DEGAS lacks

(though Batteries promises we will see it

in new versions). Even if you own DE-
GAS, you will probably want \coch-

ronic as well.

Next issue: Ltilities. pictures, and

text via CompuServe.

Puzzles & Problems

Answers

Parrots and Canaries

A parrot costs* $20 and a canary $ 1 0.

Marbles

There are ten possible solutions. Thej
are:

Karen Ke>in Brian Total

12 4 3 19

24 8 6 38

36 12 9 57

4K 16 12 76

60 20 15 95

72 24 18 114

84 28 21 133

% 32 24 152

ON 36 27 171

20 40 30 190

Walking

The> will meet in one hour, by which

lime Al will have run five miles. Bill

four. Chuck three, and Don two.

Bottle of Wine

The common answer (wrong) is$l. If

the bottle were really worth 5 I . then the

wine, being worth $9 more, would be

worth SI0 and together the> would cost

St I. But since they actualK cost just

S10. ihc wine must be worth $9.50 and

the bottle 50 cents.

Two Flag Poles

The poles must be right next to each

other since that is the only way the loop

of a 150- fool rope can hang down 75

feel (or 25 feet above the ground).

The Theater Line

The formula for the total of all inte-

gers from I 10 N is <\*(N + I ))/2. If

there were k kids and 3k. grown-ups.

the total is 4k. If you substitute 4K for

V you should be able to determine that

the number total is 820 and there were

10 kids and 30 grown-ups on the line.

Old Vase

People look at this problem in many
ways, some of which seem to lead 10 the

incorrect answers of either SI or break

even. The correct answer is 52 which

can be pro\ ed simph b\ the fact that the

dealer's total outlay is 57 + $9 = SI6.

and his total return is S8 + S10 = 518.

for a profit of 52.

Sheep Fanner

The first paddock had 69 sheep, the

second 138. the third 276. and the

fourth 552.
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By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

W elcome back, folks. Entries

for Challenge # I ("TV
Snow" September/Octo-

ber '86) continue to pour in, but as yet,

the panel of distinguished judges has

been unable to reach a final decision. A
leu entries have actually approached

what we've defined as "benchmark per-

formance" (our benchmark being a TV
tuned to Video Disco Sri Lanka through

a busied satellite dish), but no entry has

been so perfect that we've felt moved to

close the competition. The upshot: keep

those entries coming! Next month, a

winner fer sure!

Theremin Effect

Challenge #2
It's a dark and stormy night ... A

door slams. Somebody screams. A shot

rings out. Suddenly, a pirate BBS ap-

pears on the hori/on . . . (The plot thick-

ens.)

Rouse yourself from that ruddy,

blood-sated, apn-s- Halloween torpor,

and consider the effects of sound on the

human nervous system. Sound unnerves

in ways overt and subtle. It unnerves

with volume and suddenness (the

BANG of firecrackers at your feet);

with persistence (the lick-tick-tick of a

June bug against the windowpane): and

M ATARI KEY
Any Atari S- Bit Home Computer
Atari Basic

10 DIM A<3)
20 FOR 1=0 TO 3 READ V= A< I )=V NEXT I

30 FOR 1=1536 TO 1593 READ V POKE I,V=NEXT I

40 SOUND 0.0.0,0 POKE 53768.80
50 POKE 53761, 160 POKE 53763,168
60 POKE 203-0: POKE 204 , A=USR ( 1536

)

70 FA=INT(RND(0)*2000)+1000
80 FOR 1=0 TO 3 F=FA*A<I)
90 FH=INT( F/256 ) FL=F-FH*256
100 POKE 203, FL = POKE 204, FH
110 FOR D=l TO 500+1000*< 1/3) NEXT D NEXT I GOTO 70
1000 DATA 1,. 5,. 52, .75
2000 DATA 104,162,6,160,11,169,6,32,92,228,96,206
2010 DATA 57,6,208,37,169,5, 141,57,6, 166,203, 164
2020 DATA 204,173,56,6,240,9,24,138,105,20,170,152
2030 DATA 105,0,168,142,0,210,140,2,210,173,56,6
2040 DATA 73,255,141,56,6,76,95,228,0,5

with tonal quality (the whine of a den-

lisfsdrill . . . shudder). The human ner-

vous system is a delicate!) balanced

thing, and there are lots of ways sound

can give it a little nudge off-center.

This month's challenge is to do just

that— create a programmatic sound ef-

fect that'll jam the bearings of a normal,

hearing individual. As always, any
Atari computer is acceptable, any lan-

guage is fine, and any normal, hearing

individual will do (though Mom is the

classic subject for this kind of experi-

ment). Note that this does no! consti-

tute license to drive Mom around the

bend permanent)

.

To help establish benchmarks for the

competition. Atari 8-bit owners may
wish to type in the listing shown below, a

program designed to render a facsimile

of the 'Theremin" sound effect com-
mon!) heard in Grade B horror flicks. If

Rl N at midnight, with the lights turned

down low (and the monitor turned up

high), it should produce the desired ef-

fect (ranging from a shrill scream to a

peremptory: "Turn that thing OFF!")
in any subject within earshot. Note that

if Mom has had a particularly lough

da) at the office, the possibility of as-

sault with a blunt instrument should be

considered. Damage incurred in this

manner is not covered under Atari's

warranty, especially if it's to your head.

Next issue: Creativity be damned!
It's back to Fundamental Algorithms.

General Rules

Programming Challenge entries

must include:

• A fully-documented listing of the

main program, including documented
source code for any assembly language.

• An executable copy of the program

on magnetic media compatible with

standard Atari disk or cassette peri-

pherals and operating systems.

• A brief commentary on the pro-

gram and a capsule autobiography.

Please label all materials clearly with

your name, address, and telephone

number. Only original, unpublished

programs will be considered. All entries

become the property of Atari Explorer

magazine. Entries may not be submit-

ted by employees of Atari (U.S.) Corp.

or its subsidiaries, nor by members of

their immediate families.

Send entries to-

Programming Challenge

Atari Explorer

7 Hilltop Road
Mendham. NJ 07945
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During their heyday in the 1 960s.

the Beatles pioneered the use of

recording techniques that made
their music sound different from any-

thing that had come before. It seemed
they could include almost any sound,

from exotic East Indian instruments to

an entire orchestra, in their recordings.

The instrument that let the Beatles

perform this feat was called a Mello-

tron. a complicated device that recreat-

ed sounds with the aid of dozens of mag-
netic tape loops, each corresponding to

one of the keys on a piano-type key-

board. By pressing a key. a player would
bring one of the tapes in contact with a

playback head, reproducing a pre-re-

corded sound. Needless to say, because

of its complexity and cost, the amazing
Mellotron never caught on. and only a

handful were ever built or sold.

Now. twenty years later, however, a

digital version of the same idea, called a

digital sampling keyboard, has become
a popular tool in the production of mu-
sic and sound effects for the record in-

dustry as well as for television and film

soundtracks. Among these professional

instruments are the lairlight CM I, the

Synclavicr. the kur/weil musical in-

strument, and i lie li-mu Emulator. All

reproduce digitally recorded real-world

sounds with remarkable fidelity and re-

alism, giving musicians the ability to

play any recordable sound— from the

string section of an orchestra to a chorus
of human voices through a simple,

keyboard interface.

The sampling process involves re-

cording short snippets of sounds— the

actual "samples" in computer memo-
ry. Special microchips, called analog-

to-digital converters (A DCs), measure
the amplitude of a sound's waveform
many, many times each second, produc-

ing a stream of binary numbers that

describe how the waveform changes
over time. This process is called digitiz-

ing.

To play the sounds back—converting

them from numbers into audible
sound— the digital record is pumped
through another special circuit called a

digital-to-analog converter (or DAC),
which, as its name implies, performs the

reverse function of an ADC. Once the
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By TIMOTHY 0N0SK0

numbers have been reconverted in this

way, the necessary analog sound signal

is ready to be amplified and heard, once
again, by the human ear.

The fidelity of a digital recording de-

pends on two measures of resolution—
the range of steps onto which the ampli-

tude of the waveform is mapped each
time a measurement is taken, and the

rate at which these measurements are

taken over time. The former measure is

referred to as the quantization of the

system—expressed as the number of
bits that make up each measured value;

and the latter is referred to as the sam-
pling rate.

The larger the number of measuring
steps used (larger quantization) and the

faster the sound is sampled (higher

sampling rate) the more realistic the

recording becomes, free from noise and

distortion. Very simply, the more infor-

mation about the original sound that is

stored in memory, the better the result.

This principle also makes possible the

digital audio compact disk (CD). Sound
is recorded on a CD at more than 44,000
samples per second (44 KHz sampling
rate) using 14 bits of quantization to

measure and represent the sound.

There are actually several different

methods of sampling and playing back
sounds. Some of these are linear encod-
ing (the simplest), zero-crossing, delta-

slope modulation (FM). pulse code
modulation (PCM, used in compact
disks), pulse width modulation
(PWM). pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM). etc. Each differs in the mathe-
matical way that the table of numbers is

stored and sounds are recreated. Often,

complex error-checking schemes are

used to insure absolute accuracy.

If you want to learn more about the

technical details of digital sound re-

cording, one excellent reference work is

the Sony Book of Digital Audio Tech-
nology (TAB Books. $1 1 .95).

Digital sampling keyboards record

and play back sound, but also perform
another nifty trick. They can scale the

frequency of the sound, adjusting the

rate of the data going through the DAC
so that it will sound higher or lower
when one key or another is played. In

this way, only one sound needs to be

sampled, then adjusted to provide fre-

quencies across the musical scale.

So. in the end. these digital sampling
keyboards are nothing more than com-
puters dedicated to recording, storing

and manipulating sound. If this is the

case, why not use an existing microcom-
puter to perform the same feat''

I Hear Your Computer

It would be cavalier to say that sam-
pling and playing back sounds is an easy

task for a microcomputer. Though ex-

periments in sound synthesis on micros
have come all the way from producing
simple beeps to faithfully reproducing
human speech in the decade or so that

little computer have been around, digi-

tal recording is another story.

Before going any further, an histori-

cal note is in order. In the late 1970s.
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Digital Sound
From Vibrations in the Air, to Numbers and Back Again

*At a sampling
rate of 20,000
times per
second
(20Khz), nearly
20K of memory
(8-bit bytes)
would be
required to

store a sound of

1 second in

length.

Mic

Digital Storage
(Computer)

I
DAC

I
Amplifier

Grey arrows above represent
samples that approximate the
analog audio waveform. The
higher the sampling rate, the
more samples per second will

be used to store and recreate
the sound. This example is for

8-bit sound digitizing. The more
bits used - i. e. , the higher the
number used in measuring the
waveform, the greater the
signal-to-noise ratio in the
resultant sound.

Speaker
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The SOUnd from the 116-

bit version of the Digitizer will

exceed the quality of a

compact disc.

microcomputer pioneers like Hal
Chamberlin, Frank Covitz, and Bill

Seilcr concentrated on digital-to-ana-

log sound reproduction using a machine
considered primitive today, the Com-
modore Pet. Chamberlin and his small.

New England-based company, MTU,
created and sold a rudimentary DAC
board for the original KIM single-

board 6502 microprocessor computer.

Covitz adapted Chamberlin's original

software and greatly embellished the

idea of creating artificial sound wave-

forms to play through the DAC board.

Seiler developed an inexpensive

board that emulated Chamberlin's
DAC board, and the design was widely

circulated among Pet user groups
around the country. Other microcom-
puter hackers developed circuits using

A DCs for recording sound, and before

the whole thing was over, the Pet was
recording and playing back real-world,

as well as digitally synthesized sounds.

This was not high-quality sound, but it

was quite a trick for a little machine
with only 8K of memory.
The Atari ST eliminates many of the

barriers faced bv those earlv sound

hackers. Its 16-bit, 68000 microproces-

sor and half megabyte or more of mem-
ory can store more sounds, faster, than

the Pet ever could. Reams of memory
are not just a luxury when it comes to

digital sounds, they are a necessity.

Even short samples can occupy lots of

memory.
Moreover, the ST incorporates a

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital In-

terface) port, making it ideal for this

application. More on this, later. But the

computer alone does not provide all the

hardware and software needed to be-

come a digital sampling musical instru-

ment. The necessary add-ons come
from Hippopotamus. Inc., a small and
innovative hardware and software com-
pany in Los Gatos, CA.

Hippo has designed a simple circuit

board, the ST Sound Digitizer, with

both an ADC and a DAC for recording

and playing back sounds, that links to

the ST via the cartridge port. The soft-

ware included in the package is enough
to get started in recording and editing

sounds.

The Digitizer, itself, is about as sim-

ple a piece of hardware as you will find.

On the back of a small metal box are

two audio jacks, one to connect to a

sound source (a microphone, audio cas-

sette recorder, compact disc player) and
the other for connection to an amplifier

and speaker. Two knobs on the front of

the device vary the levels for recording

and playing back. That's it. The rest is

accomplished by the software.

Hippo's software serves three pur-

poses. One portion is for the record,

play, and editing functions. Another
serves as a digital oscilloscope. Ostensi-

bly, the oscilloscope is provided for set-

ting the levels of sounds to be digitized,

but it is really just an entertaining gad-

get, thrown into the package. The third

software function adds digital echo and
reverberation to the sampled sounds or

to real-time input from the digitizer.

In practice, you simply plug in a

sound source, set the correct input level,

then click the on-screen button marked
DIGITIZE and fill a portion of memo-
ry—usually several seconds worth

—

with the sound. The sampling rate can

be set at from 1000 samples (yielding

the lowest quality sound) to 64,000

samples per second. The quantization is

8-bit, meaning that the sound wave-

forms are represented as steps between
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Oand 255 (or -128 and 127). Up to 40
seconds of sound can be stored in the

ST. depending on the amount of free

RAM and the sampling rate selected.

In one of the screen windows, a visual

representation of the sound can be edit-

ed by highlighting portions with the

mouse. A tiny segment of a larger re-

cording, perhaps just a single note from
a trumpet or piano, can be isolated in

this way. Selected segments can be re-

peated by cutting and pasting, raised or

lowered in pilch by squeezing or

stretching the waveform. For greater

accural s in editing, a zoom function

magnifies the waveform graphic.

Next, an amplitude envelope can be

drawn over the edited waveform so that

the end result can be made to sound less

abrupt m the way it begins or ends.

fading to silence, for instance. (A simi-

lar function called DR \w w WI-: actual-

ly allows complete!) synthetic wave-
forms to be entered with the mouse.)
And. if a sound is too loud or soft, its

volume (amplitude) can be raised or

lowered.

An auxiliary window keeps track of

the technical data lor each sampled
sound: I he .i mount of memory used,

sampling rite, loudest and softest pas-

sages, etc Two on-screen buttons con-

trol playback PI \"> sounds only the se-

lected and highlighted portion of the

visual waveform, while PLAY ALL
sounds the entire sample

The real fun starts when you hook up
an inexpensive MIDI instrument to the

ST and use n It) play your digitized

samples under ke\ board control. Any
MIDI instrument or sequencer (even

another ST) will do. We used a Casio

CV- 101 synthesizer, the least expensive

on the market. (The CZ-IOI retails for

about $400. but is available by mail
order and at discounters for less than

S200.) Another low-cost MIDI key-

board instrument is the Yamaha DX-
100. In this configuration, the digitizer

functions as part of a real musical in-

strument Hippo's software reads the

incoming MIDI data and expresses the

notes you play using the sampled sound,

adjusting its pitch appropriately.

How Good?

We used several criteria in evaluating

the Hippo ST Sound Digitizer, not the

least of which was the quality of the

sound it produced. We also took into

account its functionality and ease of

use.

Since this is an 8-bit digitizer, we
expected less than we got. The sounds
were obviously not of the quality that

you would hear from a Kurzweil or Em-
ulator instrument, but were definitely

better than those produced by a popular

digital sampling toy. the S99 Casio SK-
1 keyboard. The quality heard was fair-

ly good, sounding something like an

AM radio. Quiet sounds exhibited the

most noise and distortion, notably a

kind of buzzing as the sound faded.

Even though sampling rales can be set

to 64.000 times per second, or 64 KHz.
we found that there wasn't much audi-

ble improvement beyond about 40 KHz.
This lack of improvement is due to

one of the rules of digital sound, involv-

ing something called the sub-Nykvist

frequency. Basically, this rule says that

the highest frequency sound you will be

able to reproduce is half the sampling

rate. So when sound is sampled 40,000

times per second, the greatest frequency

you can sample will be about 20.000

Hz—beyond the upper limit of most
human's hearing.

Sampling at 64 KHz eats lots of

memory, as well about 64K per sec-

System and Price: Atari ST:

$139

Summary: Versatile tool for

learning the basics of

digital recording and sound

sampling.

Manufacturer:

Hippopotamus Software. Inc.,

985 University Ave.. Ste. 12

Los Gatos. CA 95030

(408)395-3190

ond. This also makes it impractical to

store long sounds on the floppy disk,

since as few as two different sounds can

eat up all the space on a single-sided ST
disk.

We did have some trouble matching
the output levels of microphones, tape

recorders, and a compact disk player to

the input of the digitizer. While Hippo
claims that the input will accept a wide
range of levels, we found that only the

lowest levels from the earphone jack
worked at all. When we monitored the

levels in real time as sound was being

digitized, they often sounded very dis-

torted, though the distortion was much
less when the digitized sound was
played back.

A microphone and "live" sound pro-

vide the best source from which to digi-

tize. CDs arc next best, followed by con-

ventional recordings. Here, however,

we step into a possible legal pitfall, par-

ticularly relevant if you plan on distrib-

uting samples you have made. Digitiz-

ing is treated the same way as recording

under the law— it is considered illegal if

source material is protected b\ copy-

right. At the moment, there even seems
to be some dispute as to the legality of
sampling individual timbres from com-
mercially-distributed recordings— in

other words. Phil Collins's bass drum
sound may belong to him alone.

Using the editing functions, we were
able to isolate individual sounds from
our samples, then use the draw enve-
LOPE function to make the sounds fade

in and out smoothls. In no time, we were
playing these instruments (and whole
groups of instruments) from the MIDI
keyboard. Wow!
We did find that the visual editing

function is not always as accurate as it

should be. specifically when mousing
from one place to another, setting edit-

ing points. For some reason, the high-

lighted area likes to jump back a little

from the beginning or end of the sound
that is being edited. And we found that

clicking on STRETCH (for lowering the

frequency of the sound) or SQl I I vi
(for raising it) too rapidly would some-
limes cause the program to bomb.
When we connected the Atari to our

CZ-IOI MIDI keyboard, we learned

that, like the Emulator and most other

samplers, the software adjusts the pitch

of notes by simply lifting or dropping

the sampling rate. While this is quite

sufficient, it also means that an entire

sound sample will be longer when
played lower, shorter when played high-

er than originally recorded. It's a good
bet. then, not to include drums, tambou-
rines, or other rhythm sounds when re-

cording a sound sample. These will be
inconsistent with any rhythm when
played at different frequencies. This

doesn't mean, though, that a single per-

cussion sound won't work well all by

itself, and this is a great way to simulate

digital drums.
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The promise of a real

orchestra inside your computer

is irresistible.

Practically speaking, samples do not

sound very good when their pitch is ad-

justed more than about a half-octave

above or below the original recording.

This is a limitation shared by most sam-
pling instruments, and the Hippo digi-

tizer is no exception. When connected

to a MIDI keyboard, the system works
monophonically. That is, only one key

can be pressed, and one note played, at a

time.

What Else Can It Do?

As noted briefly above, although the

documentation doesn't mention it. the

Atari ST equipped with a Hippo Digi-

tizer can also function as a MIDI "sla-

ve" instrument. (For those familiar

with MIDI, the software locks the Atari

system to MIDI channel # I. and this

cannot be changed.) In this configura-

tion, another computer running a se-

quencer— or MIDI event recorder/

player—can control the ST in addition

to any number of synthesizers, drum
machines, etc. We tried this with a com-
mercial sequencer, the ST, and our Ca-
sio CZ-101. With this setup, we man-
aged to generate four voices from the

Casio keyboard and a fifth voice from
the ST with digitizer, simultaneously.

We were also able to digitize the syn-

thesized sounds generated by the Casio

and reproduce them nicely, albeit with

an increase in noise for quiet sounds. To
capture these synthetic sounds, we fed

the audio output of the synthesizer to

the input of the digitizer, clicked on the

DIGITIZE button on the Atari screen,

and pressed middle C on the Casio key-

board. When we played the sounds

back, we were scarcely able to tell the

difference between sounds generated by

the digitizer and those produced by the

synthesizer itself.

One disappointment with the system,

however, was its inability to store and

play more than a single sound from the

keyboard. Most digital sampling instru-

ments allow several sounds to occupy

memory and be played from different

locations on the keyboard. For example,

the territory below middle C might

sound like a plucked guitar, while notes

played above the center would sound

like a xylophone. This is called key-

board splittings and it really shouldn't

have posed a major problem for Hippo's

software designers, given certain limita-

tions. This should definitely be included

in a future software upgrade.

Of course, the Hippo ST Sound Digi-

tizer is not meant to be a professional

performance instrument, but more of a

sound "lab" with which users can ac-

quaint themselves with the principles of

sound sampling.

Then again, Wendell Brown, creator

of the Digitizer, has bigger things on his

mind. He has created another company,
Nilford Laboratories, to develop a ste-

reo (two channel), 16-bit version of the

digitizer that he says will rival the most

serious digital musical instruments

available today— instruments like the

Emulator, Kurzweil, and the fabled

Fairlight music computer which sells

for hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Brown says the 16-bit version will re-

tail for considerably more than the 8-bit

model ($1995), and will be marketed
through Hybrid Arts (1 1920 Olympic
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064,

(213) 826-3777), a well-known devel-

oper and marketer of MIDI software

and products for ST computers.

Sound from the 1 6-bit version, claims

Brown, will exceed the quality of a com-
pact disc and be highly manipulatable.

both via provided software and through

four programmable digital filters. It

will be polyphonic, capable of playing

12 simultaneous notes, and keyboard

splits arc already part of its design. The
device has already been causing tremors

in the professional music world where.

Brown says, the Pointer Sisters band
has been using a beta-test unit in on-

stage performances.

Enthusiasts and experimenters
whose aspirations arc somewhat lower

will probably be more than satisfied,

however, with the basic 8-bit Hippo
Digitizer system. In either case, the

promise of a real orchestra inside your

computer a dream unattainable, until

now— is irresistible. The sound of per-

sonal computer music has changed for-

ever.
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PAPERCLIP
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Package"
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".
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available for the Atari " - ANTIC

Editing features include Block Move.

Copy and Delete. Global Search and
Replace

Enter repetitive words, sentences, or

paragraphs instantly with Macro Command
Edit two files simultaneously and

transfer text between documents using

Dual Text Windows
Automatic Page Numbering. Table of

Contents, Headers and Footers

Editing screen extends up to 130
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electronic filing
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